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PREFACE

There is n wealth of scientific knowledge about happiness yet

hardly anyone knows about it.

This knowledge is based solely on

research studies made by psychologists and it is so substar ;ial it
forms the basis of e new field of st.;y--the psychology of happiness.

The psychology of happiness has been growing slowly and quietly
since the earliest days of modern psychology.

Its growth has been

quiet because so few psychologists were concerned with the problem
at any one point in time.

But today, this slow, steady progress 1as

come to the point of full flower.

Enough evidence hns been gathered,

that the story of happiness, its nature, and its causes, is now

complete enough to publish in book form.

At this time, the general public knows absolutely nothing about
the research on happiness, but even more surprising, the growth of

knowledge in tnis area has been so quiet, most psychol ^ists and mental

health professionals are totally unaware of it.

Indeed, no mention

of the findings or. happiness is given in any introductory psychology
/0^\

textbook, nor in major texts dealing with mental health, personality,
emotion, or psychotherapy.

Even the oiention of the word "happiness"

is a rare sight in the literature: the majority of "dictionaries of

psychology fail to even provide a definition.

This is knowledge, in

other words, that exists, but is virtually unreffered to anc unknown,

Xfcis book h*s been written Lo provide the first complete presentation

of thn extraordinary scientific knowledge.

As such it provides for you

the reader, a very special opportunity and experience.

You are about

to enjoy the very rare pleasure of exploring a f/lsciraCltig body of
knowledge about a highly significant topic that, before, was virtually
unavailable to you.

This book is truly an adventure into the unknown,

and I hope you'll sense this, and experience, as I have, the excitement
of this scientific discovery.

For the past ten years I have been gathering together the research

studies on human happiness to prepare this report.

Every psychological

study that has ever been done on happiness has been collected, and each
has been carefully reviewed, analyzed, and critically evaluated.

In

compiling this book careful attention was paid to the quality of the
research which includes things like the merits of the research design,
the numbers and variety of people studied, the measures employed, and

the statistical procedures used.

My research included not only stoc'ies

that deal directly with the topic of happiness, but also the literature

on synonymous topics like "elation,"

pleas ..Tit emotion, peak- experiences,

satisfaction, morale, and their negative opposites (depressions,
rr.eloncholia, loneliness, and sadness).

The data from all these sources

was combined, organized, and synthesized into a unitary view of happiness,
. .

and it is that view we'll present in this book.

Although I have conducted much research into the nature of happiness
myself, the material presented in this volume is based en the work of

hundreds of individual researchers, and for their hard efforts in pioneering
the psychology of happiness I am greatly indebted.

Particularly I want

to give credit to those researchers whose work In this field has been the

most outstanding (Vessman and Ricks (132, 130),
'

Vilsor. (133, et. al)

Bradbum and Caplovitz (21, 147),

Gurin, Veroff, and Feld (55),

Cantril (27), Haslow and'followers (81, 141),

Work of Robinson and

members of the Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research (108).)
Without the ingenuity and perseverance of these many researchers* many
of whom faced criticism that their work would be frustrated and

unproductive because of the subjective^elusive nature of happiness,
this book could have never been written.

This book can be important reading for )ou, whatever your interests

are.

If you're a layman, with no background in psychology, this book

is written in such a way that you can learn all about your own personal

happiness and ways to improve it.

If you're a student in psychology

or the social sciences, the information here can greatly add to your

understanding of human nature and the important function happiness
serves in a total view of Kan.

If you're a clinical psychologist,

>p ^counselTors or professional in the mental health fields, this bo k can
provide you with an exciting new view of positive mental health and
possible insights and tools to aid your work with the individuals you

z"

help.

And if you're a scholar, concerned with an academic understanding

of psychology, this book can provide you an informative, well-referenced

look a: the research findings regarding Kan's most fundamental coac^a:
happiness.
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Chapter I
THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF HAPPINESS

What is the single most important thing there is in
life? It would have to be happiness* Happiness is one of

those precious things that has always been a central
concern of mankind* Itfs been said that nno quest can

claim a larger following than happiness11 (129) and itfs

f*

undoubtedly true* Itfs probably the single most sought
after thing in the world. Itfs the kind of thing thatfs

important to everyone, no matter what they1re like, where
in the world they live, or what their age or station in

life. Everybody wants happiness—itfs one of those basic,
fundamental things about being human•

The importance of happiness is naturally reflected

in the religious and philosophical thought of Man. There,
happiness has occupied a central position since the dawn

^

of recorded time* In many philosophical systems happiness
ranks as the greatest of all Goods or the most important

goal in Life. Aristotle stated that "human happiness is
so important it transcends all other worldly consider

ations". For Kant, happiness was the end all men sought
in life# The Utilitarians also considered happiness the
ultimate goal in Life, and so, for that matter, have
virtually all schools of philosophy.

In psychology too, the importance of happiness has

always been paramount. Freud had no doubt that men sought

happiness above all other goals in life. Indeed happiness
has been cited as the overriding goal of human behavior

from the early days of William James to the modern days
of Maslow. As Fromm put it: "Happiness is the criterion

of excellence, in the art of living. . ."(163), and yet this
modern psychological theorist simply echofs Plato1s early

view that "happiness is living well".^Because happiness is such an important human concern
incredible volumes of material have been written about it.

Philosophers have written about it, religious experts have

written about it, psychologists and sociologists have written

about it, poets have written about it, novelists have written
about it, and so has just about everyone else. Hundreds of
books have been written that deal primariily with happiness

and its attainment, and thousands upon thousands more have
/0&\

touched on the topic to varying degrees. The great literature
of the centuries has often focused on the nature of personal

happiness. Articles about happiness have appeared uncountable
times in popular magazines and newspapers. The persuit of
happiness is even written about in the Constitutiono

~

The reader who is interested in an extensive treat

ment of happiness in philosophical and psychological thought
over the centuries can turn to several excellent works on

the subject; see (Jones 53* Wessman 57. Fellows 66) in
bibliography.

However, even though a tremendous amount of material
has been written about happiness in the past, this book is
something entirely new! It is a view of happiness based

entirely on research facts, and that has not been done be
fore. This makes the present book different from all that

has been previously written about happiness, for as

interesting and thoughtful as the great philosophical books

f^

and popular articles were in the past, none of them were
based on scientific evidence, for such scientific evidence
was simply nonexistant* But today things are different,
there is a wealth of scientific findings about happiness,
and this book is its premiere presentation. It is important
to realize that the information in this volume is not based

>n conjecture, personal ideas, philosophical observation,
or even the theories of famous psychologists, it is based
faithfully on actual research findings in order to create

the first objective picture of human happiness ever de
veloped •
Whatys So Important About Happiness?

Why is everyone so concerned about happiness anyway?

To psychologists the answer to that question is simple:

happiness is the main positive emotion we feel, and life
without positive emotions would be horrible and empty. Can

you imagine a life without any happy emotions? Without them,
life would be nothing but a living hell of negative feel-
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ings like pain, depression, anger, and fear. And if human
beings had no emotion at all, life would be a sterile,

pointless, colorless bore* Take away happy feelings and
nothing is important; events are empty, devoid of meaning
and value* You could find "the pot of gold at the end of

the rainbow", but if you couldn!t experience happy emotions
it just wouldnft matter* Happiness is that comfortable feel-

C

ing of well-being and joy that accompanies all the good
things in life, and what could be more important than that?
Still have any doubts about the importance of

happiness? Letfs put your doubts to a simple test. Think of

your fondest, wildest wish in life. Now think of feeling
happy. If you had to make a choice between them, if you
could have only one—not both—which would you choose: Your
wish without a feeling of happiness, or a feeling of happi

ness without your wish? To make the point, let's be more
j^

specific. Say you had the choice between happiness and a
million dollars. Think seriously: would you choose to have

the million dollars but never experience a feeling of

happiness again, or would you rather have a continuous
feeling of happiness and give up a chance for the million
dollars?

When you look at it this way, the point becomes clear.

No wish, no dream, no amount of money would mean much if

it didnft make you feel happy* We dream, we hope, we wish
for things, but when we really think about it we

realize that 1t'» the banning t.hftsp tihlnpa would bring
ns that we actually seek. Thus happiness is really the
most important thing in life, and that is why this book can
be so important to you. You'll find a lot that will be
valuable for you in this book. For one thing, when you're
through you'll have a remarkably complete understanding
of happiness, one of Man's most ancient mysteries. Most
especially, you'll find much information that applies to
your everyday life. You'll more fully understand your own
personal happiness, its causes, the ways it effects you,
the ways it changes, and most importantly, you'll learn
about things you can do to actually increase the happiness

-ou get out of life I But even more than all this, you'll
find that the psychology of happiness holds important

insights for understanding the basic nature of Man and even
of Life itself.

what-. Esjcchologlata kmat about Iswx HanninenR-A Prpvlflw
Research in any science is designed to answer

questions, and happiness research now has answers for
hundreds of popular questions about happiness. We'll ask
some of these questions now, to provide you with a preview
of the kinds of questions that will be answered in this book
What is happiness? What is its nature? How does

happiness relate to other emotions? What function does it
serve in our psychology—why does it exist at all? How
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does it feel to be happy? What is a happy mood like? How

do people behave in a happy mood? How do they think in
such moods? What are the happy people like? Are happy

people different than other kinds of people? What kind of
occupations are they in? What kind of social life do they
have? What's their family-life like? Are they married?
What was their childhood like? Do they make more money?

What is their personality like? Are happy people well
adjusted? Are happy people mentally healthy? What are the
real causes of happiness? What do people "think" are the
causes of happiness? How happy are most people? How much

happiness is there in America. . .or in the rest of the
world? Does happiness occur in regular cycles? What are the

nappiest ages in Life?, Do values and attitudes make any
difference to happiness? Are ambitious people happier? Are

religious people happier? Are women happier than men? Are
Whites happier than Blacks? Are there any "secrets" to
achieving happiness that anyone can make use of?

These questions, and many, many others will find
answers in the remaining chapters of this book. In the

next chapter, for example, we'll hear about the research
that's been done in happiness. We'll learn of the methods

and instruments employed in happiness research, how
happiness is measured and "captured" for study in the

laboratory,- and how the facts in this book were discovered.
The chapter after that deals with the happy mood. There

is,

we111 examine what its like to feel happy and what typically

happens to people when they1 re in a happy mood. In the next
chapter, we111 meet the happy person, the kind of individual
who stays happy most of the time. WeTll find out all about
the kinds of things that seperate the happy person from

everyone else. The chapter after that will explore findings
on the happy personality—not the outside situation of happy

people covered in the previous chapter, but the inner psyr

chology of those people who are the happiest* In the next
chapter we111 try to put it all together by focusing on the

important position happiness holds in basic psychology, and
in Life itself. And in the final chapter you will be

given a research-proven "happiness program" that can actually
help make yon a happy person* So get set, you1 re about to
become an expert on your own personal happiness.

Chapter 2
HAPPINESS RESEARCH

This chapter is the story behind the research findings
on happiness that will be presented throughout the rest of
this book.

It is a look behind the scenes, so to speak, at

the ways psychologists study happiness, how they define happi
ness, and how they measure happiness.

The actual discoveries

psychologists have made about happiness begin in the next
chapter and you might decide to move straight to that, but
jH$$£\

if you're the kind of person who wants to know how these dis
coveries were made and how much to trust the research findings,
this chapter is essential.
Happinesst The Topic Psychology Turned Its Back On

Happiness is the forgotten topic of psychology.

People

are often surprised when they discover this, but it is not

surprising when you study the history of research in psy
chology.

Up until recently, the orientation of psychology

has been very negative.

It seems that psychology has always

dealt with the painful side of life.

Topics like happiness

have never received much attention in psychology; the popular

topics have been pain, hunger, mental illness, hostility, ag
gression, psychopathology, suicide, fears, anxiety, depres
sion, and so on.

Negative topic after negative topic has

been the usual fare for students of psychology since before

the time of Freud.

Research on emotions, for example/ also

shows this negative trend.

Over the years the unpleasant

emotions have received far more attention in the research

and in textbooks than pleasant emotions like happiness (28,
425, 203).

One recent study revealed that 83% of the re

search on emotions was negative (203).

Why has such a negative bias occured?
no mystery about it.

There's really

Historically speaking, psychology

came into being to study the personal nightmare of mental
illness, and its attention has been focused there ever

since.

Of course working on people's most painful and de

pressing problems is what psychology has always done, and
always should do, but in the past this preoccupation with
the negative was carried to dysfunctional extremes.

It be

came almost a neurotic fixation, and like a neurotics view

of the world, psychology was fast developing a distortedly
negative view of man.

The positive side of man's nature

had gone largely ignored.

Only recently has the emphasis

in psychology begun to swing to the positive, healthy side

^pk

of life.

Perhaps because of a natural human tendancy to

\

solve problems and negative conditions first before concen

trating on the positive strivings of life, the attention

in recent years has become more positive.

Led by many pro

minent psychologists, a new Humanistic Movement has emerged
dedicated to the study of the good in man and has grown to

become one of three dominant forces in psychology today.
This book, of course, reflects the positive focus of that

<\

Humanistic Movement.

Because of this history, psychology today is left in

the position of knowing a great deal about some things, but
very little about others. The problem has been that the
growth of psychology has never been uniform on all research
fronts. Its the old -bandwagon effect;- some topics have

been quite popular, but others have been left to the side.
Researchers are like miners-nobody explores for a new vein
until the old one is completely exhausted.

C

Happiness is one of those topics that has been ignored.
Sadly enough, happiness has never been one of the -glamor^

topics- in psychology. Comparatively, it has been studied
very little, and when studied, rarely mentioned elsewhere.
This lack of research has not gone completely unnoticed by

the psychological community, but despite an occasional ex
pression of dismay and alarm, no widespread enthusiasm for
happiness study has developed.

It is widely believed that happiness has been ignored

^

by the mainstream of psychology because most believed that
happiness was too vague and to -fuzzy a concept? that it
was too hard to define scientifically? and that it was too
hard to measure. This book, however, is testament to the
fact that such problems have been overcome by researchers
In the field.

The number of psychologists actively engaged in hap

piness research has always been small.

There are probably

\o

less than ten working actively on the problem today.

The

important thing though, is that the volume of research has
clmvetably) grown.

All knowledge accumulates, and knowledge

on happiness is no different.

The growth has been especial

ly significant in the last fifteen years with the publica
tion of several major research projects in the area (eg. 132,

21, 147, 201, 55, 108, 133).

It seems that happiness research

ers have made up for their small numbers by making each study

count.

Many of the recent studies in happiness have been

e^ustive^^ projects and have provided great volumes of basic
information.

Thus, the actual volume of data is now quite

impressive. Research into happiness is finally coming into
its own; several years ago, there would not have been enough

material to ^evelope^the complete picture of happiness you
will read about, but today there is.

A new field of study,

the psychology of happiness, has come.to be, and hopefully

this book will be just the beginning of a fruitful science

designed to fully understand human happiness and help people
everywhere on the path to its attainment.
What is Happiness?

The most basic question facing psychologists in happiness
research ist what is happiness?

This, I find, is also the

very first question average people ask me when the topic
turns to happiness, and defining "happiness" can be quite
a problem.

Everyone agrees that happiness is important, but when

w

it comes to a precise definition, agreement quickly ends.
It has been said that everyone knows the meaning of happi
ness but no one can define it (69).

Explaining happiness

is like explaining eyesight to the blind.

Happiness is one

of those human ironies: we each experience it inside us,

it-s as much a part of our being as our thoughts, but when

it comes to explaining what happiness is, or what it does,
or why it's there, or even how it feels—most .people come
up with a blank.

This is natural, of course; people gen-

have no need to explain what they feel so directly.
Still, we need a definition.

perts in such matterst
chology.

So we turn to the ex

philosophers and theorists in psy

But, unlike the average person who has no real

definition of happiness, philosophers and psychological
theorists have hundreds.

So much has been said and writ

ten about happiness, and there are so.many different def
initions of it, that the picture becomes exceedingly com

plex and confusing if we look for definitions here.
Fortunately, researchers in happiness have found
that happiness is fairly simple to define.

Perhaps this

is because the researchers have come to understand that

hapiness has two basic meanings.

First, happiness is a

good emotional feeling (eg. "I'm in a happy mood.-).

Sec

ond, happiness is an evaluation people make about the

quality of their lives (eg. "I'm a happy person.")
21,

&

(147,

132, 55).

Let's look at these two things more closely.

Right
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now, think about yourself.
very moment?

How happy do you feel at this

Did you have a happy mood today?

If you are

feeling happy, or can recall feeling that way, you under
stand what we mean by our first definition.

Happiness is

a good emotional feeling--" a positive feeling of wellbeing and contentment" according to the dictionary.
define it as an enjoyable state of mind.

Others

Many terms like

joy, ecstasy, satisfaction, felicity, bliss, elation, high
spirits, etc. are considered synonyms with happiness.

Happiness is an emotion--a temporary state that occurs inside
us and that fills us with positive feelings.

Mow ask yourself another everyday question: How happy a

person are you?

Very happy?

Pretty happy?

Unhappy?

If

you answer this question, you understand the second meaning
,f happiness.

past.

It is an emotional evaluation of the recent

People, it seems, carry with them a sense of their

general emotional morale.
lately.

They know how they've been feeling

They know their typical disposition.

Happiness

in this sense, is a generalization we make about how life
has been treating us.

It is an index of "satisfaction

with life".

Our emotions act as a continuous measure of how life is

going; when things are going well, we experience many
happy moods, and when things go badly, we experience many
M

unhappy, uncomfortable moods.

When we're asked about our

happiness, we recall the predominate mood, just like we

iZ v>

recall the events that have taken place.

-I'm a happy per

son" is a statement that tells you a lot about the quality

of life a person is living; it is probably the most impor
tant information a person has about himself, yet one word,

"happiness", communicates it all.

Happiness, therefore, has two meanings.

Both are sim

ilar in that they both connote emotional feelings.

Happi

ness is a feeling of well-being we experience"in immediate
situations and it is also a feeling of general well-being

based on the recent past.

The feeling is essentially the

same in both cases, and most people commonly use the term

"happiness" in both ways, depending on the situation at
hand (21,

55).

There is a third definition of happiness, but it is
considered obsolete and archaic.

or fortunate circumstances.
warm puppy?

It is happiness as good

For example, is happiness a

Not really, but when you ask most people to

define happiness they answer in terms of outside circum

stances or things.

Happiness is -a good job", "sufficient

income", "a rewarding family life", "a lot of close friends",
etc. , etc.

Psychology tells us that happiness is not

things, it's the feeling that goes with these things.

these

Mod

ern usage distinguishes between the feeling and the object,
but there is still a lot of truth to the idea that happiness

is strongly related to outside circumstances, as we shall
see later in this book.
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How Psychologists Study Happiness

Happiness research has taken place in two major areas.

One major area of research has been on the happy mood—a
scientific study of what the feeling of happiness is like
and how people behave when they're happy.

The other major

area has been on the happy people—a scientific examination
of the life-situation, personal habits, and personality
characteristics of the happy individual.

Of course these

two areas of research have developed somewhat different

strategies to study their topic, and the strategies that
have been developed are quite facinating.

The main problem facing psychologists studying the hap

py mood has been how to -capture- a happy mood in order to
study it.

In much the same way that a biologist goes to the

field to 'gatiec specimens for intensive study back at the
laboratory, the happiness researchers- have had to develop

ingenious techniques to help them stalk the happy mood.
The most basic method has simply been to ask people

JF*

to describe happy moods they can recall.

Taken either

verbally (in face-to-face interviews), or in written form,
these descriptions of happy moods have undergone exten

sive scientific and computer analysis.

From this prelim

inary work, a basic understanding of the common elements
*of a happy mood has been developed (eg. 201, 81).
Still, many psychologists have wanted to get even
closer to happy moods as they actually happen, not as they

V\

are recalled later.

One strategy in this direction has

been to study people on a daily basis over long periods
of time (often many months) observing their mood changes,

and especially focusing on their happy moods (eg. 132, 201).
All kinds of observations have been made of people while

they re in happy moods.

Psychologists have observed happy

individuals directly (60, 67, 68

ied using video-tape (

).

).

They have been stud

They have been observed

in the intimate light of counselling by clinical psychol
ogists (132, 50

), and they have been estensively stud

ied by psychological tests and measurements taken in happy
moods.

Today, happy moods are even being produced in the lab

oratory.

Unlike the above methods, wich involved waiting

long periods for happy moods to naturally occur, several
techniques are being used to induce a. happy mood on the

spot.

With such techniques, researchers need not wait,

they simply make a happy mood happen whenever they want to
study it.

Films are one way that is being used to produce happy

moods (98, 501, 148, 149, 146).

Other researchers are em

ploying tape-recorded narratives to produce the same effect
(151).

Some psychologists have produced happy moods by

"suggestion in hypnotized individuals (

).

Drugs, of

course, are another way psychologists are making their ex

perimental subjects happy.

And the most dramatic method

of alli

happy moods are now being generated through elec

trical stimulation at their very source-deep within the
brain (19, 35,

).

In line with the most exciting science fiction, brain

surgeons have discovered parts of the brain that account
for emotional sensations.

In other words, there are parts

of the brain that produce the emotions we feel.

When stim

ulated properly, people feel happy, and since-there are no

pain nerves within the brain itself, stimulation can take

^

place while the patient is awake!

Thus, by direct brain-

stimulation happiness can be produced; happiness in its
most pure formi

We'll be talking more about the brain's emotion centers
later—for now, the important thing is that happy moods are
about the same whether induced by brain-stimulation, or

brought out under hypnotism, or observed in their natural
state, or analyzed from people's stories about them.

All

these methods seem to tap the same, basic happy mood, con-

f*

sequently our understanding of the experience of happiness
is well-developed.
When we look at the other main area of research, re

search on the happy personality, we also find a variety of
research strategies.
Some researchers have taken the -total" approach by

At^
studying just a few happy individuals as :exhausfcivel$> as

possible.

The idea was to study the happy personality

using virtually every form of psychological analysis avail
able.

The happy people were given numerous psychometric

tests; their life history was included; they regularly were
interviewed at length by clinical psychologists; they were

observed in many testing situations, and in many informal
situations; and they were monitored for many months on a

daily basis concerning their mood, feelings, and activities
(eg. 132).
At the other extreme, the research, instead of study-

v

ing a few people thoroughly, has studied masses of people

briefly.

Thousands upon thousands of people in this coun

try and around the world, in statistically representative
samples, have been studied in national opinion interviews
concerning happiness (eg. 130, 55, 21, 147, 108).

Using

the most careful interviewing techniques and analytic

methods, hundreds of Specific details, regarding personal
happiness have been discovered.

The data from these sources

is particularly valuable since such interviews have in-
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volved masses of "average" people from all walks of life
and have been repeated, with different samples, dozens of
tines, over many years.
In between these extremes are the standard sorts psy

chological research studies designed to test specific ques
tions or hypotheses about happiness.

Hundreds of such stud

ies have been made—some generating information on a single

question, others providing information on numerous questions.
Hundreds of specific factors have been tested and retested

\~l

to see what relationships exist with happiness.

One exam

ple of the thoroughness of this research effort is shown
in the testing area.

Virtually every major psychological

testing instrument has been used in studying happy people.1
Happy people have been observed with the widest vari

ety of research techniques available to the social sciences.
More detail regarding these techniques and the specific
studies involved is available elsewhere (201, 130), but for

the present discussion it is enough to say that the findings
presented in this book come from research based on sound
methods and strategies.

Measuring Happiness

Of course one basic problem involved in all facets of

happiness research has been the measurement of happiness
itself.

How can you determine how happy a person is com

pared to others?

Psychologists have developed many specific

1Among the standard instruments that have been used
the Q-sort (132). the Cattell 16 P.F.T. (132, 31), the MMPI
(132), the Minnesota Counseling Inventory (202), the Rosenz-

weig (132), the Rorschach (inkblot) test (132, 37, 111) ,"»he v^.^A^),
the TAT (132), Bernreuter (59), Guilford-Zimmerman (15),
Thurstone (15), Personal Orientation Inventory (202, 223)

the Study of Values (59, 201), the Morris (133, 201) and
Rokeach value tests (201), the College Boards (132), and
various standard measures of I.Q. In addition numerous
other studies have employed a variety of lesser known test

ing devices measuring such things as anxiety, worries, prob
lems, attitudes, psychomatic tendencies, personal adjust
ment, the use of time, optimism, self-concept, and various

measures of psycho-motor functionings (cf. 132).
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techniques to do this, but basically all the techniques do
just one thing: ' they ask the person's own opinion.

After

all, there are no known physiological measurements that dis

tinguish happiness from other emotions (in fact all emotions

are quite similar physiologically).

No behavioral or ges

tural expressions are reliable enough to use (53).

The opin

ions of friends and peers are too varied and inaccurate to

use (59, 129, 42, 135).

Indirect measures and projective

techniques have questionable reliability and validity themselves, so they too are of little value.

No, since happi

ness is primarily a subjective thing, the only accurate

source about personal happiness is the person himself. Thus,

psychologists simply ask the person how happy he is using
/arious instruments.

In some research the person is simply

asked "are you very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?"

In other research a battery of questions regarding one's

happiness are asked.

But the standard instrument in the

field is a self-rating scale like the one below:

(^

Why don't

you take this one yourself?

Directions:

Look over the scale below.

Use it to answer

the following question: IN GENERAL, HOW HAPPY
OR UNHAPPY DO YOU FEEL? Circle the one number
on the scale below that best describes your

average emotional disposition.

The descrip

tions on the scale may not correspond exactly

to how you generally feel, but give the best
and most honest estimate you can.

v<\

Scale (c rcle one number)

10. Extremely happy (feeling ecstatic, joyous, fantastic:)
9. Very happy (feeling really good, elated:)
8. Pretty happy (spirits high, feeling good.)
7. Mildly happy (feeling fairly good and somewhat cheerful)
6. Slightly happy (just a bit better than neutral.)

5. Neutral (not particularly happy or unhappy. )
4. Slightly unhappy (just a bit below neutral.)

3. Mildly unhappy (just a little low. )
2. Pretty unhappy (somewhat "blue", spirits down.)
1. Very unhappy (depressed, spirits very low. )
0. Extremely unhappy (utterly depressed, completely down.)

Further Directions:
Consider your emotions a moment further.
On the average, what percent of the time do you feel
happy? What percent of the time do you feel unhappy?
What percent of the time do you feel neutral (neither
happy nor unhappy)? Write down your best estimates,
as well as you can, in the spaces below. Make sure
the three figures add-up to equal 100%.
ON THE AVERAGE:

The percent of time I feel happy

%

The percent of time I feel unhappy

%

The percent of time I feel neutral

%

TOTAL:

%

Later in this book we#ll give you some statistics on this
scale so you can compare your scores with the National aver

ages.

Scales like this one sometimes used in conjunction with
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other measures, but most often it is used alone.

The question is, how good are these measures that rely
on the individual's own opinion?

Ordinarily psychologists

are quite (^ce^p"t ico,t of such measures, but when it comes to
happiness, these kinds of measures appear to be exceptional

ly good.

Happiness measurements have acceptable qualifica

tions in three important ways.

First, happiness measures

are reliable, the results gained from the same person over

many different testing sessions remain consistent (130, 135,
108, 59, 118, 132, 161, 164, 133, 21, 400).

Second, the

happiness measures are valid, they truly indicate the inner
level of happiness a person feels (132, 201, 135, 11, 165,

221, 222, 220, 147, 128, 66, 50).

Third, happiness measures

are not especially prone to the kinds of response biases

(like lying, concealment, internal repression or denial, un
derstatement or overstatement, the need to agree, and the

need to appear socially desirable)
their value (132, 7, 220, 166).

that could jeopardize

Thus, there is unanimous

^Happiness measures seem to work best when they re

kept simple.

Several studies have compared simple happi

ness scales and measures to more elaborate "happiness questionaires" and found the former superior (129, 201, 202).
It has also been found that a single administration of
happiness scale is as accurate, perhaps more accurate, than

the average of numerous daily administrations of the scale
(220) though it has been assumed that the numerous admin
istration methods were superior (132).

It has also been

found that simple happiness scales correlated very highly
with some of the oldest (MMPI*D''scale) and newest (MAACL,

POMS, DACL) measures of happy emotion (22l;U3).

Q-\

agreement among psychologists in the field:

happiness mea

sures currently in use are accurate measures of personal
happiness.
How Valid Are the Happiness Findings?

Before we begin presentation of the findings discovered
in happiness research, you are entitled to know how much

trust you can place in those findings.

Simply put, how valid

are the facts in this book?

There are several things about the findings here that

should make you quite confident about their truthfulness.
First and foremost is the fact that every statement in this

book that is referenced is "statistically significant."1
That means that every research finding cited meets the sta

tistical standards science has set to be considered true.

Following every research finding, there is a reference in

parentheses to every study that has independently confirmed

that finding.2 (the numbers in parentheses correspond to
a
•

1&. > 05 or better in each case, unless specifically
excepted in the text.

2Findings are only referenced the first time they ap

pear; subsequent mention of the findings, in later portions
of the book, are rarely re-referenced. This referencing^
does three things for you. ' First, it seperates the findings

from conjecture, second, if you want more information, you
know where to find it, and third, it gives you a indicator'
of the validity of any particular finding because the more
Studies cited after finding, the more certain you can be

it's true.

Psychologists believe that the more times a

topic is studied, and the more times the same results occur,
the more confidence we can place in the facts that emerge.

Uv^\W/^v

the studies that are numbered and referenced in the bibli

ography of this book).

But this is actually just the be

ginning, there are many other things about the happiness
findings that support their validity.
One is the amazing consistency of the happiness data.

Although many different studies may examine a particular
question, the findings are always the same. Indeed all
the major findings about happiness show high consistency.
Studv after studv, year after year, the basic findings

,v w^

have remained practically unchanged since the first major

study in 1930 (129; cf. 135, 130, 201, 144, 108). This
consistency even shows across cultures (27, 130, 65).

Per

haps it is because happiness research is at an early stage
of development, but few other areas of psychology demon

strate such consistency and repeatability.

Most areas in

the science are constantly ironing-out contradictory data,

but the happiness data continues to repeat itself without *v.jor
(^ontradition>,

Another thing that adds support to the happiness find

ings is the great number of people psychologists have stud
ied.

It-s generally held in science that the more people

you study, the more reliable your subsequent findings will
be.

In most psychological experiments, 30 individuals is

considered a good-sized sample to study.

But in the happi

ness research numerous investigations have observed over

a hundred people, and in the many national happiness surveys,

two to three thousand people have often been studied at a

time.

Thus in sheer numbers of people studied, happiness

research can claim to be one of the most researched topics

in psychology.

More than just the numbers, however, happiness re
search has studied all kinds and types of people.

Most

research in psychology, as everyone knows, has been con

ducted on the rat, the guinea pig, and the college stu
dent.

In most cases this is a decision of necessity, not

J^K

of choice.

The goal of psychology is to generate prin

ciples of human behavior that are applicable to everybody

and psychologists know that such principles cannot be gen
eralized from results (£ounc>on special groups.

Say we

study a group of college students, or a group of lawyers

from Washington D.C., or a group of retired railroad en

gineers—can we use information gathered from them and

present them as universal laws of human behavior?
course not.

Of

What we need to make such generalizations

is the widest samples of people possible, samples that

include individuals from all walks of life.

And this is

exactly what the happiness research has done.
Thousands and thousands of people of every social

str^E^have been studied.

People of every age, occupation,

"and region have been included.

Most of these studies were

done here in the United States, but studies have also been
done in Canada and numerous nations of Europe.

There has

a4

even been one world-wide study, conducted by the same team

in 50 countries (27).

Happiness research, therefore, has

used some of the widest and most heterogeneous sampling of

people that has been done in psychology, and this., in turn,
makes the happiness findings widely subject to generaliza
tion.

Another support for the happiness findings comes from

the wide variety of methods used in the research.

Happi

ness research has used a wide variety of techniques to in
t!0^\

vestigate happiness as we discussed earlier in this chapter;

yet here too we find consistency in the findings.

Differ

ent techniques continue to produce identical findings, and

this kind of repetition lends further support to the valid
ity of the happiness findings.

The fact that the happiness findings are so consistent,
and that the contradictory data so rarely appears,. shows

that we are dealing with something truly fundamental—some
thing truly valid and universal.

In the final analysis, however, the ultimate test of

the happiness findings will be the personal test you impose
upon it. Thus if the materials presented in this book are
correct, they should "make sense" to you—the findings
should fit your experience with life.

OS"

Chapter 3
THi HAPPY MOOD

What is it like to feel happy? 7«'e all experience.happy
moods thus v/e ought to be experts on how it feels to be happy.
isut are v/e?

happy moods?

How good a description could you give about your

V/ould it be easy to communicate the feelings,

the thoughts, the ^ays you behaved?

Probably not.' Most people

find it difficult to describe in words what it is like to

happy.

feel

Strangely enough, we know very little about the things

that are closest to us, especially our happiness.

Happiness

is something that v/e have direct knowledge of, it happens in

side us, we experience it totally; yet we know virtually noth

ing about it.

We feel it—but we don't comprehend it.

To comprehend happiness we have to go beyond direct ex

perience and study it from the outside.
ogy has done,

f*

This is what psychol

fortunately for psychologists, people have

hardly any natural understanding about the things that go on
inside them.

a job!)

(If they did my collegues and I v/ould be out of
£(L-s

Since such natural understanding doesn11 (ex/rfistj

psychology is faced with what sometimes seems an impossible
task: understanding the what's going on inside the mind by

studying it from the outside*

nappiness is no different.

We

"psychologists use the research method to examine from the outside
what happiness feels like on the inside.

The result is that

psychologists now haveapretty comprehensive view of the happy

SUo

mood,

xhis chapter, then, is dedicated to a description of a

happy mood—a description based completely on the research.

what It's Like To Feel Really Happy

The research has found that a happy mood is a rather com

plex psychological experience, yet fundamentally, happiness is
nothing more than a pleasant feeling inside us.

Indeed, if we

want to simplify tilings drastically, a happy mood is one in
wnich we feel happy.

but what does happiness feel like?

The research has des

cribed the feeling quite thoroughly.

The most common feeling psychologists find, naturally, is

"happiness" itself.

Other than that, the words "joy", "ela

tion11, and'Hictasy" are the next most frequently used to des

cribe what people feel in happy moods (,43,44,67 ,81 ,132,200).

People in happy moods are often described as "cheerful"' (35,
38, 39, 60;, "highly content" (132,200,44;, and"satisfied"

(35).

Other terms like merry, jolly, zestful, glad, pleased,

exultant, and gleeful, are also usee to describe the v/ay peo

ple feel when they're happy (501,142,132).

As one psychol

ogist put it,
^the researchers; all had in mind... classic
terms of joy, felicity, elation, pleasure, and
contentment.•• (130,p.l62)

Psychologists define the feeling of happiness, just like
standard dictionaries, as synomymous with bliss, contentment,

joy, pleasure, felicity, gladness, elation, jubilation,

feelings of v/ell being, rapture, satisfaction, and cheerful1
ness.

Xhis, then, is the v/ay a happy mood feels: it is typified
with feelings of great joy and contentment. It is an

ecstatic

mood—the person is feeling highly pleased and cheerful.

In

one study, I had the chance to ask close to a hundred people

to describe v/hat their happ»^Trnoods feel like (200).
-jfBfrf^

These

descriptions are typical:

At first I wa~ overwhelmed with joy, joy
beyond joy I had never hoped to attain.
1 thought to ruyself, I've ..ever been
happier.
I was overcome with joy... it v/as
thrilling.
xhis happy feeling we have been describing is all that is
really necessary for a happy mood.

Xhe research description of

happiness goes on^in great detail as we'll see, but the only

necessary and sufficient^for a happy mood to occur is simply a
j0^

feeling of happiness .

1. You may feel that things like "contentment" and,!ecstasynare not exactly the same thing, and technically this may be
so. however, modern research or emotions that we will examine
later, shows that practically all the emotions that we consider
positive and pleasant are based on a single underlying emotion
al component. There is a common element that underlies all the
experiences in life that are positive, and that element is
happiness. "Contentment" may be slightly different from "ecsta
sy1/ but both are happy feelings. Happiness, therefore, is a
geineral term, it refers to a broad spectrum of positive emotion
al experiences.
Of course, this spectrum could be given a more
technical name, but "happiness*1 is the most commonly usea

VP^,21; and it is the term, therefore, that psychologists feel
is most appropriate to use.
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Happy noods Change us Radically

Much more happens to most people in a happy mood than

simply the experience of a pleasant feeling.

Psychologists

have discovered that happy moods tend to bring about radical

changes in our personality that are moot fascinating.

thing that changes is our awareness.

One

People become much more

av/are of their enviroment and a variety of sensations occuring

f^

in their bodies.

Another thing that changes

is our thinking patterns.

All kinds of thoughts occur to peo

ple in happy moods that normally don't occur. Finally, our be
havior patterns change.

Happy moods seem to dramatically

effect behavior toward the enviroment

and other people. Let's

examine each of these typical changes more closely.
Awareness Changes. in a happy mood people tend to become

more aware of a variety of things that normally go unnoticed,
or do not occur at all.

f^

their body.

One thing they become av/are of is

In happy moods people experience a number of num

erous pleasant physical sensations (144)• One obvious part of

any strong emotional experience is the bodily changes that
occur with it.

Such physiological changes have always held

great interests for psychologists, and researchers in happi
ness are no different.

One thing that researchers find is that happy ^uoo&s moke peo

ple feel really good, physically. People typically feel in
in tip-top physical condition (38,39,132,410).

a^

Of course, it is not absolutely necessary to feel well to have

a happy mood \.132,38); some people still enjoy happy moods
when ill.

indeed, in some rare cases the happy aood itself

generates physical discomfort (like nausia) because the exper
ience is so intense (200).

Despite these exceptions however,

the chances are obviously against having a happy mood when one
feels ill or is in pain.

Healthy feelings are just one of the pleasant sensations

in a happy mood.

The body's senses also come alive.

Vision,

touch, hearing, and smell—sensory awareness in general—be-

comes more descriminatlye'and more sensitive (410,81,200).
The senses give rise to much enjoyment in a happy mood, our

whole perception becomes richer, more vibrant (31,200,

).

"The world was beautiful for the first
time in my life."

"Everything I saw seemed more beautiful
than I'd ever seen it."

Psychologists know that emotion creates elaborate bio
chemical changes within the body—and in this sense, emotions

like happiness affect the body like a drug.
"happiness" drug

It appears this

affects the body like a very mild psychodelic

that pleasurably enhances the senses and the person's aware
ness of the environment.

More than just the sense comes alive in a happy mood, the

body's energy does too.

Happiness is often tied to a feeling

of great physical arousal and excitement (200,132,60,144).
People often expressed to me a stong desire to be active (200):
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•'I felt like jumping up and telling
the world of my happiness."

"I felt like shouting as loud as I
could."

"All I wanted to do was go running
through fields somewhere and laugh
and cry..."

"I ran all the way to the ocean

(about a mile) and ran up to my
waist, scooping up the water and
pouring it down my back, and then
I ran up and down the beach till
i

was exhausted..."

People in happy moods become much nore active and enthusi

astically involved in their environment.

In most happy

moods people feel like engaging in "exciting" activities—
they have a greater need for excitement and a lov.-ered need

for tranquillity.(144).

But here is a contradition:

many other happy moods

are typified with feeling of ease, relaxation, and tranquil
lity (35,44,200,60,132,300):

"I was swept with a feeling of tranquillity...
a peace like I had never felt..."

"I was completely at one with myself and full
of peace."

It seems 'chat there are two ways of experiencing happiness—
one way is extremely excited and aroused, the other is tranquil
2

and relaxed.

Of the tv/o, the studies show that the excited

way of reacting to happiness is somewhat more typical (144,

200,31).

You can probably recall an example of each happiness

you have experienced.

•2. The excited happiness is closer to the terra "elation", while the
relaxed happiness is closer to the term "contentment" (132).
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nowever, the remarkable

thing is that much evidence

snows many happy mooes are accompanied by both excitement
and tranquillity] One report described many people as

"relaxed and excited" (200/, another described many

both "tranquil and energetic." (132)

a6

Again, in a study of

factory workers, happy moods were associated with ''active
involvement in work1', yet the workers felt "effortlessly

^

relaxed." (60; I find that as many as ^5% of the people
studied feel both "excitement11 and :»inner peace" simulta

neously (200).

A typical comment:

"it was extremely

exciting, and yet I felt a calmness within myself..." That
is the picture of the happy man:
Thinking Patterns Change.

cool, calm, and excited.
One of the most remarkable

things psychologists have found in happy moods is that a
persons whole thought pattern changes.

zo pronounced is

this change that one definition of happiness is "a state
where our thinking is pleasant a good share of the time (ZflOj."

*

A happy mind is a mind filled with pleasant thouskts

C300,132>.

One example of this is that people tend to come

up with much more positive thoughts compared to negative ones
than normally occurs ^9fl8,202;.
sant than usual;

3#

Memories, too, seem more plea

the chances of happy recollections, compared

Kesearch in Alpha-wave conditioning also reports an
"alert-relaxed11 condition that occurs in the alpha
state*
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to unhappy ones,,is greatly increased in happy moods (13,9,^3)•
Perceptual psychologists have long known that the kinds

of thoughts we have in our mind, as well as our intrepretation
of events around us, are effected by the mood we1re in. Evi

dence from happiness research reconfirms this idea.

happy mood, thinking patterns are greatly altered.
occur that rarely happen at other times.

In a very

Many thoughts

For example, people

feel that their life is full and abundant (132,200,31).

They

feel that everything about life and their role in it is more

meaningful than usual (200,81).

They feel a special feeling

of satisfaction and fulfillment—that they have no furthur needs

or aspirations that need fulfilling (200,81).

complete:

They often feel

non-striving, non-needing, and non-wishing (81).

They tend to feel successful and functional in .their work and
activity (2f2f,130).

They feel themselves to be much closer a

part of their environment --much more engaged with it (132,21).
They often feel they are receiving more love and esteem than
usual from those around them (200).

In happy moods people see things most positively, every

aspect of their life seems much more meaningful.

thinking takes on a special profundity.

Their

Special insights

about life, general perceptions of beauty and harmony, and a
wide variety of spiritual, philosophical, and transcendental

experiences are typical (132,200,81).

Maslow, for example,

has written extensively of the comparisons between "peak-
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experiences" of happiness and the mystic experiences of

religion^for the two appear to be very closely related,
in happy moods, everything "fits"—it all comes together!
Events are viewed as beautiful, harmonious, purposeful,

perfect, and good.

The emotional experience is often one

of awe and wonder (8l).

Optimism soars (132,60,63>201).

Happiness, in other words, is what provides those rose-colored
spectacles through which we sometimes see the world.
Below ~re some typical examples of the kinds of special

thinking that goes on in a happy mood.

The thoughts take

many forms but they are always viewed by the person as

highly significant and meaningful.

Some thoughts may be

simple, everyday realizations, but in a happy mood they

take on a profound significance they would not have ordinarily:
"I realized I had a
"I discovered what

son."
friends were."

"I knew i was the best baseball player on the
field."

Other typical thoughts are aesthetic:
"I felt poetic, and the v/orld was beautiful..."
"It made me want to explore and examine every

thing, not just take them for granted."
One very characteristic thought in a happy mood is a

sense of freedom (8l,2if,200).

people feel like they are more

free that at other times—more an agent of free-will (8l,2if).
nI felt like I had been loosed from prison and
was thrilled with my new-found freedom."

-3+

"It was uninhibited and in a state of naturalness
I can't seem to find anymore."

Ca a basic level this freedom means freedom from negative

things, Uke worries and problems.

Often people express to

me a great sense of relief occasioned by the ending of
problems:

"My worries had vanished."

"I was very happy and relieved of worries."
-

"For the first time x forgot all my

problems and simply enjoyed life.11

"I felt completely relieved.. .it v/as the end of
constant pressure."

"Carefree-is the word for this kind of thinking.

That is

why psychologists frequently describe happy moods as carefree,
v/orry-free, relieved states (200,132,81,21,83) •
Other thoughts that typically occur in the happiest of
moods are quite special and profound:.

"We had perfection in a sense and we knew it."
jm,
v

"I felt like I fit into the scheme of the
universe, part of the totality, like the
totality, and incomplete harmony with it."

"I was part of something that was the truth,
there was real meaning to life."
"I was filled with a security and assurance
I had never known before."

"It was thrilling...(it) gave me a sensation
of flying, of power and control of circum
stances, a confidence that nothing could
go wrong."

"I knew that I would always remember this

day because it was so completely different.
It was like a dream-come-true."
Like a dream come true, indeed!
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In a happy mood people like what they see, and that
includes themselves.

people not only evaluate their world

and their life as much better than usual but they feel much

better about their personality too.

'./hen people feel happy,

they typically feel more self-confident and have greatly
increased self-esteem (132,230,100).

This rise in self-regard

is seen in one important study as the most characteristic

feature of a happy mood (132).

Clinical psychologists call

it more "favorable self-concept" (132).

Several studies show

that an individual's self-concept (their ','real self) rises in

a happy mood to become closer to the person's self-ideal
(their view of themselvos if they were an "ideal" person)

(132,100).

It is interesting to note that a persons' ideal-

self description stays about the sane no matter what mood

they're injit is their feeling about how they relate to

/

^

their ideal that changes with their mood (132).
This self-esteem found in happy moods doesn't seem falsely
based either.

People in these moods feel more like their

•'real" self—tfe«y feel like they are really being themselves (

).

Much of the happiness data is supported in voluminous

work on unhappy states like clinical depression, meloncholia,
etc., and we shall refer to this work at appropriate places
throughout the book.

Pertinent.here, is the major finding

that low self-regard is the hallmark quality of severely

depressed patients (132 ).

This kind of support suggests

a

very strong relationship between the way a person feels about
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himself and his mood.

It also suggests that self-esteem is as

variable as mood~it may indeed, be a function of mood.

Typical of this kind of positive self-views are these
lfve recorded:

"I felt as though no one could stop me
from being me, and that was good.
I
felt so good, like I wanted to hug myself."
"I felt a complete satisfaction with what
I

am and whet I

can become."

J0^\

A happy mood, therefore, changes one's mind.

And the

happier the mood, the more drastic these changes become.

In

a milder mood a person's thinking is very pleasant; in intensely

happy moods the thinking becomes more mystic and transcendental

(81,132).
In happy moods we have a happier evaluation of everything.

V/e like ourselves a lot better; we like our lives a lot better;
and we like the whole universe a lot better.

Everything in the

moment looks great—and even the hopes for the future are charac
^^S

teristically high in optimism (60,63*132,301).

Simply put:

happy moods and happy thoughts go together.
Behavior Patterns Change.

We've explored the happy mood

from the inside where it crigintaes and we've seen ho?/ happy
moods tend to change our inner awareness and thinking.

V/hen we

turn to the outside, we find a similar, fascinating thing:

in

ttappy moods our behavior changes dramatically.
One of the most characteristic things people do when they're
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happy is to become more social.

People become more sociable,

more friendly, and'more loving than is typical for them

(15,35>132,200).

They show a rise in social interaction and

participation at luca times (132,67,60,5:1).^
They tend to be more socially receptive (132) and more socially
cooperative (60).

And two things that you've probably noticed:

their behavior is characterized with smiling and laughter

(19,35>M-20); and they become much more talkative (1~5,35,132)
(Ever noticed how hard it is to shut you up

when you're feeling

happy?)
This rise in sociability is very typical, and it is

directly opposite from the socially isolated, withdrawn be
havior that has long been associated with the unhappy moods of
normal individuals and chronically depressed mental patients
(cf. 132).

Increased sociability is also matched with a characteristic

increase in spontaneity (37,74,81,111,132). When happy, folks

just let it all hang out!

They are enthusiastic, talkative,

and are more spontaneous in their conversation (15,35,67,132);
they even make more expansive movements and gestures when happy

(67).

Even on the inkblot test (the Rorschach) people in happy

moods produced mucn more in the way of responses than average

(37j111).

It appears that when people feel happy its hard to

4. one study (501) found an interesting distinction. In
naturally occuring ha;py moods, people were found, as reported
above, to be more social. ^ut in induced moods (created by a
pleasant movie) this rise in sociability did not occur. Such data
suggests that future research will uncover a v/ide variety of
situational variables that effect happiness and sociability.

3. Talkativeness is something that is especially char
acteristic of happy moods created by brain-stimulation techniques.

^

hole anything inside.

A second general observation about happy moods is the

efficiency associated with them.
optimal levels in a happy mood.

keener

(410,51,200).

Everything seems to work at
The senses seem fresher and

Memory is improved, (410,

),

thinking abilities maximized (410), thought processes are fluent

(132), and the person is more decisive (67). In fact, studies
of performance on selected association tests show performance

in happy moods was often better, or at the worse equal to,
performance in other moods (37,111,43,67,121).

5ven more

importantly, the person in a heppy mood tends to be more present-

oriented (61,202).

He is focused on what is happening in his

immediate situation (81,74 >44 »200) '}
present.

his attention tuned to the

There is no increased tendancy to turn inward or becoa.e

introspective (.132) neither are there regressions in thought (67).
The time is now in the happy mood—anc the place is here.

There

is a close engagement with the world in a happy mood, people
feel an intimate participation with their environment (21,132).
All these qualities make the happy mood one of peak mental
functioning.

It is ro wonder that many of the happiest moods

in life are closely associated with significant cognitive and

intellectual progress (2,81,200).

It should also be no surprise

that high productivity on the job is also typical of happy moods

(60,200,132), .Progress on a given task often accompanies a happy

mood (130,38,44,200).

Furthermore,

work itself seems to go

lf\

faster in a happy4(60,132), and it generally facilitates

group activities (142).

All these findings provide a firm

basis for the ol;: "whistle while you work" theory.

And

herein lies an important point for society: happiness and
productivity go hand in hand.

The Good Life is the Good Mood.

By now it must be

obvious that just about everything good you can think of

happens in the happiest of mooas.

In a happy mo^d, we feel

good; we're generally pretty spontaneous and sociable; our

self-esteem is high; our thinking is keen; we're wrapped un
in the moment; we're feeling relieved of our worries and

relaxed, or aroused and excited, (or both 7/rapped up into

one); and everything seems meaningful, beautiful, and harmonious.
As one personality test summarizes, people in happy
moods become more cheerful,

joyous, sociable, responsive,

energetic, talkative, humourous, rapid in movement, placid,
content, trustful, sympathetic, and open (132).
It is hard to imagine anything lacking in these descriptions.

What other kind of experience could match the glorious peaks of

emotional, mental, and social functioning inherent in the
happy moodV

Could a heaven be much better?

There is a school of philosophy called eaudonomionism.
It is a belief that happiness is the highest of all gods.
Eaudonomionism has been around for a long time in human thought,

and it finds expression in many oi hedonic theories of motivation
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and learning in psychology which place the seeking of pleasant

experience (and the avoidance of painful ones) as the most
fundamental psychological and biological imperative,

how

we have the psychology of happiness that is presented in this
book, and it seems to me that the findings of this psycholog
ic iL^rcK

icalHnevitably point to a scientific validation of
eaudonomionism.

This is, of course, a value judgement on my

part, but I think that the evidence supports the idea that
the f,good life" is the good mood.

I have always felt strong

ly that happiness is the most important thing in life, and the
more l research happiness the stronger my conviction has be

come*

Why?

I think it is because happiness is such an all-

inclusive thing*

Happiness entails all of the good experi

ences people seek from life—and more often than not, many
of these good things occur together in a happy mood*

Thus,

you might choose, if you had to make a choice, to expedience
freedom from worries; you might choose to experience high
levels of mental functioning and cognitive productivity; you

might choose to have peace of mind; you might choose thrilling

excitement; you might choose to feel loved and respected; you

might choose warm and social relationships; you might choose

experience profound religious experiences; or you might choose
to see the world as beautiful and harmonious; but it looks as
if you don't have to choose for in happy moods you are-likely

to feel many or all of these things.

Almost 70% of the

individuals in my studies, for example, experienced

at least

«A

/f or more of these kinds of feelings in their very best

moods (200;.

Happiness, in other words, is associated

7/ith all the good things we know.

It appears to be the

one crucial element that underlies all the very best

moments people experience in life (200).

The happy mood

is the best experience life has zo often (In later

chapters we shall come to understand the strong biological
and psychological reasons why tihis is the case.)

r
Personality Types and Differences in the -.xperience of
Happy hoods

The description given so.far is of the "typical"
happy mood as it occurs for the "average11 person,

it has

been a general description, and it is generally accurate.
However, when we get down to individual cases we have found

there are slight differences from person to person in the

way they experience happiness,

in other words, different

kinds of people experience happiness in different kinds of
/0$\

ways.

psychologists are just beginning to examine such

individual differences, but the findings thus far are quite
interesting,

une study, for example, examine four different

groups of people: a happy group, an unhappy group, a moody
group, and a stable group.

The "happy group," (those

people who were happiest most of the time) experienced
what the researchers called "zest" in their happy moods:

an intense, energetic state of open, receptive social

interest and active engagement with a satisfying world

(132).

A second group, the "unhappy group,11 (those that

were the unhappiest) experienced their happy moods in
"relief11:

a feeling of peace, minimal worry, quiet

conscience—an uncertain, temporary lull in a life full

of struggles (132).

Another group, the "moody group,"

(people whose emotions clianged a lot) experienced
/dB\

happy moods in "joy":

their

wonderful seisures of elation, more

characterized . by involvement vdth fluent inner experiences
that active involvement with the environment,

A final

group, the "stable group," (those whose emotions changed
little) were described as "content" in their happy moods:

having energy, feelings of harmony with others, tranquillity.
Sex differnce have also been found.

V/omen tend to experience

their happy moods in much greater tranquillity than men (132).
The point is this, the research can give a general'
description of the happy mood that is highly typical of
/«P*\

most everybody, yet, like all general principles, when we

get to the individual level, everyone is just a little bit
different.

Take you, for example, which of the ways people

experience happy moods is most typical of you?
The Causes of Happy Hoods

In this Chapter we have been speaking of the things that
occur when people are in very happy moods. We have analyzed
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the sensations, the feelings, the thought-patterns, and
the behavior that typically occur.

But the question

naturally arises, what causes a happy mood in the first
place?

Some psychologists have indeed attempted to tackle

this ticklish question, and some very general answers to
it have been discovered.

First, however, we should generally answer the question
with this statement:

virtually anything can cause a happy

moodt As we shall see later, an individuals learning and

past experiences determine to a strong degree what kinds

of situations will generate happiness.

What makes us happy,

in other words, is highly dependent on learning and therefore

anything has the potential, for some person somewhere, to

produce happiness.

Obviously the things that make you feel

happy are not always the kinds of things that bring happiness
to other people you know.
Nevertheless, on a basic level there does appear to be a
/"•S^

number of common situations that seem to bring happiness to the

vast majority of people.
is a social one.

The most typical situation, by far,

Happy moods are most often occasioned by

things like love, friendship, and social interaction (38,39,

78f79|200,lif2,2).

Studies of laughter (one indication of a

happy mood) have found that such gaiety is occasioned by
social situations practically all (98%) of the time (133).
Other than social causes, there are numerous things that seem

^4

to precipitate happy moods,but they are generally reported
with much less frequency.

One important cause of a happy mood is felt progress
or success in one's work or activities (38,Mfs39,200)...

In

a similar vein, actualization experiences—involving felt

personal growth, attainment, or self-realization—often

generate happy moods (2,81).

Important insights or

observations are sometimes mentioned as the cause -of a good

•

mood (200,2,81).

Often a discovery important to the person

sparks the mood.

Another common cause is the solution to

a problem or the termination of an unpleasant situation (200).
Good moods often happen v/hen life takes a surprisingly pleasant

or novel turn of events (200,lZf7,8l).

Other general causes

have been noted like participation in great events, mystic

or religious revelations and experiences, intellectual break

throughs, and so on (81,200,2).

Yet the. great events in life

are not the sole cause of happy moods.

/^

Often some of the

happiest moods in life are occasioned by seemingly in
significant events that take place in the most ordinary and
common of situations (200).

Even the simple pleasures-

like eating, sex, or pleasant weather—often are reported
as the cause of a happy mood (2,39) •

Tbe enjoyment of

nature is frequently mentioned (2,81).
Pleasant memories are also cited as precipitators of

happy moods.

Often a good mood happens because we recall

45"

something pleasant from the past (39)«

It is even

postulated that the dreams we have at night can have an
effect on the kind of mood we may experience the following

day (411)•

We have been speaking of general cause of happy moods,

but preliminary evidence shows that within this general
framework, various sub-populations differ in the kinds of

things that typically instigat^ a happy mood.

For example,

women tend to have more happy moods in social and religious

situations, while men have more happy moods in achievement-

related situations (82,132).

College students, for example,

tend to have many moie happy moods than other groups in the

area of "cognitive experiences" (growth, intellectual

achievement, high performance, etc.)(:t)..These findings begin
to bridge the gap between general causes of happy moods,

common to all-individuals; and the highly individualized
causes that account for the happy moods of any one individual.

^

Surprisingly, however, often a person can find no suitable
explanation for their happy moods.

One study found as many as

50% of the happy moods studied had no obvious external

cause (39).

This kind of finding has led some researchers

to conclude that many of our happy moods are not caused by
the outside situation, rather they believe that physiological
fluctuations and metobolic bio-rhythms inside the person

account for such unexplained happiness (38,39f67)»

Some

•UVP even gone sr. fur as to roy that happiness is totally bio
chemical, and that people mistakenly "blame" the current outrHe situation for their happy rr>ci (3^}.

Although such .-.

vi^v; is extreme, there can be no doubt that such physiological
^r^cesses do nlav their role in the occurence of happy noods.
T,;hen './s talk of causes v/e r.ove into a very complicated

area,

hTe just cited evidence, fcr example, that social situ-

^ti^ns cause many happy moods.

Tut earlier ?-re savr mucr: evidence

--Pscir" people become nuchJmore•• social-2e because theyTr« in a

happy nood.

00 the question arises: are people more sociable

Peruse they're in a happy mood, or are they in happy mood
because they're being more sociable?

This is just one of the

several quest:ens along this Dine (perhaps others have occurs

to you).

For instance, are people r.or* productive because

they're happy, or are they happy because they're more productive'
Does a person1s thinking seem more important and meaningful
because heTs feeling happy, or is he feeling happy because an

important and meaningful thought has occured?

Are people1s

memories pleasant because theyTre in a happy mood, or are they

in a happy mood because pleasant memories just happen to be

occuring?

Ho people have religious experience because •h^yrre

blissfully happy, or arcs they blissfully happy because tlrr/'rs
•having a religious experience? T.'e could probably uak h l-.?^:.:inate question like these f-u* every one of the findings ••:e!ve

M

presented, and the fascinating thing is that in each case

psychologists find evidence to support both sides of the
question.

Take our first question, the research shows

both things: (a),people become more sociable in happy
moods and (b)people have happy moods in sociable situations.

r>oth processes happen—itfs not just one or the other.

If

you think about it, there is no conflict in the idea that
happiness tends to produce sociable behavior and that
sociable behavior

tends to produce happiness (Uf7)*

There

fore, happiness is both a cause and an effect; it can be the
cause of the behaviors v;efve mentioned, and it can be an
effect of the behaviors v/e mentioned as well.

In actual practice, both processes feed each other.

For example:

you're feeling happy so you become more sociabler

and as you become more sociable you ^et to feeling happier,
which maues you feel even more sociable, and so on.
Conclusion
/WfH^y

This concludes the research picture of the happy mood:

Next we111 turn away from the discussion of "happiness-

the-feeling" and study the happy person, the individual

who

is happy most of the time.

There we will see many

similarities between the personality of the typically happy

person and the personality we have seen emerge when an
ordinary person is in a happy mood.

Chapter b
TH2 HAPPY PERSON

Psychologists have discovered two basic things about

happiness that make this chapter possible.

One is probably-

obvious to you: some people are definitely happier than
others.

The other should be quite a surprise: as a group,

happy people are alike in many, many ways.

f"

These two dis-

coveries about happiness provide the foundation for the
next two chapters, chapters dedicated to a close look at

the happy personality.
side and inside.

We'll examine the personality out

In this chapter, we'll look at the out

side to see how happy people fit into standard demographic

categories (sex, race, income, socioeconomic status,, marital
status, social life, etc.).

Then, in the next chapter,

we'll move into the inner world of personality to see the

typical life-style, the values, the goals, the abilities,
the interests, and the deep psychological make-up of happy

people.

These chapters will provide a complete picture of

the happy Individual—a picture based entirely on psychological research.
Some People are Much Happier than others:

We began this book with two definitions of happiness.

ms

We explored the first definition, happiness as a tempo
rary mood, fully in the last chapter.

Now we turn to the

second definition of happiness: a long-term, over-all
sense of personal well-being and contentment in life.

Most everyone has a happy mood at sometime or another—

even the unhappy.

But some people are happier overall.

They have many more happy moods than unhappy ones (21,

^

1^7t 201), and they spend more of their time in happier

moods (201, 21, 1^7# 202).

On the average their happi

ness is even of a higher quality—the happiest of people
feel elated and euphoric most of the time.

And when they

look back over their recent life, the happiest people have
a strong sense of personal contentment and emotional re

ward concerning the way things have been going.

When psy

chologists ask about a person's happiness, the answer providesf in a general wayf an evaluation by that person con

cerning how good or bad his life has been.

Happiness t in

this sense, is an "index of life-satisfaction11—the index

most used by the average person (21t 147, 55).

In the

hundreds of studies on happiness, not one has failed to

see differences among people in their level of happiness.

Some individuals are much happier than others.

This being

5t>

s~

true, psychologists have studied the happier people and com

pared them to the less happy.
ing.

The results have been astound

Happy people have very similar personalities and

happy people differ from unhappy people in many signifi
cant ways.

What makes happy people so different?

We'll

turn to the answers in just a minute.

First, though, let's talk about you and your own

happiness.

In the pages that follow we'll be examining the

many characteristics that psychologists have seen in happy

people, and it should be interesting for you to read these
next two chapters with your own life in mind.

How well

does it stack-up against the life of the happy people we'll
be looking at? Are there things about the lives of happy

people that you might apply in your own life? Do you

place your priorities in life on the same things happy
people do? Keeping these, and other similar questions,
In mind as you read can make this a valuable education

into the nature of your own personal happiness.

And don't

be discouraged if you find that you don't fall Into every

category we discuss.

Very few people do.

The categories

we'll be looking at are simply generalizations that are
true of most happy people. But they are not necessarily
true of all happy people.

It works this way:

the more

happiness categories a person falls into, or the more

^

"happiness traits" a person has, the happier the person
generally is. You may want to test this proposition your

self by keeping a score-card of the number of "happiness
categories" you fall Into.

If you're a happy person,

you'll probably fit into numerous categories—if you're
unhappy, you'll probably fit In only a few.
Happy People Have Tt Mads

The theme of this chapter is a simple one:

happy

people have it made !

Happy people seem to have the best of everything

that Is important.

fying success.

They enjoy a situation of highly satis

As this chapter unfolds we'll see this

picture of general success repeated time after time.
Active Involvement with Living?the Key Factor

Let us begin with a very general characteristic of

happy people:

the happy are actively involved with living

(21, 55, 132, 129, 202, 1*7).
living fully.

Happy people are intent on

They fill their life with activity—they

axe always busy doing something.

Active Involvement is

the hallmark of the happy personality.

Happy people are

involved with other people; they are involved with their
families; they are involved with their work; they are

•S"3L

Involved with their activities—Indeed they are Involved
with every aspect of life.

As we explore the research on the happy personality,
wefll notice this quality of active involvement underlies

the whole picture.

Wefll see that this quality is a basic

difference between happy and unhappy people.
are seekers;

Happy people

they approach life, they attack its problems,

they become involved with it.

The unhappy, on the other

hand, are more likely to withdraw from life—to avoid

deep Involvement with it.

Happy people have it made, and the key to their
success may well be their active Involvement with life.

Happy people get more out of life because they put more
into it.

The Social Life of the Happy Person

One thing that involves happy people is their social
life.

Wefre speaking of "social life* in a broad sense

here.

It includes married life, family relations, and

social activities of all kinds—both formal and

informal.

In this broad sense, the social life, according to many

psychologists, is the most important single factor re

garding happiness (108, 130, 135)•

Happiness is other

people.

s
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We know a lot about the social life of happy people.

First, happy people are more involved, more active, more

participatory In social activities.

Second, happy people

are successful in their social relationships.

Third,

they gain great satisfaction from the^r social life.
Letfs look closely at each of these.

First, hapoy people are more socially active than

r
ordinary people.

They participate more in social situ

ations and activities (7, 21, 72, 80, 10fcf 108, 117• 133.

1^3. 1^7) of both a formal and informal level.

On a for

mal level,, happy people are more likely to be in all kinds

of organizations, clubsf and associations (108, 34, 129.
1^7).

Their involvement is further shown by the fact that

they often hold offices In such organizations (129, 202).
v

Happy people can well be described as "Joiners11.
But more than formal activities, happy people are

also typified by high participation in informal relation
ships (1^7)*

In fact, it is this more private, informal

socializing with friends and the Immediate family that

shows the strongest relationship to happiness (1*4-7).
The main point, however, is the high level of in-

volveraent in social things.

Compared to other people,

particularly the unhappy, happy people simply invest much
more of themselves and their time in relationships with
others.

Second, the happy people are also highly successful

In social relations (129, 130, 133)•

They are successful

In communicating to others, they are successful in relat

ing deeply to others, they are successful in everyday

dealing with people, and they are successful In leading
others.

Put another way, social things work-out favorably

for the happy person.

As we shall see later, happy people

possess numerous social skills that help them toward
social success, and, indeed, it appears that they are the

kind of person that others see as a desirable companion.
We111 also see that happy people end up being popular,

being leaders, and being in close relationships with
others.

This formula of high participation, coupled with

high success, seems logically to lead to high satisfac
tion , and that brings us to the third main point regard

ing the social life of the happy person.

Happy people

gain great emotional rewards and satisfactions from their

social life (130, 132, 133. W, 202).
shows Itself in many ways.

Their satisfaction

Happy people are ususally

more satisfied with their social environment than others,

they see It as conducive to meeting their felt social
needs (^01).

Happy people are also more likely to express

satisfaction with their own circle of friends; .so satis-

fled that other possible friendship groups hold little

attraction by comparison (130).

That the "grass is always

greener" in terms of friendship possibilities is only
true of the unhappy who see other groups as more attrac
tive than their own.

Man is the Social Animal, and there must be a good

reason for it.

One main reason, apparently, is that

social activity produces great rewards.

Social psycho

logists believe human contact is naturally reinforcing
(852, 1^7) and evolutionary theory suggests that It has
to be.

Man has evolved, like many weaker species, be

cause of social cooperation—finding the strength and

adaptive edge in the group that he lacks on his own.
Social contact Is perhaps the primary reason that Man
is around today and why he has succeeded so well as a
species.

Sk

Natural selection has thus developed in human beings a
strong need for human contact, and like all needs and
drives Nature provides us,

satisfying this social need

provides rewards that are Innately fulfilling.

Thas it

is natural that human contact is strongly Involved in

human happiness.

In fact, it can be said with assurance

that more than any other factor,

social Interaction Is

the primary source of happiness (7, 21, 72, 80, 104f

108, 117, 113, 1^3. 1*7• 130, 132, 135, 38, 39. 78, 79,
200, Ik?).Moreover,

if preliminary research is correct the

net effect of interaction is almost totally positive.

Social contact generates much positive emotion, but rare

ly generates negative emotion (21, 1^7)*

It appears that

one has nothing to lose in social participation and

everything to gain.

There is certainly no doubt that as

social contact indices rise so also is there a

happiness.

rise In

But it is more than just a difference of de

gree that separates the happy from the unhappy; itfs a

difference of basic life-style.

Happy people are typi

fied by strong, long term engagement with the world and

S~l

people with occasional, temporary periods of disengage
ment (132).

However, unhappy people tend to move only

rarely from long term disengagement with the world Into

periods of temporary, cautious, uncertain sociability (132).
It is this difference that makes all the difference In
the world regarding happiness.

Marriage and Family Life of Happy People

*'

As we*ve Just said, the most important factor In

happiness is the social life, and when psychologists ex
amine the social life closely we've found that the most

important factor in the social life Is marriage and the
family. Family relationships are very fundamental aspects

to a person's happiness. It is so fundamental that the
influence of other social relationships is minor In com/•*

pari son (55» 130).

Yes, happiness hits pretty close to home.

Happy

people have highly satisfying family life (55. 6$, 75.
130. 113. 125, 1^7. 133). The effect of family relation
ships on happiness appears critical:

people who are satis-

fied with their marriage and family life are generally

happy while people who are dissatisfied with these aspects
of their lives are generally unhappy (55).

z$

The basic unit of the family is the married couple,
and one of the b^sic findings of the happiness research

is that married people are happier than single people.

Happy people are far more likely to be married (129, 130,

21, 55. 3^. 122, 75, 777. Ik?).

Dispite the image,

"swinging singles" and "gay divorcees" are generally

unhapuier.

In fact, the divor^i, th* wi.lovra I, th* sep

jfpK

arate, and tho.33 *ho ha.v- 1 >=M- In Iov-t? are smcrg the most

unhappy groups in society (21, 129, 30, 55, W).
Most people agree that married people are happier

(130) and this belief is especially true of people who
have been married themselves (whether currently married,

divorced, or widowed (130).

Being married Is one thing that separates the happy
from the unhappy, another thing is the quality of the

marriage.

Happy people typically have enjoyable and

satisfying marriages (21, 55. 125. 130, 71. lW. and this
satisfaction comes mainly from the relationship between
the

man and woman.

Rewarding, close Interpersonal relationships are the

ones that seem to mean the most to happiness (1*1-7) and so

it is In marriage; the relationship and the companion

ship ?re the critical ingredients.

Other factors like

the home, the children, or the social life that goes with

marriage are only secondary compared to the quality of

the marriage relationship (55, Ik?).

Happy people have

less marital tensions and problems (21, 55, Ik?).

Also,

their feelings about their personal adequacy in the

marriage tends to be higher than average (55)»

?he re

lationship between marital happiness and overall happi
ness is one of the most sensitive Indicators of happiness

wefve found in the research.

Increases or decreases in

marital satisfaction, even over short periods of time,
are almost always matched with corresponding increases or

decreases in a person1s happiness (1^7).
JSP^,

Of course, these findings.come from studies of adults;
however, work with younger groups reveals the same pattern.
For example, happy adolescents also place more concern
with the relationship aspects of dating; the unhappy are

more preoccupied with the sexual aspects of dating (123).
In college, the happy students are generally more success

ful at dating (133).

Furthermore, happy college students

tend to feel more optimistic about t^elr chances of find-

ing a spouse (^01).
What about children In the happy family?

The re

search shows that having children apparently makes no

difference to the happiness of the married couple (130,
Ik?).

No child, one child, a few children, many children-

happiness levels are about the same in each case.

Only

in the poorest groups in society, where children Impose a
harsh economic burden, do we find that unhappiness grows

with the size of the family (W).

For most couples, having children or not having
children seems an equally happy alternative.

For those

who do have children, kids are often mentioned as im

portant sources of personal happiness for the parents,
(55. 130).
jtS$&\

One study, in fact, found children were con

sidered even more important than the marriage to the over

all happiness (55).

On the other hand, there is data to

suggest that childless couples may be freed to achieve a

deeper, more meaningful relationship; a relationship that

may bring more happiness than a family (I67, 168).
The Sex Life of Happy People

Everybody likes to hear about sex, but there is

nothing very sensational to report regarding sex and the

(s\

happy person.

The evidence suggests thafyserual activity

does not relate to happiness.

The sex life of college

students, from the most free and experienced to the most
conservative and unexperienced, showed no relationship

to happiness (133. 131*. 1L°)Researchers in this area feel that the key is one of

sexual adjustment, not the level of activity (1*4-0).

Happy

people reportwless sex difficulties in their relationships
in one study (112) and In another, where happiness was

found related to adjustment, adjustment was not related to
the level of sexual activity (140).

We reported-earlier

it happy teenagers saw sex as subordinate to the re
lationship aspects of dating.

These findings tend to

support the notion that healthy sex is the key to happi
ness—but that healthy sex adjustment can go with most
any level of sexual activity.
Socio-economic Status and the Happy Person

Happy people have it made—especially In terms of
status.

Persons of higher social standing invariably

report higher levels of happiness than persons of lower
status.

This is a universal finding, in studies of over

sixty countries around the world it always holds true

loQ.

(65, 27).
In America the term "socio-economic status" (SES) Is

used,

and a major finding in'happiness research is that

the happy typically enjoy a higher degree of such status

(12, 21, 130, 107, 55, 1^7).

Socio-economic status is

based on two factors we'll look at more closely;

income

and occupational status.

We've all heard that money can't buy happiness.

It

appears to be a myth ! The findings stack up this way:
if you're well-off you may be happy—then, again, you

may be unhappy.

But if you're poor, its almost a guarantee

;.-

In other words, when it comes to money

a're unhappy.

($); personal income correlates directly to personal happi
ness (21, 3k, 55, 122, 130, 132, 777, W).

This is true

not only in the U.S. but around the world (27, 130, 136).
The stress, however, Is mainly on an "adequate" Income—

enough to meet basic needs {55, 130, 27).
levels

At low income

every Increase In income shows an Increase In

happiness, but beyond a certain level, somewhere near the

median Income, the association Is not that strong (130, 1*4-7)

1 e.g.. below $7,000 in '52 (130); $5,000 in •6k (Ik?).
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For example, no relationship between happiness and Income
was found In studies where all were employed (63, 500).
Thus the ooor are the ones whose happiness is most

critically chained to income.

For example, although

people at all income levels carry varying degrees of
financial debt, being in debt rarely effects happiness

for most people.

Only the very poor (1W ) are likely to

be unhappy with heavy personal debt.

Furthermore, only

the poor overwhelmingly answer "yes" when asked "would
more income boost your happiness?" UJO).

(Interestingly,

the rich answer with an insightful "no"? and the middle
class is evenly split on the issue).

On a global scale,

where the vast majority of individuals know only poverty,

the number one answer to "what would make you more happy?"

(27) Is "money".

Yes, poverty and misery do go hand In

hand.

The social sciences have always paid close attention

to the thirgs that go along with poverty, and the re
search sees poverty to be strongly related to a host of

negative and costly things. There Is the cost of crime,
of decaying cities, of overcrowded prisons, of increasing

police, fire. Insurance, welfare, and social service costs.

u\

There Is the high cost of mental
the costs of frustration,

'llness, and there are

hopelessness, desperateness,

violence, child abuse, broken homes,

and riots.

There

Is the unconsclenable cost of human suffering and the In

credible waste of lives with Innate abilities for coop

eration, contribution, and productivity.
But now we add the Insult to the unjury:

even robs the poor of their happiness.

poverty

There is no bliss

in poverty—the idea that the poor are really more care

free, indulgent, and happy is simply myth (147).

The poor

are very unhappy—and it doesn't take much to see vrhy.
Any nation that considers the pursuit of happiness a
fundamental human right should also be dedicated to the

elimination of the poverty conditions that so cripple
one's chances for happiness.

The Hanpy Person on the Job

Income is just one indication of status.

Job pres

tige is another and happy people typically hold higher
status Jobs.

Studies have examined the major occupation

al classifications and. found, in general, that the higher

a person's occupational status and Job prestige is, the

happier the person is (12, 21, 130, 1*0, 55)-

^
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From such studies a general picture of happiness

and status has been developed.

The professionals and

semi-professionals are the happiest of groups.

Managers,

proprietors, business owners, the self-employed, execu
tives, and salesmen appear to be next in line.
collar workers,

school teachers are next.

less happy occupational groups:

White

Then come the

farmers, clerks, skilled

j^

and semi-skilled and the unemployed.

This ranking may not

be as strict as shown here, the order varies in slight

ways from study to study, but generally, happiness seems
to distribute itself in direct relationship to the social

status of the job classification.

The biggest differences in happiness, however, lie
between the employed on one hand and the unemployed on
the other.

As a group, the unemployed are very unhappy

jlSffcs,

(96, 21, 108, 147).
Having a Job seems critical to happiness.

Even

groups that donft even need Jobs (retirees and others
not In the labor force) are often found to be as unhappy

as those unemployed who are seeking Jobs (21).

Working

does much for people1s happiness, while lacking employ
ment, whether seeking it or not places people In a posl-

Id Co

tion of being nonuseful, nonproductive, and dissatisfied
with their lives.

But is it really the Job, or is it Just the income

a Job brings?

Wefve seen that income and happiness direct

ly relate, perhaps the increase of happiness up the occu
pational scale is simply a reflection of increased income.

The research shows that Income is indeed a large part of
the story, but there are many things beyond income that a

person1s Job contributes to happiness.

Take the unem

ployed for example; the loss of a Job means more than

Just the loss of income, unemployment eventually "affects
the individual's self-esteem, his social relationships,

and especially his position within the family" (1^7)•
Likewise with those who have a Job,
4ffe\

income is just one

of many things that affects happiness.

This is especial

ly true of those In high status occupations.

People with

high status Jobs, derive much of their overall happiness
from the social interaction, status,

freedom,

my their jobs afford them—income, In fact,

and autono

is much less

Important to their happiness than these other rewards

(1^7. 500).

There Is still another type of Job status, and It
too is a stotus that happy people typicaly possess:

tige within the occupation.

pres

Happy people prefer, and h«ve ,

higher status positions compared to others in their occu
pation (130, 500, 129, 1^7).

Recent studies suggest

that this "relative status" Is more important to happi

ness than "occupational status" (1*4-7, 500).

In other

v;ords, the success and status enjoyed by the person rela
tive to others in his own occupational niche is more im

portant to happiness than the general occupation the
person is in.

Successful blue-collar shop foremen, for

instance, are more happy than unsuccessful white collar
men (1^7).

Skilled workers too are often happier than

low-level managers and clerks (1^-7).
So one can have a job in a high status occupation,

or one can have high status job within his occupation.

But happy people don't have to choose, since they are
likely to have both:

high occupational status and high

position within the occupation.

It's becoming pretty

obviousjhappy people have It made •
Job status, however, is Just the start.

Even more

imDortant to happy people Is the fact that they derive

b<S

great satisfaction from their jobs.

Happy

people get more

enjoyment from their Jobs, have more interest in their Jobs,
and ^re more satisfied with their work than the unhappy {7^%

139, 130f 21, 63, 1^7).

They report lower levels of mo

notony and fatigue, and enjoy better working relation

ships with their superiors and peers (l30, 63).

Even the

workday for the happy seems to speed by nuickly—for un-

(^

happy workers the day seems to drag on and on (130).
Anthropological evidence shows a strong value on

work and its rewards is not typical of all societies (1^7),
but in most parts of the world, particularly in industrial
ized societies, work has been found to be fundamental to
life and fundamental to happiness.

Research, not just in

the US., but around the world, stresses the fundamental im

portance of satisfying work to happiness (130, 27, 6^, 75»
50, 76, 1^3, 7^. 129, 130, 21, 152. 81, 63. 1^7. 96, 108).
In the U.S., people typically feel their happiest periods
in life are work-related (1^3, 152, 81).

For example,

people who believe they're now holding "the best Job
they've ever hadH are among the happiest groups of people
studied (1^7).
All this shows the critical importance of work to

happiness *nd osychological well-being in general.

In

deed, the more psychologists study man and other animals,
the more evident it becomes that there is a strong inborn

need to be active and productive.

Voluminous evidence

shows that human beings need something to do, they need

to be busy, they are highly curious, and they seek stimu
lation and novelty from their environment.

Early psy

chology saw man as simply a passive organism merely re
acting to outside events, but psychology today sees man as

actively Interacting with these events.

Man is not merely

rotivated to eliminate negative conditions like hunger,

thirst, pain, fear, and discomfort, he is also born with

what appear to be inborn needs to seek, to create, and to
progress in positive directions.

Meaningful work is fundamental to the expression of
V

these proactive, self-actualizing drives In our society.
Indeed, a recent study found that people prefer to work,
even If income was not a factor (156).
Education;

Does It Make A Difference?

Education has been under attack in recent years from

many elements In society.

It appears sometimes that edu

cators do everything wrong and virtually nothing right.

Well, everyone can relax now, because educqtlon is worth

something after all.

The more educated one is, the happier

one Is (21, 130, 103, 55. 3U. 122, U7).

At least that's

the way it is in the U.S., and it appears the trend is

world-wide (130. 136, 27).
Interestingly, it is only the level of education that
counts.

As we shall document later, how well one does in

school doesn't matter.

Kappy people are not higher in

I.Q*, nor do they achieve much higher grades.

What matters,

apparently, is that you obtain the degrees.
Basic sociology shows that education goes with many

of the other qualities we've seen associated with happi
ness.

It is widely established that people with higher

levels of education generally have higher incomes, higher

social and job status, a more stable marriage, and typi

cally display higher Involvement in social activities.
Nonetheless, education, like each of these other factors,
adds Its own, separate and "extra" effect on happiness.
The pattern ought to be clear by now; everyone of these
factors we have examined, and will examine, tends to have
Its own sneclal influence toward overall happiness.

The

person who has high levels of sociality, a happy marriage.

~w

and a high income Is typically much happier than people

who have only one or two of these advantages (130).
effect is generally additive.

The

Still, some factors are

more Important than others—and as we shall outline later,
the effect of education on happiness is only moderate com

pared to social or income factors (27, 136, 130)*
One more interesting thing about education is some-

^

thing called status incongruence (108). It involves the
finding that among the rich, the well-educated are often

more unhappy than would be expected (the "conscious-pangs'1
theory); and further, among the poor the happiest are
the well-educated (the "saving grace11 theory).

Although

an Interesting idea to think about, this educational" diff
erence Is not always evident; more studies show a direct

linear relationship between education and happiness (108).
r

The Important point Is this, education has a definitely

positive effect.

Something in an education enriches in

dividual lives and Increases their potential for happi

ness.

In my opinion no educational goal could be more

laudable.

Our look *t the happy person, so far at least, proves

our point that such people have the best of everything,

and this is no surprise to psychologists.

Invariably,

we've found, the best things in life go together (1^7).
The social sciences have known for a long time that status,

income, education, good marriages, and high social par

ticipation all go together.

In other words, these items

are Interrelated, and thus they tend to fall on the same

people every time.

But the research in this book shows

that happiness Is another one of the good things that
goes with these others.

One leading researcher has put

it this way:

#..the more one has the more one gets,
to those who have the attributes that

go with positions higher in the social
structure such as higher education and

income, also go the psychic rewards of

greater happiness (p. 226, 1^7 )•
Yes, its the same crowd every time ! Happy people
have It made.

Racism In Happiness

High status, high social participation, high job

responsibilities, high education, high income, we've seen
each of these things associated with happiness.

Unfortu

nately, when we look at American society we find many

groups that lack each and everyone of them.

Black Ameri-

cans are the most studied example, and it should come as

no surprise that the view of the "happy, care-free Negro"
is as big a myth as the view of the "happy, care-free

poor".

Blacks are less likely than Whites to be happy

(I36, 27, 122, 130, 55, 32, 3^. W. 108).

The number of

unhappy blacks is about twice that of whites In these
studies (108).

Even in world-wide data, blacks end up

unhappier compared to whites (27).

Blacks even have

fewer of the peak happy moods we discussed In the last
chapter (82).

There are several findings we've been discussing

that can help explain this racial difference in happi
ness.

Obviously, most Blacks lack the kinds of high' in

come, status jobs, high participation in society, and

high social status that are critical to happiness.

Yet,

regretably, when these socio-economic factors have all
been cancelled out. Blacks still appear more unhappy as

a group (136, W).

Race in America is, in and of itself,

a factor in a person's hgppiness.

Poor blacks are un

happier than poor whites; middle class blacks are unhappier
than middle class whites; and even blacks who "make it" to

higher social levels still pay a price in their happiness

l4

that Is traceable to racial prejudice (1^7).
in hapolness find these trends disturbing.

Researchers
One leading

researcher in happiness (Bradburn, 21, 1^7) sees these
findings as an "eloquent testament to the degree to which

Negroes are denied full participation in American society

(1^7*."
The problem, as many continue to point out, is more

economic than educational (500)*

As evidence of this we

see that the happiness of blacks and whites of equal edu
cational attainment Is unequal--the equally educated white

is typically happier (1^7).

But, given equal pay, whites

and blacks are just as happy (1^7)•

Income equity does

more for happiness than education equity—an important

point for our national pursuit of happiness.
Income is only part of the story.

Freedom is another

thing social scientists have found to be unequally dis
tributed in society.

Many studies show that a consistent

by-product of high social status Is increased respect,

freedom, autonomy, and power (65t 1^7).

Contrary to

popular belief, both actual and felt freedom If not equal
ly available to all—something our Black friends have been

trying to tell us for years.

Some people are rich with

1^

freedom, others ore poor.

In feet, freedom varies so

directly with income, it supports the cynic's view that
freedom ir. our society Is.a. commodity not a birth-right.

It is interesting to speculate about the recent

rise-ln-esteem that has been happening in Black America;

has it had an appreciable effect on Black happiness?

Our research goes back to the 20's—at that time, and

since, Blacks have been unhappy.

Unfortunately, the most

recent polls come from 196^, and 1968 (82), before many of
the recent "pride movements" had taken place.

polls show no real increase in 31ack happiness.

Those

Hope

fully future studies will show an increase indicative of
real racial progress.

These kinds of findings reveal that happiness measures

are excellent indicators of national progress—perhaps

one day they will replace such indicators of social pro

gress as the GNP (W).

If social policy was evaluated

ir. terms of happiness measures rather than economic pro
ductivity it boggles the mind to think of the positive
changes that might take place.
Sexism in Happiness

There is sexism in happiness, or In other words,

"7&

your sex does make a difference to your happiness.

But,

the difference is not in how hapoy you ore, but rather
how you achieve your happiness.

As far as happiness levelsy|there is a true equality
of the sexes.

In virtually every study, men and women

are gpproximately equal in happiness (501, 1^0, 201, 16,
18, 132, 133. 129. 130. 80. 55, 21. 1*7. 202). The ob
servable happiness edge, however, appears to go to women-

Over the many studies this difference appears with great
reliability (ten of the studies favor women, only two

favor men), but the difference has never been significant
statistically.

Psychologists have learned a number of other things

regarding sex and emotion. For example, women tend to
experience slightly higher levels of negative, unhappy
c

feelings than do men (55. 21. 197).

Women often have

higher levels of stress, tension, and worry (55. 778,
852).

They also have more anxious physical symptoms

K21, 55. I1*?. 852).

They have more dissatisfactions and

more traumatic adjustment crises, but somehow women are

able to express and dissipate such negative feelings
much better than men (55).

Women also tend to have more

HI

emotionsl experiences fan men; they spend more time in
emotional stetes (21. 147. 201. 202).

Men, on the other

hand, may well experience the greatest up and dovm vari
ation in dally moodiness (201, 202, 132).
Most of these differences between men and women are

very slight, however, and generally we don»t find in the
research the kind of drastic sex differences in emotion
V

that common sex stereotypes emphasize.

Data on sex differences do reveal a lot of interest

ing information concerning the type of man or woman that
is happy.

How a person relates to typical sex-roles, for

example, is an important part of the happiness picture.

Happier women are those who are most adjusted to the fe
male role (21. 147), but as we will see, this is In part
because women are denied satisfactions in male dominated
jifc\

roles.

Happiness does seem to fit the expected social

roles with regard to sex (88). Women are more socially
oriented than males (201, 55, 132, 400. 401).

In our

society they function as the social-emotional leaders and
It is in such activity that they gain their happiness.

Happier females tend to derive most of their happiness
in social and interpersonal areas (400. 132, 131. 201,
501).

Men act as task leaders according to traditional analysis

(402), and Indeed tend to gain their happiness through

the job.

Take college, for an example.

Male happipess

seems more related to success in academics and other

directly college-related goals, but female happiness is

more related to outside, non-academic goals (400, 401,
131t 132).
One study dealing with the values of happy people

showed this sex role emphasis (201).

The values of happy

weme£i> eonroaredT:to those of happy men, are more oriented
to social activity.

Values on social interaction, love

for others, affection, friendship, and group partici

pation were all generally Important only to the happi
ness of women (201).

f^

Values on helping others, being

acceptant, and being sympathetic, were strongly related
to female happiness.

Happy women place a much greater

emphasis on values stressing concern for others.

Happy

men, by contrast, show a marked lack of concern for others
in their Important values, but this Is in line with sex-

role expectations (CPI, Gogh, 1957)•

Religious values

were also related mostly to female happiness, as role

expectations would suggest.
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Some may feel that this traditional view of role

adjustment and happiness supports a traditional view of
sex relations.

However, there is much data that supports

the feminist contention that other roads to personal ful
fillment are closed to women.

Let's take marriage for an example, since this is

an institution reputed to be designed to fill the tradi-

^

tional women*s needs.

Earlier, we said that marrleds are

happier than singles.

That fact is true for both men

and women.

But when we look closer at the data, we find

that men, not women, derive the greatest happiness from
marriage !

It's a curious picture.

When single, females are

generally happier than males (21, 55. 147, 777).

Being

single seems to be an especially negative condition for

men (147).

Even male widowers and males who are separated

or divorced are more unhappy than females in the same

position (21, 147, Durkheim).
After marriage, however, a reversal has taken place

and men are happier than women.

Remarkably enough, mar

riage has a greater effect on the husband's happiness
than the wife's (21, 71. 147. 55).

Even the values of

TO

college students show emphasis on marriage and family

contributes only to the happiness of the males (201).
All

this

seems

incredible when one considers

important marriage Is to rcomen.

how

When we compare the

ways men and women derive their happiness we find that

marriage is much more Important to a woman's happiness
than it is for a man.

For most women, marriage is the

most important source of happiness (14?).

However, for

men, marriage Is only one source of happiness (men typi
cally have a much wider range of activities upon which

their happiness in life Is based).

Thus marriage for men

is a much less important source of their overall happi
ness.

Still, even though a woman1s happiness Is much

more dependant on the marriage, It is the man (with his
many other areas of satisfaction) that gets the most
actual satisfaction from the marriage arrangement.

When it comes to finances, the married woman's

happiness is inextricably dependent on her husbands per
formance.

A wifefs happiness is directly tied to the

husbandfs income and Job status.

As we move up the ladder

of occupational status we find the same kind of Increase

in happiness for wives as we found for the husbands them-

*\

selves (55, 21, 96, 135); the statistics at any given
level are quite comparable.

A husband's unemployment,

for example, destroys the wife's happiness equally as

much as it does the husband's (96, 147).

And following

the same trend, black housewives also share the unhappy

price their husbands pay for racism (135).

Married

women in America do indeed take their husbands on a "for
v

better or worse, for richer or poorer" basis when it
comes to their happiness.

But what about working women?

what cloudy on this issue.

The data is some

Three studies suggest that

working women are happier than housewives (130, 12) and
women net in the labor force (21).

"Housewives are

generally unhappy" Is the conclusion of one study (130).
In another study, however, employed women were found to
df^y

be less happy than married, unemployed wives (1^7)*

The

point is In some confusion because the working woman is
often the single woman (1^7) and single women are un

happier anyway.

The unhapplest women, however, are the

women In the labor force end seeking a Job but unable to

fine one (21, 1U7).

It Is also apparent that the house

wives who are happy are those women who enjoy housework

and child-rearing (130) ! But the difference between
married women with jobs and those without has not been
studied as yet.

If there Is a difference between working women and

housewives, it looks to be only a slight difference.

Work for women is probably like marriage for women; It

helps, but Its nothing to shout about.

Apparently it

Just doesnft pay women to invest much in anything, as
far as happiness is concerned.

And no uronder, women

have more dislikable jobs than do men, though they are

just as dissatisfied with boring, disagreeable, unim

portant, dislikable work as are men (156).

Women have

the same basic needs and expectations on the job as men

do, with the exception that they donft want advancement
(and this Is only because they.realistically feel they

wonft get It)(156).

Women simply donft get the same

kinds of satisfactions from their work as men do (1^7).
Even In higher status occupations, women show slightly
less rather than more happiness (1^7).

Women get the

less rewarding Jobs, and consequently their Jobs don't
mean much to their happiness (156)*

Meaningful employ

ment Is the important element for happiness ! Where women

^3

and men hold positions equal in "job satisfaction", the

differences in happiness were not quite as pronounced (1^7).
Where husbands and wives both work,

world once again.

ltfs a Man's

Somehow the husband1s job Is more im

portant to the psychology of both spouses than the wife's
(147).

When the man Is unemployed, he really becomes un

happy and his employed wife tends to suffer almost as
much.

Women appear to resent the male's lack of employ

ment and it effects their happiness greatly.

But, on the

other hand, if the wife is the one losing employment,
it matters little to the happiness of the husband—only

his job has any bearing on his happiness.
Sex distinctions in happiness are also evident when

people asked "what years are the happiest in life"; wo
JfflBfr\

men tend to pick more youthful periods of peak attractive
ness as the happiest time in life; men pick the middle
years of peak occupational productivity.

Such choices

again seem to reflect the roles each sex plays In society.
One's sex Is definitely an important factor in

happiness.

One study on the values of happy people shows

how subtle the distinctions can be (201).

Although the

%A

Statistics weren't strong, the indications were Inter

esting.

Happy males valued self-respect, and being cap-

able--but women who stressed such personal values were

unhappy.

Conversely happier women stressed values like

"waiting In quiet receptivity" as a desirable way to live,

These, and other indications, lead to the general con
clusion that happiness was most associated with values

(^

that were appropriate for one's sex.

Male chauvinism

showed itself on the value "preserving the best that man
has attained";

as we might guess,

such a value was re

lated to male happiness—and to female unhappiness.

That both males and females emerge equally in happi
ness after all

these distinctions

shows that there are

many alternative paths for fulfillment and happiness
available to an individual, and that different people
jff^S

find different ways to achieve their happiness.
Age

Age Is also an Important factor In happiness.

In

the U.S., the older one gets, the unhappier one gets (21,

130) •

It is the young adult years (30 to 40 years old)

that are the happiest for most people (55. 21, 341 122,

91, 75. 88, 130, 73. 103. 1*K>), and it is old age that

is-

Is the most unhappy.

Later on In this book we*11 examine

this age factor in greater detail as we discuss the

typical changes happiness takes from birth to death.
•-Jaalxv' ?.r\d Ha^oiress

Health is another factor shown in the research to be re

lated to happiness. The general finding is that happy people
feel healthy and enjoy better physical health than unhappy

people (1*7, 112, 75, BO, 130, IT?, M°>. ?Y.9y generally

^

arr>ear and feel vital and zestful .'132). They are energetic
and less apt to tire quickly (63, 129). People with ill
health are generally unhappy,

However, thax doesn't nean

that people with good health are automatically happy. Good
health for most people is siaply a prerequisite for hapulress.
Other -000 things are needed in * persons 3if' for happiness
to oic"?, Thus although most happy people sn<oy *ooi. health,
not all health;* people enjoy happiness.

That health and happiness go together is no surprise to

p

contemporary medical thought. The correlation between physical
health and -ental health is remarkably strong (and as we shall
see later, happiness and mental health are closely related

g^^iHa). As one researcher put it "Modern psychosomatics
has demonstrated that ohvsical health may be as dependent upon

psychological well-being as is the reverse (130)". Such
ideas are based on the stress theory of disease (Syle), which

suggests that the germs, viruses, and outside factors causing
diseases are around us all the time, but it is the person un

der chronic stress and tension that will most likely "catch"
these diseases.

Tni-5 is basically because chronic stress takes

a heavy toll on the body* s capacity to defend itself from

%

disease.

There is a psychosomatic basis for many diseases,

including the most' dreaded.

In fact, recent studies show a

strong correlation between the type of psychological tensions
the individual is typically under and the kinds of diseases
he will likely develop as the location in his body where the
diseases will occur {9?9'*.

It has been estimated that as many as 50% of all initial

contacts for physicians involve such psychosomatic illnesses,

Happy people, however, have less psychosomatic ailments than
other people (1*4-7, 153, ^10), just like they enjoy better

health in other areas.

Happiness,.in other words, is actually

conducive to good health!

The state of happiness is the nat

ural opposite of the deliterious states of chronic stress and
ten?ion that are so injurious to one's health,

A good dose

3£ nar^iness may well he the best preventative -"edici"^ avail
able .

"~"*»alth play« a 15.feti~e r^le in happiness.

For example,

wa-jnw ^eoole tended to have better health as children and

-^olo^rter.ts (^10, 129),

likewise, poor health is considered

^r +v,s research to he the main reason old age is such an un

happy period in most peonies lives.

How about a good nights sleep?

Back in the days when

psychologists thought happiness was primarily physiological,
sleep was studied a lot.

The logic was thisi

they felt that

happiness was caused more by inner biochemical conditions
than outside circumstances, so they reasoned that it was

87

important that good health hebits" be maintained to pive the

body's biochemistry the best chance to trigger happiness.
They figured nothing beat a good night's rest to put the
body's chemistry in ton form, and therefore that good "leer
habits would be correlated to happiness.

left this issue in debates

The results have

one study showed the happy ^leep

more (1?), one showed they sleep less (67).

One found it

didn't matter (I'1?-), and one avoided the issue of time

completely showing the happy have more regular sleep habits

!lo).

At least as far as happiness is concerned, sleep habits

can b^5 a matter of personal predilection,

H e i2 h t

t: W e is h t

Preliminary evidence indicates happy people are more

likely to be just the "right" height.
—--,0 f^gv^ior

For men, the taller

taller men are harrier (130).

For women, "the

middle ^eights are happiest—not too tall nor too short (130),

Why are these the "right" heights?

Psychologists believe

that it probably relates to sex roles, i.e., "men should al

ways be taller than their dates".

It goes right to the heart

of our cultural views of the sexes.

One would also think that weight would also relate to

happiness.

But to the contrary, being average, overweight,

or. underweight makes no difference to your chances of happ

iness according to one study (1?0)j happy people come in all
sizes.

Sheldon, an earlier theorist in psychology had a

body +ype theory of personality, and his system, classified

S^

the happy person as the fatter persop.--as has conventional
folk wisdom.

The only study in this area would not support

this idea completely.

Being nicely rounded doesn't auto

matically bring happiness, but at least it doesn't hurt!
Snoking and drinking are often included under health

tonics, and it appears that neither are significantly re

lated to happiness (133); though the tendency is more to

ward unhappiness for the indulgers among us (133, 129).
*wav f^om the Urban yiserv

T^ere are a number of things concerning happiness and

hometown.

First, happy people are more satisfied with their

city of residence (compared to alternatives) (130), and

second, that city is more likely to be a small town (130,
^5

122

10^, 120).

The larger the town, the unhappier

its residents; and it appears that this trend is not just
an American peculiarity, urban residents around the world
tend to be less happy (27).
new one to anybody.

This idea is certainly not a

The recent Manhattan study on metro

politan mental health, warning that alarming proportions
of the population had severe mental impairment is our most
recent evidence of this modern theme.

Luckily, where you live in the U.S. seems to make

little difference to happiness (55) (cf. 201 & 202).

Apparently the folks in one area are just as happy as the
folks

in another.

The location of one's hometown makes little difference.

^

but the general economic climate of the community does make
a difference.

The residents of poorer economic communities

aref on the average, unhappier than are the residents of pros

perous communities (21),

This means that everything- else

bein? equal a -oerson is less likely to be happy in a poor
area.

No wonder such places are called "depressed" com

munities! itfs literally true.

Interestingly, "improving"

communities are the happiest of them all.

Members of the

prosperous community tend to feel they were happier five

•

vears ago (perhaps when their community was on the rise) (21).
And this is not just a U.S. trendP economics effect happiness
the world around.

Differences in happiness are auite pro

nounced from country to country, and it seems to increase
and decrease in relationship to the country's level of

economic development--the poorer nations reporting the lowest

levels of happiness (27).

of the happiness heap?

And guess who's at the very top

Its U.S.!

As a nation, it appears

as if our pursuit of happiness has been a huge success,

C*

although not all share in this success to the same degree,
'tiketheir hometown, happy people like the general environ

ment they're in and they feel comfortable about it.
happy have special feelings about their surroundings:

The
They

feel that they are in close participation with their en
vironment (1?2, 21) and they feel a close identification

with it (101, 102).

They feel that they and their envir

onment are similar—they sense a matchingness between them

selves and their world (101, 102).

In other words, there

ro

is a harmony between the twot

a sort of natural balance be

tween the person's needs on one hand and

provisions or the other.

the

environment's

Happy people perceive their en

vironment as generally instrumental in providing for their

needs (^01, 399, ^00).

Further support for this idea comes

from happy individual's view of timet

They see time as

essentially good (rather than bad) and feel that thev are

in harmony with it (1^2),
in t'naiv, env' roHHis nt«

Likewise, harray people feel free

They feel thev have freedom of choice

in *h«?ir activities and thus tend to be ^ore involved with

Qc+"'vities thev feel are important ones (l?Qf 63 f 2«-),
t iyo »t -a-,v3 0f '::uman Hamines3"

So far we've been looking at the specific things harpy

reople have in their lives, but now, to conclude this char
ter, let's turn our attention to some general, overriding
principles regarding your happiness.

These general obser

vations about happiness could be considered as the five
basic "laws of human happiness."

The first principle is the "happiness law of personal
concerns".

Your happiness, according to this general ob

servation, is a highly personal matter.

In other words,

your happiness, for better or worse, is far more dependent
on Vour own personal experiences and concerns than on the
experiences and concerns of the people around you, your

community, or your society.

For example, in terms of eco

nomics, your own economic situation is much more crucial

<\\

to your happiness than is the economic condition of your
hometown (130).

In a similar vein, close personal rela

tionships, like marriage, are more important to your hap

piness •'rhan more formal, outside social activity (1^7).
Qy, fQT another example we noted earlier, status among

vour immediate reers is -ore important to happiness than

your status in society-at-large (1^?, 500).

Further

evidence comes from data concerning mass events and hap

piness.

Take "blue Mondays" for example, is there any

*ruth to the idea that most oeoole feel worse on Mondays?
ca-whaps lust a little, but in general psychologists have

not noticed any commonly experienced social events that

effect happiness levels.

Hours of the day, days of the

week, months of the year, seasons of the year, and the
weather have all been studied and found no4: to relate ^

individual happiness (29, 118, 6?),

Special events, like

weekends, final examinations in college, maior holidays,

important social functions also show little effect on the

happiness of people-at-large (201, 67).

Even news events

as bis as the Cuban Missile Crisis mean little to personal

happiness (21).

A study on emotions following the Kennedy

assasination showed the public was highly emotional, but

overall happiness still remained unchanged (14?).

Apparently,

the only mass event that affects happiness is immediate

closeness to war (130,10) (and actually, war in this case
becomes a highly personal event).

Happiness, then, is

something that relates much more to an individual's own

°c

world than to events in the world at large.

Happiness is personal in another way--most people are

roor judges of other's happiness (59, 129).

People often

believe that friends and other acquaintances won*t accurately

identify their happiness level (5°, 129), and they are cor
rect (59, 129).

It appears that happiness is a highly personal

affair, something not readily perceived by other people.

To

all but experts like clinical psychologists (132, 50), your
own hanpiness is something only you can fully know,
A second general observation is the "happiness law of

permanent concerns,"

This principle states that permanent

situations, not temporary ones, affect your happiness the
most.

Holidays, weekends, the weather, the immediate pressures

of work and more temporary worries--these passing events Jonct

effect you happiness greatlyj only long term worries and
circumstances show an effect (132, 6?f-2^, 118, 201, 5$) c

Happiness, then,is a durable thing, it transcends temporary
set-backs.

Just like in clinical psychology—no single trauma,

by itself, usually creates a mental illness.

Likewise no

single trauma can usually rob you of happiness.
howeveri is not that long-term.

Happiness,

On one hand it is related

to more permanent concerns than fleeting circumstances,
but on the other hand happiness is effected more by the

recent past than by a person's whole life.

For example,

when measures of childhood happiness are compared to adult

happiness the relationships are not that strong (10, 129,

<\3

202, 112), though the two are positively related.

A harpy

childhood does not' necessarily insure adult happiness?

oeople change in their happiness as they go through life.
In most societies these changes follow a characteristic

pattern as we'll see later, but even individual happiness

has its ups and downs (132, 201,21, 1*1-7, 89).

For each of

us certain periods of life are happier than others.

Such

evidence suggests that your personal happiness can be changed

in the long-run—but such change requires progress in more
personal and permanent concerns—not in temporary, short
lived

situations.

The next law is the "happiness law of basic concerns"

which states that happiness is related more to the basic things
in life ('family, .lob, social life) than to any specific
types of activities.

We have seen strong evidence associating

happiness with the basic areas of life, but when we turn

our attention to more specific things we find little rela
tionship to happiness.

No single activity seems to separate the happy from

the unhappy, yet a lot of factors have been studied.
Activities like going to movies, watching T.V., going to

classes, watching sports events, participating in active
snorts, outdoor sports (hunting, fishing, camping, hiking),
boating, swimming, picnics, going to nightclubs and bars,
attending concerts and plays, fairs, museums, exhibits,

gardening and yard work, home repairs, ^hopping, playin*

<W

cards and other indoor games, working on hobbiesf working

on art, the enjoyment of naturef painting and music (34, 21 f
12of 128) have all been studied.

In eeneral the results

^how that such activities have very little relationship to

overall happiness (most show very small, positive correlations).
In other words, the effects on your overall happiness contribu

ted by these specific kinds of activities is very minor com
pared to your progress in the basic areas like your family life,
social life, and occupational life.

We began this chapter with the idea that happy people
are actively involved with living.

The happy personP for

example, does ter.d to have ^ore kinds of activities and Interests
that they enjoy (40, 27, 132, 21, 130), and they spend more
time doing activities they like and less time in routine, mono
tonous activities they dislike compared to others.

But when

it comes to specific leisuretime activities, this general tend-

ancy may not hold that strongly.

One study found that happy

people spend more time in leisuretime activities (4o), but an-

f**.

other found no real difference between the happy and unhappy
in the time spent in such activity (133).

Indeed, it is sug

gested by some psychologists that leisuretime may be more
associated with boredom than happiness (75 in 1^7).

Whichever

proves to be the case, we see now that leisuretime activities
have only the slightest effect on a persons happiness.

Happy

people may be more active and involved with life, but it is
obvious that their activity centers itself more on the funda

mental concerns of life than in peripheral "activities".

tr

Next we turn our attention to the "happiness law of

cummulative effect's".

When we compare happiness to the basic

things like marriage, socialbility, job status, income, race,
age, community size and so on, we find that their effects are
additive.

Each of these important areas of life has its own,

individual contribution to make to happiness— and each person

adds up rewards in each area in different ways and with different
amounts of happiness.

In fact no one of the factors we've ex

amined by itself is an unering clue to happiness (130),

Thus

one man can stress his social life while another stresses his
occupational life and both end up just as happy.
Happiness relates more to the amount of rewards a person

has, no matter where they come from.
areas we've already discussed.

Take each of the major

The more areas a person falls

in, the happier the person is. Thus, of the basic things, 'like
a good marriage, a good social life, a good job, good, health,
high social status, high education, and high income^ the more
the merrier!

A man who falls in three of these categories is

typically happier than a man who falls in only two of these
categories, and a man who falls in four, is happier still.
In general, the more categories you fit into the happier you
are (21, 1^7, 1?6, 130),

The happiest people fall in every

category, the unhappiest fall in none.
The model then, is additive—each area of possible satis

faction has itr? own separate and exclusive effect on happiness.
Put, it is not an equal effect, some of these areas are mo-?
important than others!

In other words, satisfactions in some

areas are more critical to haopiness than satisfactions in other

%>

areas.

Apparently, some things in life are more rewarding

than others.

The research has determined the relative im

portance of the basic areas of life to happiness (130, 136, 1"7,
2?) and the results are as follows:

Marriage and family life heads up the list.

Rewards in

this area are far more important to your happiness than rewards

in any other area.

Next in importance to your happiness is your

income and *ob satisfaction.

Next in importance are things

like your social life and educational attainment.

Beyond this,

other things are of a minor influence on happiness.

are the priorities of happiness—and indeed if you

These then,

wish to

concentrate on improving your happiness, this rough hierarchy
shows where the most emphasis should be placed.

It means, for

example, that strengthening your marriage will have a greater

effect on your happiness than improving your social life.
What we have here is a formula for personal happinessi

Happiness equals the added sums of satisfactions in each basic
life area (some of these areas being typically more rewarding

f^

than others.)

But the formula is not strictly additive, it is

subject to the "happiness law of diminishing returns*1.

This

law states that achievement in anv major area of life provide
the greatest amount of happiness when they are just basically

satisfied, but the more you achieve in that basic area, the les?
and less it comes to increase your happiness.

example.

Income is a good

If you start out with nothing, every thousand dollars

you add to your vearly income will produce great increases in
your personal happiness.

But if you continue to concentrate

M

on income, you reach a point (somewhere beyond the median in
come according to the research)

where even great increases in

your earnings produce onlv slight increases in your happiness*
In other words you reach a point where your focus on higher

and still higher 5,ncome produces less and less extra "happiness

returns" for your efforts.

ishing return" effect.

Education too shows the same "dimin

A person with a junior high school edu

cation is generally much more happy than one with little or no
education at all.
V

But as we move above the junior high school

level to high school, college, graduate school, and beyond

the increases in happiness seeems to diminish.

Here again, the

more further you go in your education, the less and less dramatic
changes in your happiness become.

Occupational level shows the

same effect: upward movement at the bottom of the ladder

(especially the jump from unemployment to employment)make trn
nost significant increases in happiness while upward movement

at the top of the ladder shows only slight increases in happiness,

A person1s healthiness is also subject to this "law of diminishing
/^

returns."

In each of these cases, happiness is effected mostly

at the bottom: no income, no job, no health, no education is

a very unhappy condition.

But after a bare minimum has been

achieved, additional gains make less and less difference to

happiness.

Thus, happiness relates much more to basic need

satisfaction rather than maximal need satisfaction.

It is very much like Maslowcs famous stepladder theory of
needs (81b).

According to this theory, human needs array them

selves in a hierarchical order, basic food and shelter needs are
at the bottom and creative, self-actualizing needs at the top.

^

One moves step by step, fulfilling needs at lower levels first
and then, if successful, moving to higher levels of needs.
Tt's a "first things first" view of motivation.

A person's

first chore is to satisfy basic biological needs.

Hunger,

thirst, temperature, etc. are prerequisite to any other en

deavor.

Second, come the safety and security needs (shelteri

adequate, consistent incomes a mastered environment).
the love and belongingness needs predominate.

^

need for esteem and respect become focal.

Third

Fourth the

And finally, if you

T.ake it all th.-> way, you reach self-actualization: the fullest

realization of your abilities and talents.

Maslow believed the

one needs only to minim? 11"- fulfill needs in a given area to

move on up the ladder.

It is like this too with happiness.

T*i; ns if there are rewards at each level of the ladder,

but beyond a certain minimal level, increased efforts on the

same level bring fewer end fewer results.

It would be wiser

to move to reward-seeking on higher levels when basic sat-

^

isfaetion. in one area has been reached, Maslow believed
that under most circumstances people would naturally rr.ove up

the ladder— but often people become fixed at one level,

turning concerns at that level into a lifelong preoccupation.
Such concentration, it would seem, is anthithetical to both

happiness and self-actualization.
Success—The Most Important Factor

The research shows many things that strongly relate to

^

the hanniness of most people—yet none of these things unerringly

distinguishes the haopy from the unhappy (110).
is success!

The real key

Harpy reople achieve the things they need.

Harry

people get what they want and in this way, more than any other,

happy peorle have it made!

Everybody has goals, yet happy people

are remarkably successful at achieving their goals (132, 122,3^1

108, 7, 27, lk-7) .

The particular areas you focus on doesn't

matter--what matters is that you succeed in the"areas you focus

on.

Harpy people are goal achievers.

Yet, this should be no

surprise to anyone since goal achievement and happiness have
been wedded in philosophy, psychology, and common-sense for
centuries.

Especially in the western world do we stress accom

plishment and achievement as the source of happiness.
more basically, it can be viewed like this:
one wants, makes one happy.

But

getting what

Happy oeorle achieve the majority

of their goals, while the unhappy fail to achieve most of theirs.
Indeed this may be one of the only distinctions, since amazingly,
it appears that the happy and the unhappy are after the very
same goals.

Actually the happy and unhappy do not seem to

differ much in their ideas about what contributes to happiness

(50, 130, 55), nor are they different in the kinds of things
that actually relate to their happiness and unhappiness (55) t
nor are they much different in the content of their worries
(55, 21) and problems (123), nor are they different in the kinds

of unfulfilled aspirations they have (130)? nor are they different
in terms of the kinds of goals that are important to them (iJ-00, ^01).

\eo

Thev are not even different in their need or desire to echieve

their goals (133),

The difference is mostly a matter of success.

Though the h^nny and unhappy have the same go^ls, the harry
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4.v,evire, qq4-- cf+-M» xv« sa~e things, only the happy feel "^ey

a>-e in situations that allow their ~atisfaction (^00, fc-01),
Thoush "''hey have the same kinds of desires, the harpy have fewer

that are unfulfilled (130),

Though they have the same basic

kinds of worries, the happy worry less (27, 18, 112, 130, 55*
12^

21

202

+o achieve

1^-7^ ; and though they are the same in their need

the happy achieve more (133)!

The point is clear;

av°**yone seeks the same kinds of things (27, 130), but the

harpy get them.

It is not the particular goal, therefore, but

the achievement of the goal that is important for happiness.
Conclusion

We conclude that happiness is a general, long-term condi
tion.

It is relatively impervious to temporary stresses and

strains, but over months and years it can change for better or
worse.

It is a highly personal thing, related to the most

fundamental areas of the person's own life and relatively free
from the influence of mass events.

It can be developed in many

ways because rewards from a wide variety of basic life-areas

can be added up in numerous ways to achieve happiness.

Indeed

the areas of an individual's attention are not so important,

although some areas are more rewarding to happiness than others;
it is success in the chosen ^reas that counts.

It is the person

who achieves life's rewards that is happy.
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Chapter 5
THE HAPPY PERSONALITY

We've been looking at the happy person from the outside

so far.

But having it made in the outside world is just part

of the picture of the happy person.

Psychologists know that

the happy person has a special personality that makes him

separate from other people, particularly unhappy people.
The study of personality is probably the most fascinating
field in psychology.

Personality is a set of qualities, at

tributes, behaviors, feelings, attitudes, and values, that
comes from within the person.

It is the inner workings of

a person's mind; his characteristic traits.
ity:

This is personal

not what a person has outside, but what a person is

inside.

And this is what we'll be studying in this chapter.

Like the previous chapter, the pages that follow can

provide you with a variety of insights about your own personal
happiness.

f*

Here are the kinds of questions you should keep

in mind as you read:
sonality?

Do you have the traits of the happy per

Are there qualities happy people possess that you

might try developing?

Do you see things in your personality

that might help explain why you are as happy (or unhappy) as
you are?

How would your friends and family rate you on these

personality characteristics?

Let's look at the happy person

ality and see how you do.

\CQ.

The Self Image of the Happy Person

One of the most basic parts of the human personality is
the image a person has about himself, his self-regard.

this respect, happy people excell.

In

Study after study has

found them to be exceptionally high in self-respect and self-

esteem (132, 135, 7, 79, 55, 34, 122, 108, 202, 27).

Clinical

psychologists use the term "strong ego11 to describe the posi
tive attitudes the happy have about themselves" (132).

f*

ally put, they like themselves.

Basic-

Happy people have a satisfying

sense of identity (132, 401), they tend to have more favorable

descriptions of themselves, their own descriptions are closer

to their "ideal" image than is true of unhappy people (132,
133, 77), and they are more satisfied with their personality.
For example, they have less "things about themselves that

they'd like to change" than the unhappy (130).
The happy person has many sources of good feelings, but

apparently one source is his own self-satisfaction.

Indeed,

positive feelings about oneself seem very important to happi
ness.

In one study where dozens of typical goals to college

students were studies, achieving the goal of "developing self-

confidence" showed the highest relationship to happiness (400,
401).

Interestingly, this high self-regard is not the result

of a trite, superficial, or exaggerated self-image nor is it
the product of self-deception and false conceit.

contrary:

To the

psychologists find that happy people have a pretty

\03

honest view of themselves.

In general, they tend to have a

greater degree of insight into their personality than do the

unhappy (117), they are very candid in their appraisals of
their personal strengths and weaknesses (129) , and they are
generally more self-acceptant (130).

They are more certain

about their attitudes (108), have less problems with their
philosophy of life (123), and have a good sense of their

purpose and direction in life (132).

Simply put, happy people

know who they are and what they want (401) .

The self-image of happy individuals is a strong one.

One example of this is that happy people are not particularly
sensitive to other's opinions about them (129, 130, 7).
Similarly, they are autonomous, self-trusting, inner directed

(401, 202); putting more value on their own opinions than
the opinions of others.

This kind of personal strength and

self-trust is also shown in the finding that happy people
are more secure (132) and more self-confident than most indi
viduals (27, 132, 202).
The Social Personality of the Happy Person

Earlier we saw that happy people live an active, success

ful, and highly satisfying social life.

The personality

research on happy people shows a good reason for this:

they

are tremendously blessed with social skills and a likable
personality.

Happy people have many characteristics that aid their

social success.

The are gregarious, extroverted, outgoing

KA

people (132, 135, 202), they love conversation (30, 143),
they have an easier time making friends (130) , they are
better able to make a favourable first-impression (129) ,

they have a good sense of humor and share it readily (129) ,
they are more candid (401, 132), they are more spontaneous
(202, 132), they express their feelings more (202), and they

are less afraid to expose themselves as people (401, 132).
In addition, they have greater trust in other people (108,
/0SH!\

202) , they are seen as being more sympathetic by their friends

(59), and they generally hold others in high esteem (147,
202).

Even in those public situations that most of us dread,

happy people have poise.

They are less self-conscious about

speaking before a group, and they feel confident about their
ability to lead a group discussion or act in a play (129).
In social situations, they are typically self-confident and
self-assured (132).

^

One psychological test provided this description of the
happy personality, and it sums things up nicely:
The happy person likes meeting people.
He is gregarious, extroverted, genial,
responsive, kindly, frank, and accept
ing (132).

No wonder happy people are so successful socially, their

personality is just the kind people like best.

people are often "popular" (129).

In fact, happy

Yet popularity is a shallow

term to explain the likability of happy people.

Many of their

soT

qualities are the kinds of qualities clinical psychologists
have associated with the ability to develop deep, meaningful,

helping relationships with others (020, 021, et.al.).

Happy

people are characterized with healthy, mature relationships
(202).

Their relationships are considered healthy, well-

adjusted, and integrated by clinical psychologists who have
studied them closely (133, 132).

And, as we saw in the last

chapter, their relationships are most especially satisfying
and happy ones (133, 147, 132, 202).
There is something even more fundamental about the social
nature of happy people:

they tend to place a much greater

importance on their social life and are much more concerned
with successful social relationships than is true of most

people (123, 201, 129).

Even their career choices often show

a social orientation (social/personnel

areas are the more

typical choices of happy students for example (40)).

By con

trast, unhappy people are much more likely to express anti
social feelings.

Their career choices tend to deal more with

things than people (40) and they typically prefer to live
alone than with other people (129).
In studies where the inner values of happy people have

been studied, values on social relationships have shown con

sistent relationships with happiness (201, 202).

Values on

"affection", 'love for others", "true friendship", "being

tolerant, accepting, and nonjudgmental toward others", "being
kind and caring toward others" were related to being happy
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(201, 202), particularly for females.

Happy women have es

pecially strong values on interpersonal relationships and
concern for others.

Data for both sexes suggests that values

stressing social withdrawal are strongly related to unhappiness.

It has been found that people who hold others in low

regard gain little happiness from social interaction (147).
Perhaps this is one clue to the social withdrawal of the un

happy:

their dislike of people keeps them from enjoying the

great emotional rewards that happy people, who do hold others
in esteem, enjoy in social interaction.

Happiness and Leadership :

A Vote For the Happy Politician

The social world is often the political world, and there
are a number of things that relate happiness to politics in
the research.

The main thing is that happy people are gen

erally found to have high leadership skills (202, 129).

They

are often in leadership positions within their own areas (129,
130, 21, 107, 65, 27, 12).

Happy people have many qualities that would make them
fine leaders.

Their orientation to leadership roles is posi

tive and democratic.

For example, happy people strongly dis-

value Facist thinking (781).

They tend to be slightly less

conservative and dogmatic in their ideologies (201, 781).

And particularly they place a low value on power and the con
trol of others, especially control over political decisions
(201, 202).

Thus the leadership motivations of happy people

tend not to be centered on the personal power and control
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that typifies many politicians(cf. 782).

their motives are essentially positive.

To the contrary,

Happy people, as

we've seen, place a great value on other people in their
lives.

For example, happy people place a slightly stronger

value on "world peace" than most people (201).

Likewise

they are typified as having a democratic character (202),

a generally high respect for other people (147) , and by
their essentially positive views about basic human nature
(202).

The happy person appears to be more concerned with

well-being than power, control, and coercion;

So it might

be a good idea to look the candidates in the face--which one

seems happier?

Hitler, for example, never appeared to be

all that happy; but then again, neither was Germany at that
time.

There may be one further plus to the happy politician:

the happy leader may well be the competent leader.

At least,

as we shall see below, general competence is another strong
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characteristic of the happy personality.
Competence, Mastery, and the Happy Personality

Man's mastery over his environment is his hallmark quality
as a species, and it is this most human of attributes that re
lates strongly to happiness.

Competence is the term that most closely represents the

uniquely successful qualities of the happy person.

This term,

originated by the psychologist White, refers to the special

abilities of man to master his environment; to work effectively
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with and survive successfully in the environment.

Happy

people are high in such competence (132, 122, 34, 108, 2, 27).
This means that they are effective people (132) ; they have the
necessary mastery over themselves and their surroundings to

achieve their goals (132).
There are many specific skills and personality character

istics that produce competence, and the happy person has many of
them.

•

Some we've already mentioned; for example, happy people

put more into their activities in the first place.

They are

more involved (55, 129) in their activities, they invest more

in their activities (21), and they have high levels of zest

and energy to devote to their activities (129, 132).

But in

addition, happy people tend to be more serious, deliberate,

and planful than unhappy people (129).

They prefer, in general,

to plan things out rather than go by impulse (129, 132).
make more long range commitments (132) .

(132) and efficient (132, 59).
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They

They are punctual

They tend to overestimate the

amount of time they'll need to do their work (132), they are
persistent in seeking their goals (144), and they are less
quick to tire from their work (129, 63).

They show initiative

(401, 132) and generally show autonomy in their decision

making, rarely needing to ask for advice (202).

Plus, they

are industrious, self-assertive, forceful, spirited, and able

(132); dominant (132, 59); adventurous (132,401); responsible

This only refers to problem solving, however. We've
seen that happy people are very spontanious conversationally-and that they feel free to express feelings.

As one study

put it, the happy are not impulsive, but they are not selfrestraining either (132).
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and cooperative (202); and mature (401, 402, 132).

They are

present-oriented (not burdened by preoccupation with the
future or the past) , focusing on immediate problems and

tasks (202).

And finally, as we saw earlier, they have

excellent self-direction and organization (132), they are
successful in dealing with people, and they are often in more

responsible jobs and leadership positions (202, 129, 130, 21,
107, 65, 27, 12).

We are left with the picture of the kind of person who

has the skills to get things done.

What's more, they have the

self-confidence to go with it (132), feeling capable about
their ability to administrate even large groups of workers
(129).

In other words, happy people have the kinds of forceful,

planful, and industrious traits that help them achieve their
desires.
opposite:

Unhappy people, however, are characteristically
they are inefficient, they underplan, they lack

initiative, they have no confidence, and they are dependent
on direction from others rather than on self-reliance.

this is one of the main points of happiness research:

Indeed

happy

people approach life situations in order to master them, while
the unhappy are more likely to withdraw from life situations

in order to avoid them (202).

It appears there are two basic

strategies to living--approach or withdraw-- Happiness follows

the approach o.pproa.ek#
Even more important than having the skills to get what they
want, happy people also have a better idea of what they want to
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get.

Happy individuals are better at defining their goals

(132), they know themselves and their abilities better (117,
129), they are more certain of their attitudes, goals, and
general philisophy of life (108, 123, 113), and they are
better directed toward their goals (132).

Happy people know

what they want (401), and obviously this is a skill that puts
them in a better position to achieve what they want.

And what do they want? Well, one of the things they

want is happiness itself!

Happy people put more stress on

values of happiness, emotional well-being, and similar feel

ings than others do (132, 201, 202, 95).

It has been commonly

assumed by philosophers and the general public that seeking
happiness directly never works out successfully--our data on
happy people, however, shows that this assumption is false.

Apparently the individual who values happiness as a top pri
ority goal has a better chance of attaining it„

In fact,

such concentration on happiness is one of the cornerstones

of the program for increasing your own happiness that we'll
talk about in the last chapter .
Intelligence:

Does it Make a Difference?

Intelligence has always been considered the supreme human
characteristic.

Reputedly, it is what has made man the success

he is; it is the key ability in man's successful evolution.

The question is:

does intelligence relate to happiness?

The

answer lies in the many studies that have compared intelligence
measures (I.Q., Academic ability tests, college grades) with
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personal happiness, and the answer is in some confusion.

Some studies showed a relationship between high I.Q. and
happiness (83, 66, 128) (supporting the "smarter is better"

hypothesis); some others found a relationship between high
I.Q. and unhappiness (40, 57, 140) (supporting the "ignorance

is bliss" hypothesis); and still others found no relationship
at all between the two factors (133, 129, 59).

Further, Col

lege Board scores (a test of college aptitude) have shown no
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relationship to happiness (133).

College grades, often

suggestive of intelligence, show the same type of picture.

Some studies showed a slight tendency for better grades among
the happy, (108, 132, 140), but other studies found no such

relationship (133, 399). Thus compared to the unhappy, happy
people probably get no better grades--however, the happy do

tend to get better grades than their college projections pre
dicted they should, while the unhappy do poorer than projected
(132).

The happy may be no smarter, but they still do better--

another indication of competence.

The main point is that at

least on these standard indicators of intellectusl ability

(I.Q., aptitude tests, college grades), happy people show no
consistent

superiority to unhappy people.

These findings come as somewhat of a sup rise when we

consider how competent and successful happy people are in terms
of job status, job responsibility, social success, and economic
assets.

Can it mean that this kind of success is not related

to intelligence? Perhaps so!

Some of the most important
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picture seems to.be one of balance—the happy student doesn't
devote total attention to school work, indeed it looks like

he only spends as much time as is necessary to continue in
good standing while devoting more time to those social activ

ities that are more strongly related to overall happiness.
HiKh Aspirations and Expectations:

A Nemisis of Happiness

When we look at the tremendous success happy people en
joy, it seems natural to assume that the happy person is the
highly ambitious, highly aggressive, strongly achievementmotivated individual.

The data, however, suggests quite the

opposite conclusion.

Although happy people are more success

ful, they have slightly lower desire for success than the un
hang.

High ambition is actually more characteristic of the

unhappy (133, 135).

In studies of values, for instance, those

people strongly stressing values on achievement, ambition, and
great accomplishments were usually unhappy (201, 202).

The

unhappy are likely to set overidealized and rigid goals for
themselves (202, 132), goals they can only rarely achieve.
The evidence to date suggests that taking any group of

people at about the same level of success, the happier people
are those with more modest aspirations (133).

In measures of their "need for achievement" the happy
are actually lower than the unhappy, though the difference

is only slight (133).

Even the typical emotional demeanor

of happy people doesn't follow the harried, driven picture

of the ambitious man--rather, the happy person is typically

calmer and relaxed (202).

Of course one main reason happy people aren't as ambi

tious is because they've already arrived!

The happy person,

as we've seen, enjoys satisfying success in many areas.

They

feel they're doing well at getting the things they want from
life, and they express little desire to change any part of
their life (147).

There's just no way that happy people

would have as much ambition as the dissatisfied, needful,un
happy person.
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There are several other reasons happiness should go with

lower ambitions.

For one thing, lower aspirations are simply

easier to achieve--and achievement is the thing that counts.

After all, high ambitions may be nice, but aren't they frus

trating? One's chances for feelings of satisfaction are much

greater if his ambitions are achievable.

Obviously, more

things are potentially satisfying to the person who doesn't
need or expect too much.

Happy people may well feel success

ful because their sights are lowered on more realistically
attainable goals.

The unhappy, with extremely high ambitions, are never

satisfied and always frustrated in their goal-seeking.

Thus,

the happy are more satisfied with the things they already have,
and can readily get.

Or,viewed another way:

the happy people

get what they want, because they want what they get!
Years' of research on job satisfaction has shown that a

person with low ambitions can be just as satisfied with his
low job benefits as can a highly ambitious person who achieves
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higher benefits (93, 500).

Happiness and success are some

what relative then; how much you need to get depends on how
much you originally want.

This means that people low in ambition and people high
in ambition can both be just as happy if their ambitions are

reached.

There's nothing magic about lower ambitions, its

just that between the two, lower ambitions are easier to ful
fill than higher ambitions.

There may also be another reason that lower ambitions

and higher happiness go together.

There is some sketchy,

preliminary evidence that suggests the amount of effort spent
on achieving a goal has little effect on the satisfaction one

receives upon completion (130).

If this is indeed the case,

achievement, not effort, is the important factor.

Harder,

more valued goals may not be much more satisfying than easier
ones (130, 162).

Moreover, since happiness seems tied to net

satisfactions, success at a series of easier goals may provide
much more happiness than success at one very difficult goal.
Another form of aspiration is the everyday expectations

people have concerning their lives.

Everyone is constantly

making predictions about the outcome of future events; every
one has expectations about how things are going to turn out.

Yet it is important to know that these predictions and expecta
tions have- a lot to do with your happiness.

The idea is this:

if events give us more than we expected

to get, we tend to be happy with the results, but if events

fall short of our expectations we'll tend to be disappointed
(124, 137, (Korzybski, 1937), 130, 133).
a mathematical formula:

Thus, in terms of

happiness is a function of both the

actual qualities of a situation and the expectations held
concerning that situation.

In general, the higher the ex

pectations, the less likely events will be interpreted as

"happy." The lower the expectations, the greater the chances
for happiness.
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At least in theory, then, the less you expect

to get from life, the more reward you will receive!

This more subjective view of reward has a long history
in psychology.

James expressed the idea initially and Lewins

work on aspiration level provided the basic research in the
area (133).

Whether we are talking about long-term aspirations or

everyday expectations, psychologists see one general picture.

Two forces actually effect your happiness:

what you want

(your aspirations, expectations, predictions, needs, etc.)
and what you actually get (how things really turn out).

psychologists see this like an algebraic

formula:

We

a change

in either (A) your aspirations or (B) what actually happens,
changes the happiness you experience.

If B (the outcome) re

mains constant, a raise in A (your apsiration) creates less

experienced happiness while a lowering of A (your aspiration)
creates more experienced happiness.

Likewise if A remains

constant, a raise in B (a more successful outcome) creates

more happiness while a lowering of B (a less successful outcome)

creates less happiness.

Such formulas have been confirmed

in the research?

When people of the same aspiration level were studied,

people high in actual achievement were happier; conversely,
when people

similar in actual achievement

were examined,

people lower in aspiration were happier (133).

This formula

would suggest that the greatest happiness occurs when as

pirations are low and achievement highi
Mental health experts have noticed much the same charac
teristic in healthy people when it comes to choosing goals.

They choose goals on a level high enough that their attain
ment will be rewarding, yet they keep the level low enough
to be achievable.

There is a range of such rewarding,

achievable goals for everyone.

Happy people, however, have

a much wider range of such goals than most people.

Their

competence raises the upper limit of goals they can succeed

at, while their modest expectations lowers the bottom limit

of goals they can happily accept!

This gives the happy per

son a wider range of rewarding goals to choose from.

The unhappy, of course, are the tragic opposite:

their

wants are greater than happy folks, yet their ability to get
what they want is generally poorer.

Thus the range of accep

table, achievable goals is very narrow or even nonexistent.

So happiness depends not only on what we get, but on how

much we want to get.

To some degree we've already studied

the competent qualities that helps happy people get what they

want frcxn living, but what determines what we want and need?

Psychologist have studied needs a great deal and they know a

number of things that affect what and how much people want.
For one thing, people want what they might have!

For

example, children play happily with their toys until it is
revealed that even better toys are near, but inaccessible.

The joy quickly turns to frustration and dispair (8), when
these children see what they might have had.

For another thing, people want what their peers are
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getting!

Take this example:

a student gets paid $5 for

participating in a psychological experiment.

If he is "allow

ed to discover" that others are only getting $1 for the very
same experiment he'll feel rather happy.

On the other hand,

if he hears the others got $15--he'11 be quite dissatisfied

and often angry.

Coming into an extra $5 should be a happy

experience for anyone, but we see it depends much more on

what the other guy is getting.

The grass may not be necessarily

greener in the other fellow's yard, but we certainly keep our
eye on it!

Otherwise, we wouldn't know how our yard was ac

tually faring.

Take money for example, the poor in this country are

living on incomes that in other parts of the world might be
considered very well-off--yet that fact is little consolation

when affluence surrounds the poor here. 2
1.

logy:

We constantly compare

This theory goes under several names in social psycho

(the law of distributive justice, the equity principle,

the social comparison process, (138) etc.) but the basic idea
is the same.

2.

This is known as the "relative income hypothesis" in

Economics.
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our progress to that of others around us in determining how

happy we should feel. When we are doing better than others,
particularly those in our immediate situation we feel happy,
when others are out-performing us, we feel dissatisfied
(133, 147, et.al.).

People also want to do a bit better than they've done
in the past:

It is an accepted fact that individuals tend to develop an
internalized standard of acceptable performance in relation
^

to any given task.

'

perienced as unpleasant while achievement above it is exper

Achievement below this standard is ex-

ienced as especially pleasant. The height of the internalized
standard is subject to adaptation effects as indicated by
the fact that if a person consistently achieves above or
. below his level of aspiration the neutral point tends to shift
so as to more nearly coincide with the usual level of perfor
mance (Lewin, Dembo, Festinger & Sears, 1944). Some students,
for example, are adapted to the fact that they are "C" students
and are pleased when they get an occasional "B". Other stu
dents are accustomed to making "A's" and are disappointed with
a "B" (Wilson, 1960).

Most people it seems, are spoiled by success (133).

The findings suggest that happiness may be very dependent on
^

a continual "moving up" on "self-actualizing" in terms of
personal progress, and indeed, happy people do appear to be

those whose lives have been exemplified by continually rising
progress and success.

Optimism, The Hallmark of the Happy Person

It pays to be optimistic! The payoff is happiness.
Happy people are characteristically high in optisism (55,
117, 132, 202, 60, 63, 201, 144, 130). They tend to view
things in the most positive light. In a study of the values
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of happy people, optimism was by far the value most strongly
associated with happiness (201).

In that study, dozens of

goals and values were examined, yet optimism was something
happy people valued more than anything else. Happy people
also have highly positive and optimistic views of basic

human nature (202).

They generally look on the bright side

of things.

What does this mean for happiness?

_

The story is some-

what complicated because "optimism," like "happiness,"

commonly means more than one thing in English.

First, opti

mism is a general prediction about future events that is

positive--and anticipation that the best possible outcome

will occur.

Second, optimism is an inclination for the per

son to put the most favorable interpretation of actions and

events that occur.

Let's look at both processes more closely.

At first glance, it would look like optimism, as the

anticipation of a bright future, runs counter to the theory
of low expectations and aspirations we just discussed.

We
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just saw that high expectations create disappointments when

actual circumstances fall below those expectations.
does high optimism have just the opposite effect?

So why
We'd ex

pect the optimist, with his high general expectations of life,

would find actual events disappointing.

Yet apparently this

is not the case since highly optimistic people are happy.
What can explain this?

The difference may center on the specificity of the
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expectation. Most expectations are specific. For example,
"Tomorrow I expected to be given that important assignment
at the office." But the optimism happy people have is a
general expectation.

The optimist would say, "Tomorrow

things will work out for the best." Sure enough, the to
morrow comes and someone else is given the assignment.

The

person with the specific expectation will certainly be dis

appointed; but the optimist may still feel that "things are
working out for the best."

If a specific outcome is expected, subsequent happiness
is more dependent on outside circumstances--the actual out

come.

But the optimism of happy people is nonspecific enough

that it avoids being shot-down by actual circumstance.

Opti

mism says "things" will turn out "best," such a prediction
is so general that many possible outcomes can fulfill it.
Optimism is not as dependent on actual, outcomes as are the

more specific expectations people tend to make.

with high expectations says:
^

The person

"I've got to get that promo-

tion," while the optimist says:

"No matter what the outcome

of events, it will be what's best."

Optimism is simply a

belief that you're going to be happy no matter what.
The optimist holds expectations that future outcome

will be happy ones, and as such, he is creating a "selffulfilling prophecy."

Psychology has well-documented the

power of such prophecies.

The idea is that prophecies we

make about future events lead to certain types of behaviors,
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recent studies in the area of economic success have shown

that income has only a very small relationship to factors
a

like academic achievement, cognitive ability, and I.Q. (500).
Thus intelligence doesn't relate to income success and it

doesn't relate to happiness.

The overall message seems to

be that the traditional measures of "success potential"
(I.Q., grades, etc.) have little to do with eventual success

and happiness.

Even success in college may not relate very

strongly to I.Q., since as we've seen happy people tend to

get more education (yet they have no edge on intelligence) .
In college happiness is not strongly tied to intellectual

success.

In fact, those college students who put the greatest

stress on values like "intellectual", "theorectical", 'Wisdom",

and "logical" were more likely to be unhappy (201).

This may

indicate that intellectual work holds more frustrations than

rewards, or it may indicate that other college goals (like
those that are more social in nature) are more conducive to

happiness.

The data generally seems to support the picture

of the happy student as highly competent, highly social, and
highly active, but only average in academic success.

The

4. Other qualities too showed no strong relationship to
income:

the choice of careers and the economic and social

background of the person's family, for examples (500). Indeed
the study concludes that economic success is probably tied more
to luck than any of the traditional factors people tend to as
sociate with success. In our society there are, it is found,
two conflicting theories of success: the successful blame it

on their skills and foresight, and the unsuccessful blame it
on bad luck. The evidence shows the unsuccessful are more
correct (500).

and those behaviors, in turn, often affect the eventual out

come of events in the direction predicted by the prophecy.
A person who prophecizes that "today will be a happy day"

may well act so cheerfully; friendly, and receptively that
the day may well turn out better than it would if the per
son acted coldly, defensively, and negatively.
Is it possible to be both high in optimism yet low in

specific expectations?

Apparently, because just the kind of

thinking that is typical of the happy individual.

The happy

person is characterized by high optimism, but his specific
goals are not rigid and over-idealized (202).

Thus in terms

of specific predictions, the happy have more modest, realis
tically achievable goals, while in general they expect the
"best."

More than high hopes for the future, optimism is the
inclination of a person to view events in the most positive
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and happy manner.

Here is where the real skill of the happy

optimist comes in!

When it comes down to actual outcomes--

when things have already happened--this is when we decide

how to feel about things.

We compare the actual outcome to

what we had expected to happen, and at this point is where
the optimist has one last chance--he can interpret outcomes

in their most happy light.

Even events that don't reach

expectations can still be seen from the optimistic viewpoint,

and the optimist interprets things that happen as happily

as possible--it's simply that old "positive thinking."
Most of the occurences in life are open to a great
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amount of personal interpretation.
man is gesturing -to you.

Take this example:

a

Actually this is a relatively

"neutral" event, and it can be interpreted in many ways.
Is the man being friendly?
to someone else?

Is he in trouble?

Is he waving

Does he mistake you for someone else?

he mocking you, or maybe making obscene gestures?

Is

The kinds

of interpretations are quite numerous, and depend to a sur

prising degree on your inner personality.

For-example, a

happy optimistic person might think "Hey, there's a friend-
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ly guy.

Probably knows me from somewhere •" and feel happy

inside.

An unhappy person might interpret the same event

this way:

"Hey, why's that guy signaling me down?

mad at me?" and feel frightened inside.

Most events are

neutral, we need to interpret everything.
there is much common agreement:

Is he

For some things

Everyone would interpret a

safe falling on their foot as an unhappy experience and the
discovery of a good friend as a happy one.

But between such

extremes, most events are 'Neutral" and await our personal
jpK

judgment of them.

Here the optimist, with his positive in

terpretations of events, gains the edge in happiness.

It

is obvious that for the optimist, more things in life will

be interpreted as happy, and therefore the optimist will be
happier.
An optimistic view is crucial to happiness.

After all,

wefve seen a lot of good things seem to go with happiness-things like income, health, status, success, friendly social
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relationships, and a good marriage—but what good are these things if

a person does not see'them as good?2 in factj w^en psychologists combine
all the situational factors that typically make people happy (income,
social life, family life, status, etc.,) we find that all these things
together still donft fully account for a person's happiness ratings.
Several studies have shown that "satisfaction with current circumstances"

is not the same thing as happiness (108, 130, 7, 154, 133).

2Most Americans are optimistic (130). Much research has been on
optimism (9, 87), and related topics like repression, perceptual defense,
defense mechanism, perceptual set, selective recall, memory distortion,
that leads to the general conclusion that most people modity their
perceptions, interpretations, and memories on life in optimistic ways.
People typically view things as positively as possible. A monumental
review of social science research concluded with this picture of Man;

He adjusts his social perception to fit not only
objective reality but also what suits his wishes and
needs; he tends to remember what fits his needs and

expectations, or what he thinj^s others will want to
hear; he not only works for what he wants but wants
what he has to work for, his need for psychological

protection is so great that he has become expert in
the defense mechanisms; in the mass media he tends to

see and hear not simply what is there but what he prefers
to be told, and he will misinterpret rather than face
up to an opposing set of facts or point of view; he
aviods conflicts of issues and ideals by changing the

people around him rather than his mind; he thinks

his* own organization ranks higher than it actually
does and that his own group agrees with him more

fully than it does

(Berelson S Steiner, 1964, p. 664).

Yes, "general optimism—at least with respect to significant areas of their
own lives—is characteristic of most people" (concludes a leading happiness
researcher (130).

The difference, therefore is that happy people are

more optimistic.
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This means that successful outside circirat.-j-ices are only a part of
what creates happiness, something else is part of the formula. And that

something else is optimism, or hew you feel inside about what happens
outside.

What this means foryou is that to be happier one of two things has
got to happen. Either your current circumstances must pick-up a little
or you need to become a bit more optimistic in your viewpoint and we'll
talk more about how you can do this in the last chapter of this book.

But hapoy people, as usual, have the best of everything: "they have it
made in the real world and they tend to view even those fortuitous
conditions in their most optimistic light.

There's no way to beat this

winning conbinationl

Whether you see all this positively like James who saw happiness as

"fortitude and undismayed hoce," or more cynically like Swift who said
happiness was "the perpetual possession of being well deceived," you

can't deny Shakespear's inght that "there is nothing either good or bad,
but thinging makes it so."

Religion and Happiness:

Do They Go Together?

Hope, optimism, the transcendental thinking of the happiest moods—
all these things we've studied have religious

connotations.

So it seems

natural to find that religion plays a role in the happy personality.

The research has always shown relitiousness is a quality of the happy

(133, 63), for example they are more likely to attend a church regularly

(130, 21, 34, 108, 55, 136, 129).1 They feel they get help
and consolation from the church (130).

They place a greater

importance to religion in their value hierarchy (201), they
often come from homes concerned with religious thought (129) ,
and they are somewhat more likely to choose religious careers
(40).

One nice thing is that no particular religious belief

can claim any happiness prize.

In study after study, none

of the major religions showed any/^happiness (108, 34, 132,
136, 55).

In addition it has been found that there is no

difference in happiness between the people who hold liberal,

radical, or traditional viewpoints (133, 140, 129).
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A study dealing with personal values showed good cor
relations with many measures of religious values. (201).

The specific religious values, however, that got the biggest

emphasis were values such as these:

!lbeing religious, mys

tical, concerned with the unity of all experience,11 "seeking
to understand the cosmos11 "seeking to flow with and serve

cosmic purposes,11 and the "finding of meaning and purpose
Like so many of the things welfve been studying, past
certain minimal levels of activity, no increase in happiness
is evident. In this case, persons who frequently participate
in church activity appear no happier than those participating
at the minimal, once-a-week norm. (136).

2In a highly conservative Oriental sub-culture in
Hawaii, conservative religious views were associated more
with happiness. (134)

in life" (201).

A value on the specific idea of "salvation11

did not show such a strong relation with happiness.
The conclusion seems that specific religious ideas and

beliefs are not particularly important to happiness--the im
portant thing happiness is that one has a basically religious,
mystical outlook on life--and in this sense most all religious
and philosophical beliefs are essentially the same.
Of course times change, and therefore so does the nature
Jf$lml\

of happiness.

Earlier studies showed atheists, agnostics,

and the a-religious were unhappier (130, 133, 134, 129), but
if the most recent evidence on college students is correct

(140) , formal religion is loosing its importance, since areligious people were just as happy as the religious.
Psychologists who have studied religion and happiness
have wondered why the two are related.

The obvious hypothesis

is that religious belief provides meaning and security of in

dividuals.
/m,

In this view, religious belief, by itself, proves

generally rewarding and satisfying for people.

hypotheses have also been forwarded:

But two other

(1) religious people

find more opportunities to form and strengthen social ties

and participate in rewarding social activities (and such

social activity, as we've seen, is a major factor in happi
ness) ; (2) religious participation is an index of general
allegience to conventional standards (and as we'll discuss
further on, happy people tend to be rather conventional in

their approach to life) (136).
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When we dig below the surface, it is no surprise to
find religiousness and happiness related.
seem to go together naturally.

Indeed, the two

In a sense a happy mood is,

fundamentally, a religious experience. In the chapter on
happy moods we saw that when people feel happy everything
seems more meaningful.

Perceptions of harmony, love, beauty,

and purpose commonly occur.

Mystic, oceanic, and transcen

dental experiences frequently occur when people feel happy.

Maslow writes that the happiest of moods that occur to average
people are virtually identical to the rapturous experiences
that have happened to the great religious mystics (81b).

Feelings of happiness are so good that people tend to
see life very religiously when they occur.

Even those who

do not believe in a god or religion, per se, percieve more
meaning and beauty of life when they're feeling happy.

Thus

happiness gives people a perception of life that is, in the
broadest sense of the word, religious.

And in this broad

sense, we could say that happiness and religion are one and
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the same experience. Religion is essentially the seeking,
exploring and coming to understand the joy that is in the

universe--and indeed every joy we feel takes us one more step
to what is divine.

It is important, however, to see religion in its perspec
tive.

Religion ranks about the same as education in its in

fluence on happiness, and that makes its influence less im

portant than income, social relationships, and family satis-

10 s
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groups in society (the low income groups), religion does little
for happiness, indeed religious participation is more assoc

iated with ,rise in negative, depressive feelings (21).
personality Problems of the Happy Person

There is much more than just the good, positive things

in the lives of the happy—there is also an almost equally
impressive ^ck of the negative things:

They are not bothered by strong fears,(129, 223) they
have few troubles (27), they are less burdened-by guilt
feelings (401, 132, 202), they have fewer resentments and

regrets about their past (7, 202), they lack feelings of

basic mistrust and pessimism '401, 132), they lack strong
feelings of inferiority (132), they are not shy, timid, or

unduly self-conscious (129, 132), they also have less anxiety,
fewer nervous habits, and lower levels of psychosomatic

symptoms '147, 130, 125, 112, 55, 21).. They are, in general,

freer of neurotic tendencies (50, 59, 132), they suffer less

from alienated, lonely and anomic feelings than most people
(84, 7, 401, 132), and they tend to be less anti-social,
aggressive, hostile, and criminal (132, 133, 410)t

- Thus in addition to their satisfactions in life,
happy people are also lower on the negative, unpleasant

things of life. But no wonderi With all those good things
going for them, it's hard to see how such negative feelings
would develop.
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Worry:

the Arch-Enemy of Happiness

One of the major findings about the happy people is
that they worry a lot less than most people (27,
130,

55,

125,

21,

202,

18, 112,

147).

Certainly this makes sense—a worried mind is a mind

preoccupied with negative uncomfortable feelings.

This

has to affect happiness, especially to those who define

happiness as a pleasant state of thinking.

Not only do happy people worry less, but there is interesting
data that suggests that happy people,

if they worry,

tend

to have different kinds of worries than unhappy people.

Happy worriers tend to worry more about "controllable"
worries—worries centered on personal and social problems

over which the individual has some control (21).

Unhappy

groups tend to worry more about "uncontrollable" worries—

worries centered on problems like death, bad health, atomic
j|k\

wars, accidents, the National economic picture, and other

things generally beyond the individual's control (21).

as we've reported,

And

long-term worries have a greater impact

on happiness than temporary worries (55).
This does not mean that planning is unnecessary.
is a distinction between worry and planning.

There

We need to

plan and to make good decisions—but worry often becomes
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strongest for most people after the decision has been made,
as work on cognitive dissonance has suggested.

One classic

study even suggests that worries serve a person no function
at all.

People were asked to keep a record of everything

they worried about for a long period of time.

The results

showed that from 80 to 90 percent of the things these

people worried about never actually happened to them; only
a small percentage of their worries were even worth worrying
aboutl

Even more ironic,

of the bad things that did

actually happen to these people during the same period,
of the things

(from 80 to 90 percent of them)

occured to them to worry about!

good;

They plan more (129,

hadn't even

Thus most worrying does no

it has only negative payoffs.

apparently.

most

Happy people know this

132)', but worry less.

The

happiest people find that balance between adequate planning
and minimal worrying that provides both maximum success in

the environment and a minimum of unpleasantness of thought.
Generally,

happy people worry less,

interesting exceptions to the rule.

but there are some

it has been found that

some groups that are particularly happy (the highly educated
and the young adult groups) , have levels of worry as high as

some of the unhappiest groups (55, 21, 140).

And conversely

there are some very unhappy groups that are so apathetic
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they worry relatively little (44, 21, 140).

Psychologists

have hypothesized that worry, although related much more to
unhappiness than happiness, is not altogether unhealthy.

In

fact, they believe that worry represents a form of invest
ment in living (21, 55).

The worrier is still trying; still

concerned with life working out right; still deeply involved

with everyday life.

Indeed, worry in one study was found to

be somewhat correlated to optimism (55).

So worry is more
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symptomatic of health than is an apathetic resignation from
life.

Thus,

the worry found in educated groups and young

adult groups is an indication of their intense involvement
with living.

The fact that these groups are also usually

happy suggests that their satisfactions must be great enough
to compensate for the negative effects of their worry (21).
On the other hand, the unhappy—who generally worry a lot
—are not finding many satisfactions to compensate for their

investment in life.

In other words high worriers are high

investors in life, yet whether a high investor is happy or
unhappy depends on how much his investment pays off.

Life

has taught some unhappy people that investment just doesn't
~pay—consequently they simply stop worrying about things
altogether.

Despite these exceptions, the rule still stands:

happy

people worry less.
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It appears,

therefore,

that the "carefree" theory of

happiness has much merit (132, 130).

The happy person is

relatively free of problems and tensions, and is in a
situation of minimal cares and concerns.

Happiness is

just as much the absence of dissatisfaction and negative
feelings as it is the presence of satisfactions and posi
tive feelings.

The Other Side of the Coin:

\

The Sad Picture of the Unhappy person

This book is about happiness.

Therefore, we have not

intended to present here a full exploration to the negative

opposites of happiness (unhappiness, depression, melancholia,
etc.)

for these topics have been extensively treated by

psychologists elsewhere (1, 47, 106, 33, 56, 132, etal).

But to help clarify the picture we've drawn of the happy
personality, we should look briefly at this other side of

^

the coin.

A lot is known of the unhappy states seen so often

by psychologists and psychiatrists in their clinical work.
Such unhappy states have received tremendous research at

tention, volumes more than has ever been paid to happiness.

The basic results however, complement and add depth to our
findings on happiness.

Most noticeable of the factors as

sociated with depression are two that we have found strongly
associated with happiness:

1) self-esteem, and 2) social
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participation.

Studies consistently note the low, self-de

preciating levels of self-esteem and the tendency for social
withdrawal and isolation typical of the depressed patient

(132).

The happy personality, of course,

opposite.

is just the

Thus, in these two important areas—the happy and

the unhappy are diametrically opposed to each other.

Other

instructive facts about the melancholic patient are his strong

dependent tendencies and meticulous, rigid values and behavior
a

patterns (132).

The unhappy personality is typified by high

personal standards, goals, and narrow interests (132).
more,

Futher-

data on what would apparently be the most unhappy group

in society,

suicides, shows that their psychological and socio

economic statistics are essentially the same as statistics on

unhappy people generally (108).

The unhappy have been described thusly:

They were pessimistic in their expectations
and low in self-confidence and self-esteem.
They
were unsuccessful and dissatisfied in their
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inter-

personal relationships, feeling isolated, anxious,
and guilty.

They . . . were less successful in

attaining the necessary organization and mastery to
achieve their goals (p. 106-7) (132).

In addition, the unhappy are more neurotic, are poorly

adjusted, have many unfulfilled aspirations, have problems
with their philosophy of life, are anxious, rigid, and

meticulous, display low spontaneity, are guilty, are de
pendent on others for self-esteem, are overconcerned with

prestige and social approval, have a dissatisfying family
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life, are self-abasing,

feel inadequate, are pessimistic

and suspicious, have experienced a loss of love, are soc

ially withdrawn, and most especially, they worry a lot.

Are Happy People Mentally Healthy?

One of the most interesting questions psychologists

have asked over the years is whether happy people are

mentally healthy or not.

Some of you readers may be saying

to yourself that the happy person sounds like he's simply
/ufps\

nuts —

going around with his head in the clouds, being

optimistic even in the worst circumstances.

Others of you,

especially if you have a background in psychology, may be
thinking that the happy person sounds pretty healthy.
Most experts in this field feel that mental health is

typified by these kinds of things:
tive self-understanding,

(1) an accurate, posi

(2) realization of potentialities

(what is called "self-actualization"),

(**

(3) and integrated

personality, (4) autonomous thought and action, (5) accurate
perceptions of the world, and (6) environmental and social

effectiveness (807, 808).

Traditional views of mental

health have also strongly emphasized things like the mastery
pf the environment, good family relationships, meaningful

social relationships, a positive self-image, satisfactory
job adjustment, and successful role adjustment.

When we look

at these healthy characteristics and compare them to the

happy people, we have studied in this book, it is abundantly
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clear that the happy personality is tops in every one of
these healthy criteria.
evidence.

But this is the only indirect

Studies in happiness have often focused

directly on the mental health of the happy people and
the finding is unanamous:
of mental health (132,

123, 55,

147)!

happy people are the paragons

202, 201, 59, 63,

117,

104,

108,

In every measure of mental health studied

happy people are superior.

They score in the superior
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range in a wide variety of mental health tests; the MMPI,
the MCI,

the POI, and the Q-sort just to name a few.

wise, as we've just reported,

variety of negative,

they score low on a wide

psychopathological symptoms like

anxiety, tension , psychomatic
as we note,

Like

distress

, and worry.

And,

they're superior in their social, martial, and

occupational adjustment.

We've also mentioned their

superior ego strength, their integrated personalities, their
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high self-concepts, their personal effectiveness, and their
emotional stability (132, 202).

We've also seen evidence

of their superior social skills and abilities.
factor we've mentioned so far

in this book

Indeed every

tends to fit the

3

accepted picture of mental health.

The evidence goes beyond any doubt:
mentally healthy.
strongly,

happy people are

Indeed these two things go together so

for all practical purposes, they are part and
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parcel^of the same thing.

In other words, happiness is

mental health and mental health is happiness!

In fact,

happiness is so strongly related to mental health,

I feel

that measures of happiness are probably the best, and
certainly the quickest, general indicator of mental health.
Other researchers in the field have also arrived at this

same conclusion (147).

In other words:

we can study the life situation of the

person, take his life-history, observe his habits, give him
batteries of psychological tests,

interview him with trained

clinicians, and put it all together to arrive at a verdict

regarding his mental health status—but to be simpler, we could just
3Take a specific example: "the need for control."
Control is definitely a neurotic theme in psychology, and
seemingly it is also an important issue in happiness- too.
The happiness research shows the unhappy have a strong
preoccupation with control over the self and over others—

the happy tend to be just the opposite.

in studies of

personal value preferences, values on self-control showed

a negative relationship to happiness. People who placed a
high value on controlling^restraining their feelings and
behavior were unhappier. This finding was particularly
substantial for the males (201). A value on being free from

the influence of others was also associated with unhappiness
(140).

The unhappy person is strongly concerned with control:

he is obsessed with controlling himself and with controlling
others, but he also wants to completely isolate himself from the
control of others
These findings make sense in the light of

clinical views, over-control of the emotions has a long associa
tion with mental illness (and men, of course, in our culture,
aspire to emotional control) . The happy person is more free to
be his spontaneous self and more content to let others be them
selves (140, 201, 202,) and these are qualities of mental health.
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.ask him how he's.been feeling lately and the result would

be essentially the same.

Thus you can quickly become your

own mental health expert by simply tuning in on your
emotional morale and honestly deciding if you're happy or
unhappy.

There are some critics of this position and they take

the view that it is possible to find people who are unhappy

yet fit all the other important criteria
(807).

of mental health

Our data in happiness research suggests that such

people are hard, if not impossible to find.

Statistically

speaking, unhappy people just don't have healthy qualities.
In the past, mental health experts have focused their
attention on many qualities of mental health, but rarely

have they included happiness as a quality.

These other

criteria of mental health are certainly important and

desirable, but happiness should also be included.

My hope

is that the data presented in this book ought to place

happiness in its rightful place on the list.
Furthermore, not only should happiness go on the list
of mental health criteria, I think,

like many,researchers

in the field, that it should be placed right at the top of

the list (202, 147).

Frankly, in my view, happiness is the

whole point to mental health.

In this view happiness is the
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"end" and mental health is the "means"

is not a particularly new position,

to that end.

This

psychologists from

Freud to Maslow believed that happiness was the reward or

result of healthy adjustment.

Up until now,

however,

this

widely expressed belief had not received any objective
research substantiation.

though,

The data we've gathered here

provides that objective substantiation with little

room for doubt.

Happiness and the other standard character

istics of mental health do go together.

In such a view happiness becomes extremely important
—it becomes the only real point of life.

it is the

raison d'etre, not only philosophically and psychologically,
but as we shall see later, evolutionarily.
main reward life has to offer.

Happiness is the

Happiness is Mother Nature's

way of telling us we're surviving well.
In recent years clinical psychologists have become
interested in a

newer model of mental health:

actualization model.

the self-

Self-actualization is similar in

concept to traditional thinking on mental health,

in fact

the two terms are generally used synonymously, but selfactualization psychologists have focused on the higher,

more ennobling qualities of the human personality.

Self-

actualization is fundamentally the process of becoming
one's fullest potential.

it rebels against the average,
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being more concerned with the superior in achievement and
the peaks in emotion.

It focuses on the type of person who

is autonomously motivated and who has developed a very in

dividual personality and life style.

The self-actualizer is

involved with living on many levels, yet he is also detached
from life, transcending in his approach to the world.
Self-actualization and happiness have been

studied and in general they are strongly related A

V

people are typically more self-actualized.

Happy

Using the most

popular method of self-actualization (Shostrom's POI), it
was found that happiness was most strongly related to sev

eral of the qualities of self-actualization:

time-compe

tence (living fully and realistically in the here and now),
inner-directedness (independent autonomous, and self-sup

portive),

self-regard (liking oneself because of one's

strengths), and spontaneity (freely expressing needs and
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feelings),

Of course such findings support the general

pattern we've already established for the happy personality.
Additionally, other most qualities measured by the test were

also positively related to happiness.

A most interesting

part of one study came when scores on the POI were compared
to scores on a more traditional test of mental health (The

MCI)

(202).

Thus,

the same group of people were given
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measures o self-actualization, standard mental health, and

happiness.

The results showed that although all the measures

were intercorrelated, happiness showed a much stronger re

lationship with the mental health test than the self-actual

ization test.1 Things like good social relationships, adjust
ment to reality, emotional stability, and leadership skills
showed much stronger relationships with happiness than did any
of the self-actualization measures.

Why would self-actual

ization be less important to happiness than more traditional

aspects of mental health? We can see several possible ex
planations.

For one thing, the self-actualization model stresses

detachment,

individuality, and environmental transcendence

to a degree that may be antithetical to happiness.

Our data

would suggest that the happy person, instead of transcending
life, is much more enbroiled and involved in it.

Moreover,

this stress on detachment may well move the self-actualizer

away from other people—and other people, as we've seen, are

a major key to happiness.

For example, in one study of

happiness and values (201), it was found that those people
who strongly value independence, freedom, and being individual
istic were more unhappy than happy.

Close examination of

these people's handwritten philosophies revealed that they
• ^-Significant Covelations of happiness with the MCI
averaged around .40; with the POI around .20.
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tended to define freedom, as freedom from others and in

dependence, as independence from others.

The emphasis

was definitely anti-social; people stressing such values
expressed strong desires to withdraw from social contact.

This hypothesis was supported by data from a value

inventory that was given to the very same people who

received the POI and MCI tests. (202).
this:

What developed was

the people who scored highest on the self-actuali

zation test emphasized most the value of "enlightenment"

(knowledge, insight) and strongly de-emphasized the value

of "rectitude" (moral values, virtue, goodness, righteous
ness) .

People who scored the highest on happiness, however,

put their emphasis on entirely different values.

The happy

valued "affection" (love and friendship), "well being"

(health, safety, general well-being), and de-emphasized
"power" values (control over decisions).

Self-actualizers,

apparently, are less concerned with social things than are

happy people.

Maslow, in his original investigations of

self-actualization, felt that close interpersonal relation

ships were a key feature of the self-actualized person (81) .
Our findings do not dispute this, but they do suggest that

the self-actualizer is simply not as socially oriented as
the happy person appears to be.

Another emphasis in the self-actualized model is toward

personal uniqueness and individuality.

The self-actualized

person is special, individual, atypical, and autonomous.
Yet the picture of a happy person is more typical and con-

formistic.

For example, happy people tended to score rather

high on the mental health test's scale for conformity—thus,

happy people may be more typical and average than the unique
seIf-actualizer.

Typical and Successful

Does this mean that Mr. and Mrs.

John and Jane Doe,

successful average,

are the happiest?

suggest it, other evidence does not.

Some evidence does

We've seen that happy

people are more typical in their role-adjustment, both on
the job and in the marriage (21, 147).

The sex data we

looked at showed the happier-being moire adjusted to tra
ditional sex roles.

Other data shows the happy personality

is more likely a "social model" (202), more likely to be

positively conformistic, cooperative, competent, orientedtoward social relationships, and displaying social leader

ship (202).

The picture certainly appears to be one of

typical adjustment to popularly accepted roles and behaviors,
In fact, .one of the most interesting proofs of this comes
from one of the classic studies in the field (132).

that study,

In

lengthy personality sketches were given of the
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happiest and the unhappiest people studied.

The researchers

characterized their happiest subject as "an almost un

believably good boy"; and the description goes on to re
veal the incredibly typical goals, activities, motivations,

outlooks, and background of this happy person.

The descrip

tions also reveal how atypical was the unhappiest person

they studied.
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This conjures the image of the happy person

as the blind conformist—the average Joe.

Such an idea fits

traditional thinking in psychology, for typical, conformist
behavior has generally been considered symptomatic of good

adjustment and mental health.

In recent years however, this

conformist view of good adjustment has come under attack

from many corners.
(834).

Reisman was among the earlier critics

He wrote of the "other-directed person"—the person

who was typically well-adjusted, strongly conformistic, hence
JM&\

popular and successful, and thus the American image of the
happy man.

Yet Reisman, and more recent psychologists like

Maslow and the Putneys (810), suggest that another type of

adjustment (based on "inner direction", autonomy, and in
dividuality) is more mentally healthy.

The point being

that one can be perfectly adjusted to a culture and be

neurotic—simply because the culture itself has neuroticallyoriented values (810).

Several clinical psychologists have
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said much the same thing, i.e., that many common ideas

can make you sick (eq. 835).

The idea is basically this:

if you do what the average people do in a neurotic culture,
you will be adjusted, but you will also be left unsatis

fied, anxious, and unhappy.

For example, if you believe,

like many Americans, that "you must be perfect to be

acceptable", your need for this perfection will leave you
unfulfilled (since perfection is impossible by definition
to achieve).

Or if you believe, like many in our culture,

that "everyone must like you for you to be acceptable",

this, idea

will certainly drive you to discomfort if you

believe it—since nobody is likable to everybody.

And on

a broader level, what if you are a typical American in your
need for vast amounts of money?

Your continued efforts in

that direction will meet with wide social approval and esteem,
but in the process you may ignore your family and married

life—which are much more fundamental to your psychological
well-being and happiness.
get you noplace.

Thus following the crowd can often

Maslow, and other humanists, have also

attacked the conformist view of mental health, suggesting
that the mentally healthy person is not conformist, rather

he is committed to highly individual, self-actualizing pro
jects.

Self-actualizers, according to Maslow, transcend

their culture rather than adjust to it.

Yet our happiness

m

data, seems to suggest that happiness is more closely aligned
with the "average adjustment" these critics attack.

After

gill, being average must have its rewards, else why would so
many people be that way?

Being average facilitates adjustment in many ways.

If

adjustment is "fitting in to society", it is obvious that
the typical person should have much less trouble "fitting in"
than the atypical individual.

The average person is accept

able to the society, and likewise the average person finds
most of the features of that society acceptable to him.

In

fact, just being part of the majority must have its satis
factions.

It also seems reasonable that an individual who

has developed needs that consistently match the kinds of
satisfactions most typical in his society will have the best

chance for a happy life.
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In other words, the typical person

is probably in the best position to fulfill his needs since
his needs are so compatible with the society he

self in.

finds him

The atypical individual may find little or no

outlet for the very individualized tastes and needs he has

developed—and additionally he is often less likely to re
ceive social approval of his actions and life-style.

Further,

the research shows that similarity and commonality are the

main ingredients of social acceptability and attractiveness
—thus the average person will find a far wider range of social

situations where he will be accepted and liked, and con

sequently be happier.
The more typically adjusted the individual, or the
better he fits into his environment, the more likely he

will be to obtain the typical rewards from his environ
ment.

And what are the typical rewards our culture is

designed to provide?
novelty,

Income,

status, health, education,

sociality, married and family life, are a

partial list—and it is evident that such typical rewards
are the ones we've

happiness.

seen are the most associated with

Apparently happines is related to all the

qualities considered socially model.

The happy person,

embodies all the positive and successful qualities and
attributes we as a people value.

So the advice might be:

"be average young man!".

But that advice would be wrong.

Happy people may be in
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volved in average concerns, but they are not "blind con

formists" .

To the contrary:

data shows the happy person

is self-actualizing (in Maslow1s sence), competent (in

White's sence), inner-directed (in Reisman's sense),and
autonomous (in Putney's and Puyney's sense),

(202, 223).

Indeed the happy are less dogmatic, more openminded, and

more independent in thought (781).

Though

they are more

conformistic than normal, it is not an unquestioning con
formity; rather it appears the happy person is conformistic

from autonomous motivations—they freely choose to do the

typical thing.

It is like the difference Maslow noted in

self-actualized people—on the outside they appear to be

typical, but on the inside they are much more independent
and transcendent of conforming pressures.

So on the sur

face happy people are involved with typical, acceptable

goals and activities, but on the inside their personality
is more autonomously directed.

The conformity -then, is

to the most fundamental, and therefore more typical, con

cerns of people:

income, family life, meaningful work,

social satisfactions, etc. (and when we get down to this
kind of basic level, we're all typical).
There is one more thing:

though happy people may

be average because they follow typical cultural avenues to
fulfillment, happy people are definitely not average in
one most important way:

people typically want.
j^Hls

they succeed!-

They get what most

We've seen ample evidence of this

idea, so we have to modify our view that happy people are

typical—they are 'super-typical '' Super-typical—success
ful at basic cultural concerns.

And, successful more from

autonomy than blind conformity.

The "independent typical

success" may well be the best description of the happy
individual.

We find ourselves once again, stressing the important

ingredient of success.
successful.

More than anything, happy people are

Whatever the rewards offered in human endeavors;

whether they be typical or unique, the happy person is the
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one who reaps those rewards.

All the evidence suggests

that it's not what you do that counts, its whether you
succeed at it.

Happier Childhoods

We've come a long way in our description of the

happy person, and there remains just one last topic to
cover.

How did the happy person develop the personality

he has?

The answer probably lies somewhere in "the happy

person's childhood.

Childhood influences on adult personality have been

a major focus in psychology since Freud, and to some mild
extent the idea that the "Happy Child is the Father of the
Happy Man" gets some support.

The childhoods of happy

people were more likely to be spent happily and in

harmonious family relationships (132).

Happy people recall

their family members as being happy persons and that .love

and harmony between their parents and themselves was high
/m$\

(129, 133, 13 2, 202).

At the other extreme, happy people

are far less likely to be from broken homes (128, 95).

Interestingly, the financial and educational levels of their

family made no difference to the happiness statistics (129,
133).

Apparently, the family of the happy child does not

have any educational or economic advantages to pass along
to him—the family1s only bequeath is their attitude of

happiness.

But what better thing is there for a child to

inherit?

Other childhood influences have been studied.

For one-

thing, evidence suggests that happy people were more success-

ful in resolving the typical problems of childhood without
crisis or traumas* (400, 401, 132); here is perhaps the

birth of the competent personality we've seen (cfo809).
Another thing is that all types of children, have an equal
chance for adult happiness; only-children, for example,

are just as likely to be happy as children with brothers
and sisters (129, 133, 501).

Similarly, birth-order makes

no difference to happiness.

The numerical position of the

child in relation to his brothers and sisters, whether

first, second, third, etc., makes no difference to happiness
(501).

Whether the child was born !fearly or late in the

family history" makes no difference either (501).
Still, the long-term influence of childhood factors

is only moderate as we've reported.

Studies found that the

relationship of current adult happiness to childhood happi
ness was moderate but not extreme (10,. 129, 202, 132); the

individual's current situation showed much stronger relation
ships to happiness.
Common-sense about Happiness:

Folk Wisdom vs. the Research Findings

We have dedicated these last chapters to a description

of the actual factors psychologists have found in the every

day lives of the happiest people they could find.

Thus,

we've been concerned with what happy people actually have,

yet one aspect of the happiness research effort has been
concerned with what people think about happiness.

One major
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thrust of the research has been on what people think about
the causes of happiness.

The data comes mostly from large-

scale opinion surveys taken not just within the U.S. but
throughout the world, and the findings show two interesting
things.

First, "common-sense" about happiness is remarkably

consistent:

people around the world are in similar agree

ment about what they think causes happiness.

Second, from

what we now know about happiness, the people are right I
Average people have a highly accurate idea about what is and

what isn't associated with happiness.

Even the happy and

unhappy agree on the important factors for happiness (130,

50).

Sadly enough, the unhappy realize the causes of the

happiness they in fact lack.
causes happiness!

It seems everyone knows what

Or at least everyone combined.

This is

a collection of common wisdom for the most part—very few
individuals could give the complete picture.

3ut when

taken as a whole, this "common sense" is very accurate, it

matches point for point the research we have reported in
the last two chapters.

Consequently, this section serves

as an excellent summary of the psychology of happiness.
What do the people think happiness is?

They define

it accurately as a pleasant mental state connoting content

ment, adjustment, and freedom from worry (13 0, 88).

And

what do they think are the causes of happiness?
Marriage, children, and family situations are mentioned

as very important in most surveys (55, 75, 27, 88, 113, 10,
127, 76, 50).
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Sufficient money is also strongly emphasized, esp*ci'u\ty
in the areas of the world that are economically depressed

(130, 27, 76, 55, 74, 64).

Indeed, "A decent standard of

living" is the number one factor in most of the world (27).
The emphasis here, is on security.

Adequate income, not

wealth, is the key (55, 130, 27, 57, 64, 88, 49).

People

generally reject the idea that money brings happiness in

the U.S. (155), but the basics; like ownership of one's own
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home, farm, or business, are considered important world-wide
(27).

Actually, it is typical for the wealthier nations to

emphasize "contentment definitions" of happiness, while in
less wealthy countries, "income definitions" are more

important (130, 27).

Unhappy people emphasize money more

than happy people (130, 50), but then again the unhappy are
usually poorer than the happy, so such priorities are natural.
Some say the poor don't have the motivation to pull themselves
from their poverty, but happiness research shows the poor are
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very unhappy, and so dissatisfied that the motivation to
better their condition is foremost in their minds.

Good health is always strongly emphasized.

Overall, it

appears to be the most universally popular factor in happiness
(130, 27, 76, 50, 87, 64, 75, 55) for it is the one thing
almost everyone mentions.

Employment and satisfying work, naturally, is another

strong emphasis when people name the ingredients of happiness
(130, 27, 64, 75, 76, 50, 152).

Success and achievement also
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receive emphasis, but not quite as strongly (130, 27, 133,

57).

This moderate emphasis shows the public thinks other

things are more important to happiness, and indeed we have

seen ambition can be a nemesis of happiness.
Naturally, the social life is also high on people's

list.

Friendships, love and affection, popularity, being

valued by others, understanding and helping people, and
acceptance of others are frequently mentioned as important
to happiness.

The studies vary greatly as to the importance

of the social life however,—in some studies it is near the

top, in others it receives only moderate emphasis (130, 113,
88, 10, 76, 50, 127, 55, 57, 64, 27).

Freedom from worry, as we would expect, is strongly

emphasized as important to happiness (88, 130, 64, 27).
Education is another thing people consider important to
happiness (88, 130, 27, 113), but it is more emphasized by
people in our society and those masses around the world who
lack it the most.
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Religion is another thing we find the

average person feels is important to happiness (130, 113,
49, 76).

And, of course, optimism and having hope are also

mentioned as important (88, 76).

Self-development, self-

actualization, achieving a sense of personal worth, the
seeking of beauty, self-expression, and leading a good

and decent life are things mentioned less frequently (27,

113, 49, B8).

Such things as freedom, having fun and

pleasure, leadership abilities, politics, equal opportunity,

physical exercise, leisure time activities, and humor are
also mentioned as less important factors in the layman's
view of happiness (50, 49, 130).

• The agreement between folk-wisdom and the research

findings is remarkable.

People not only know the basic

things that make-up happiness, they also seem to emphasize
those things in an order that closely approximates the
actual order we reviewed earlier.
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Common ideas about

happiness appear quite accurate. So why isn't everybody
happy?

The answer is that many ingredients of happiness

are things only opportunity and good fortune can provide.
The sad fact seems to be that everyone knows what they

need for happiness, but because of bad luck, sad circum
stances, or personal inabilities, not everyone can have
what they know they need.

Chapter 6
HAPPINESS AND BASIC PSYCHOLOGY

Happiness is most fundamentally an emotion we feel.
have emotions at all?

But why do human beings

Why is there such a thing as happiness?

Psychologists have

been intrigued by such questions, and the answers they have discovered provide

extraordinary insights into the basic nature of Man and makes one of the most exciting

chapters in the story of human happiness.
An adult human being has a facinatingly complex emotional life.
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Emotion

follows us throughout life, it is a part of almost every experience we go through.
Eroticns come and go—some good, others bad.

Some emotions come and leave quickly,

others hang around for long periods of time, and as life progresses our emotions

weave an intricate tapestry that adds complexity to our personality and meaning to
our lives.

But what is emotion?

in regular cycles?

Kow many emotions are there?

Do emotions come and go

Do we learn our emotions, or are they innate?

What causes

emotions: outside events or inside body 5y§Tr^' And what about happiness? How
does it relate to other emotions?

^

How do people decide if they're happy?

Are

some times in life happier than others? Hew happy are Americans, and ha-; happy
are people in other places in the world?

There are sane of the unanswered questions

we shall explore in this chapter, for now we're going to turn to look at happiness

and the important position it holds in an understanding of basic psychology.

To fully understand happiness, we first need a background in basic psychology
and the role emotions serve.

surviving machine.

To do this it would be fun to try and construct a

In doing this we can provide basic view of humn psychology.

Our view will be a drastically oversimplified one, but I believe it will be one
that accurately reflects the findings of modem psychology.

u'li,

A Surviving Machine

At the barest ndnimum,' what would you need to erect a self-sustaining machine?

:.'ot a machine you can plug in, but one that could survive in the wild!

Pretend you

can "invent" any equipment you might need, for this is a mythical machine, being
constructed for our demonstration purposes only.

Actually you wouldn't need much.

First, just arbitrarily, let's put this

thing in time and space—give it a body (any type or shape you wish; an-egg is nice
to visualize),

^

To be living, it must have a source of energy, 'so let's give it an

energy box (or if you wish to be more sophisticated, give it systems for carrying
this energy throughout the shape you gave it—making it all "alive").
IJow it has a body and it has "life".

of it?

But what gpod is life without awareness

Certainly we need to add an "awareness center" so the machine can know it!s

alive.

Well, there you have it:
for long.

<X machine that is livingI But, unfortunately, not

Energy is created from fuel, and fuel runs out.

Thus, the machine needs

some fuel intake system and a device for transforming this fuel into the energy

needed for life.
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Therefore, we'll give it the necessary equipment.

We'll give our

machine a fuel pick-up device, something like an elephant's trunk that works like
a vacuum cleaner.

Now it can suck up any outside materials and route them to the

energy box vtfiich is equipped to turn these materials into energy.

Our energy box

is capable of turning just about-any material,: small enough to be sucked up the

trunk, into energy, so our machine need simply to start vacuuming to continue it's
meager existence.

Soon, however the machine will eat everything in reach, so some form of

transportation system will have to be added. Wheels, tractor belts, something like
that will do.

New it looks like we've got all we need, so let's crank up the machine.'
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The energy synthesizer is working—our machine is living.
happening!

But nothing else is

The machine is just sitting there—its trunk is not working, its wheels

are not turning, and it's limited supply of energy is slowly being used up.
v;on!t it do anything?

Apparently something is still missing.

make the machine behave.

Why

We need something to

We need a forcer, a motivator, a prodder.

Maybe all it needs is some information.

Right now it is unaware of its draining

power—let's put an indicator on its energy box and run the wires to the "awareness
center", signaling the need for more fuel.

Now it "knows" it needs fuel . But

it's still not doing anything! Just like a car: the gage may say it's running out
of fuel, but the car never seems motivated to seek gas by itself.
information alone does nothing to motivate our machine.
a will to live.

Apparently

We need a spark—a drive—

What can we use?

We could use the emotions.

Feeling and sensations, both positive and negative—

that's what we need to make our machine come alive.

Our machine knows it's running

lav on energy—indeed, it also knows it's alive; but in its present form this

infornation has no meaning.

Therefore, let's give it sane meaning:

just two more things—two EMOTION BOXES.

let's install

When we stimulate one, it will fill the

awareness center with very painful sensations and feelings; when we stimulate the
other box our machine will enjoy happy feelings and sensations.

wires from the energy gauge directly to these emotion centers.

New let's run the

When the igGa^ starts

going dewn, it will increasingly stimulate the pain box, and when the energy level
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goes up, the pleasure box will start generatingAfeelings.

Likewise, we might wire .

the fuel trunk with positive and negative feelings; maybe even: the wheels too.

As

long as the gauge -is dewn the machine will feel painful sensations in its energy

box and in its trunk.

But as it moves its trunk and wheels, it gets some positive

stimulation; and as it sucks things down its trunk, more good sensations will be

generated.

This set-up ought to make our machine hop!

Before, the machine

"knew" about its draining fuel supply, but the message didn't mean much. Now the

nessage coming from the energy gauge is very meaningful—it's a message pain!
We crank the machine up again, and now we find itsmotivated to behave. The

oain from the energy gauge, coupled with the positive stimulation of trunk and

wheel movement is causing our machine to suck up everything in sight/ It's all a
natter of proper wiring. Our machine behaves simply because it feels good to do so.
What Good are Emotions?

To the layman, emotions may not seem very important, but psychologists are

coming to see that emotions are probably the most important thing there is to
understanding human behavior. Emotions serve several fundtions in human psychology.
First, emotions are the primary source of human motivations.
to evaluate our world for us.

Second, emotions serve

Third, emotions are the basis of all learning.

examine these functions in detail.

Let's

The survival machine we've just constructed

provides a simple view of one of these important functions: motivation.
Motivation is one of the basic areas of study in psychology.

Motivation is the

study of reasons—the reasons people behave. What motivates people? Why do they

behave the way they do? Our machine has shown us a very sinple answer: motivation
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is strongly based on emotion. When it comes down to it, a few feelings are all it
takes to produce a highly motivated organism. Modern notivational theory sees
emotion is at the very core of motivated behavior (158, 159, 160, 6).

Take for exanple, eating. Why do creatures eat? On a functional level, eating

provides nutrients necessary for c^y organism's continued survival. RJ-this knowledge,
by itself, is not enough to explain vfay organisms eat; in fact, we would suspect
that most creatures are unaware of the nutritive function of eating.
need to eat is not enough, it is how we feel about it that counts.

Knowing weCreatures eat,

just like the machine eats, because eating provides a series of pleasurable feelings
and sensations, and not eating occasions a series of unpleasant feelings and
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sensations.

Basically, we eat because of hew we feel.

And it is this way with all

behavior—it occurs fundamentally because it provides pleasure or avoids pain.

If

an animal had no negative or painful feeling, threatening, dangerous, physically
damaging situations would simply not be avoided—and the organism would greatly
decrease its survival potential.

And on the other hand, if the animal had no

positive, pleasurable feelings either, it would probably not behave at all.

It

might consciously realize that it needed to eat, for example, but it just wouldn't
care to eat.
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People behave for emotional reasons.

It's basic psychology:

people seek out

those things that make them feel good and avoid those things that make them feel
bad.

As one great theorist in the area, Robert Leeper, has said,

It is no blunder of evolution that the higher animals, such as
(gdiiiiparisees, gorillas, and human beings...are such emotional
creatures. Rather than being outside the pale of biologically
adaptive motivation, the emotional processes are the chief sort
of motivation...(159)

More and more, psychology is coming to see what- the common man has always seen
(158) emotion is the main motivator (159, 6).
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As far back as Aristotole, Aquinas,

and Freud, the motivational quality of emotion has been recognized (160).

Latin root of emotion, movere, means to incite to action.
nature's inner goad to action.

Even the

Yes, emotion provides

(This is especially true if we classify things like

pain, hunger, sexual desire, and other physiological drives as being fundamentally
emotional experiences.)

Qnotions prod a creature throughout the whole sequence of motivated behavior—
from its start to -its finish.

sense a need, like hunger.

The sequence starts when the organism begins to

At this point uncomfortable emotions are noticed

goading the animal into action.

In addition, the emotions build the body's
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energy so necessary activity can take place.
arousing, activating effect.

Emotions have an

Earlier psychologists traced this

physiological excitement, so characteristic of many emotions,
to our animal heritage.

Such arousal is Nature's way of pre

paring us for emergency.
Thus, emotions provide the initial goad that starts the

motivational sequence.

They also provide the carrot at the

end of the stick, keeping the sequence going.

Emotions accompany

and sustain the motivated behavior all the way to the goal—

in fact, it's as the goal gets closer that emotional behavior
reaches the highest levels of arousal.

But it is at the moment of goal-attainment that the emotions

play their biggest role.
of the stick.

Yes, emotions are the carrot at the end

We do things for a reason, and the biological

reason is a good emotional response.

Learning theory suggests

v/e wouldnft do anything very long if there v/as no rev/ard behind
it.

We enter motivated behavior in order to achieve a positive

emotional reaction, or end a negative one.

Every human goal

has some emotionally rev/arding property to it, and it is that
property we seek even more than the goal.
Emotions then are the goad that motivates behavior f they
are the "carrot at the end of the stick" that directs and sustains

behavior, and they are the rev/arding part of the outcome of such
behavior.

Emotion is the cause, and emotion is the effect.
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For the moment however, let's return to our surviving machine.

It seems to be doing o.k., but at it's present stage of develop

ment, it's being very inefficient.

Since it is eating everything

without discrimination, it's wasting a lot of its energy process

ing materials that hold little nutritive or energy value.

Rocks,

sand, other inorganic materials are simply clogg-ing the machine
and providing little energy.

If we could design our machine to

select only high-energy fuel to consume it could survive much

more efficiently.
selections?

How could v/e get the machine to make such

Perhaps we should look at man first.

Although man prides himself on the rationality of his pro
cesses, most of man's judgments are made emotionally.
actually the servant of emotions.

Logic is

What is more rational than

directing oneself as to maximize rewards and minimize pain?
Even human decisions based on utility or morality are found

ed on basic feelings regarding the happiness and unhappiness

of all who will be effected.

We have also seen, for example, that

people use happiness as the highest measure of overall well-

being—this is an emotional appraisal, not a logical one.
But try to imagine it the other way:

void of emotions.

a thinking mind de

On what basis would events be judged?

Without

pleasure and pain, there is no goodness and badness, and v/ithout

goodness and badness, things are devoid of meaning.

James was

among the first psychologists who argued that mental life would

be dead and insignificant if the emotions were stripped away (1902) .

I like to think of this example:

a man with no emotions sit

ting on a railroad track with the train fast approaching him.
We see the impending danger to his life and run to warn him.
He's told the train is coming upon him, yet he has no reaction

at all.

We emphatically re-warn him of his impending dea~h,

yet he doesn't care enough to move.

There is no reason to move,

there is no emotional reaction—no fear, no self-love, no burn

ing desire to live—in fact there is no meaning to the situa
tion act all.

Life or death hold no meaning for this man who

feels nothing about anything.

Just like the surviving machine,

we need some way to evaluate our environment if we are to survive
for any length of time.

Emotions are the answer evolution has provided.

That all

animals share emotions in common more than logic suggests that
emotions are highly successful decision-makers for surviving
things.

Emotional evaluations are made all the time.

First impres

sions are rarely neutral; we are fast to evaluate novel material.
Did it make us feel good or make us feel bad?

Did the experience

make us feel happy, satisfied, or proud, or good? Or did it
make us feel unhappy, depressed, nervous, anxious, fearful, angry,

guilty, or uncomfortable? If it made us feel bad, we'll tend to
avoid that situation and the behavior that led us into it; if

it made us feel good, we'll tend to seek the situation out again

and repeat the preceding behavior more often.

This is the basis

of hedonic motivational theory and basic learning theory in

psychology. Man seeks pleasure and avoids pain.

Our great gift
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for intellectualization can take us far beyond this analysis
(and indeed our human processes are in every way deserving of

the most complicated descriptions), but in the most basic ana

lysis, v/e need not look much further than the emotions for the
explanation of rational judgment.

Even language, the ultimate

rational achievement, is used predominately to communicate

emotional, not cognitive, messages.

Many theorists believe emo

tional communication is far more prevalent in human affairs than

cognitive ideas

(850,851).

It is when we come to the important process of learning,

however, that emotions play their most critical role.

Learning

is the ^process of self-modification based on experience.7/ It is
the opposite of instinct.
way of behaving.

Instinct is a totally unalterable

A creature, or our machine, can be prepro

grammed with an elaborate set of instinctual instructions about
how to survive in the world.

But if the instructions cannot

be modified through experience, they had better be 49606 ones!
The nemesis of instinct is change, and change is the one certainty
in the universe.

The "racer's edge" goes to the creature who

can modify its behavior to meet changing environmental conditions.
Such self-modification, or learning, is the fundamental principle

of. evolutionary progress.

Actually instinct hardly exists at

all—learning is always the rule.
their own lifetime.

Advanced species learn within

Lower organisms l,learnw over many generations,
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through natural selection, which "instincts" v/ork best.E*** life/ttwtb,
learns as it progresses; the universe must also be learning

what things succeed and v/hich do not.
us.

Success is all around

Of failure v/e see only passing glimpses.

Only things that

work remain; and emotions work.

Returning to our machine, let's say v/e want to give it

the capacity to learn so its survival potential will be en
hanced.

Learning is primarily memory.

Therefore, first v/e
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need to add memory banks, like a computer maybe.

And to program

it we need some senses to pick up and transmit information about
the world to the memory banks.

Learning is primarily a method of storing past events for
later use—but to be useful they have to be evaluated as "good

for me,

or bad for me".

How is this evaluation accomplished?

A good model is to see how computers have been taught to evalu
ate things.

Yes, computers have been programmed to learn from

their own experiences, yet the programming that allows this has
been incredibly simple.

First, the computer is programmed with .

a couple hundred problem-solving strategies.

It then is pro

grammed to select these strategies at random to try against the
problems that are continuously presented to it.
it learn?

It needs just one more device:

But how does

feedback on its progress.

Everytime a strategy succeeds in solving a problem, the computer

is programmed to give that strategy a "+" notation.

Likewise,
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everytime a solution strategy fails, it's given a "-"#

As time

goes by, these pluses and minuses add up for each strategy
and trends become obvious.

The computer is "learning" which

strategies work best and which don't, and it comes to use the

highly rated strategies first—forming more of a hierarchy of
responses rather than the original random plan.

The result is

a highly efficient and increasingly successful problem-solving
computer.
/tffev.

Emotion, of course, is the meaning (the "+ " and "-") v/e

attach to our experiences and strategies.

Like the computer,

v/e too are giving our experiences pluses and minuses in terms
of our emotional reactions and storirig these for later use.

It

appears, in fact, that every memory has an emotional component
built in (35) .

To make our machine learn from its experiences, we only

have to make a few simple additions.

We need to send the incoming

information from the machine's senses through its emotion boxes

so that each nev/ input, before it is stored in the memory banks,

will be fused with an emotional flavoring.

Now, not only does

the machine record it's past experience but it also records the

emotions associated with that experience.

Now the machine can

learn, and soon this will help it eat more efficiently.

Every

thing the machine eats will now be evaluated in terms of how

that particular food affected the emotion boxes (via their connec

tion with the energy gauge).

Some food substances (the nutri

tious ones) will raise the energy gauge, that in turn will raise
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the feelings in the happiness box, and that will make the memory
of that food substance a pleasant one.

The machine will also note that other good substances make
little effect on the energy gauge and leave the machine unplea
santly hungry--this too,

the machine will remember.

It won't

take long before the machine figures out which foccU served him
best.

Later, other recognizable themes will emerge.

Some things

will generate happy attractive vibes, like the places where good
fuel supplies have been found.

Others, like odd shaped rocks

that hurt the machine's trunk, will generate anxiety and the

urge to retreat or avoid.
Thus as the machine continues through its life, the memory
banks are filled with bits of information, each with its own

emotional evaluation.

And this emotionally toned information

becomes the basis of future behavior; behavior that is becoming,

through continuous modification, more and more functional and
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efficient.

Yet all that was needed was a stack of blank memory

tapes, the equipment to record ongoing experience, and some

positive and negative emotions to evaluate that experience.
Man is basically the same as our survival machine.

His

memory systems, learning systems, sensory systems, fuel process
ing, systems, body design, brain systems are all designed for
survival and adaption—and the emotions provide the means to get

it all going.

The funny thing about all this is it makes
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.Man jn open-ended system.

no specific reason.
goals should be.

The system is designed for survival, but survival for

Learning, it seems, frees an organism to learn what its

The purpose of man is not defined—it is learned, and each

person's purpose is as individual as has been his experience. Thanks to learning,
mankind is •freedNto define its own meaning and purpose.

Or at least, Man is free to

be determined by his environment.

Trie main point for our discussion, however, is that emdtion is fundamental to

the most basic processes in psychology.

It plays an essential role in all human

experience (132).

Perception, memory, learning, and the whole range of man's complex
activities show the directing and sustaining force of emotional
involvement.

(132)

Indeed the world of man is made possible not just because of his superior mental
abilities, but also by the development of his emotions—emotions more fully
developed in Man than in any species (132, 159).

^r.e point I am attempting to make is this:
of its tremendous survival value.

happiness exists simply because

Philosophers and theologians have' reaely seen

this, yet they have pondered about the nature and meaning of happiness for centuries,
And the solutions they came to were often extraordinarily complicated and metaphysical.
Not that such views are incorrect, but frankly, happiness has so much survival
value I believe no other explanation is needed.

What then is the function of emotion? Emotion is the fibre of both the most

base, most primitive experiences in life as well as-the experiences in life we

consider the most self-actualizing, enriching, and insightful.

It is the spark of

life itself—the.only thing that makes a thought worth thinking? a meal worth

eating.

It is the only thing that makes life worth living.
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decent Physiological Discoveries Deep in the Brain

Until recently, psychological understanding of the emotions

was mostly theoretical.

Dut then the emotions were actually

discovered deep in the brain, and with this discovery

theory

on emotionsAbecame \fact (35,836,837,833,839).
Where is happiness located?

Inside the human brain, in a

small area of the lov/er brain, in the most primitive part (evolutionarily speaking).

There lie the emotion centers.

Animal research first revealed these centers.

Using a

technique of electrical brain stimulation1, they discovered some
stimulations triggered rage and fear reliably in several species
of animals.

Soon after,

it v/as discovered that certain areas of

the brain seemed pleasurablej
there.

I'he animal liked to be stimulated

Later with humans, such stimulation gave raise to relaxed,

euphoric, happy feelings.

Yes, push-button happiness!

Numerous

areas in the thalamus, limbic system, and even the cortex give
rise to pleasure with every stimulation, in a way that in most

X

cases seems incapable of satiation.

Common sense says a person

can't be happy all the time, but on a physiological level this
may not be true.

In one thorough study, recording the results

of hundreds of minute points of brain stimulation, close to 4 00

points gave rise to happy feelings (35).

Only three of these

points showed satiation effects (after a few initial stimulations

This involves selective stimulation of the nerves in the brain

using low voltage currents approximately equal to the kind the

brain usually generates.

The technique has greatly aided psy

chologists in mapping the functions of the brain.

McA

the happy feeling subsided for a time).

Most other points gave

happy feelings no matter how often they were stimulated!

Brain

research is just exploratory in this area, so v/e don't know
for sure.

But if animals are any example, you never get tired

of positive brain stimulation.

For a rat, it is the ultimate

trip/ Rats prefer it to food; they stimulate til they collapse;
they'll even receive great punishment for it (a shock so severe
a

even hungry rats would not endure it for food).
Science fiction?

Perhaps, but one day we all may be able

to have a happiness stimulator.

Right now, patients who suffer

from "chronic depression" have had such a device installed sur

gically.

A brain self-stimulator, operated from a small battery

box with the directions:

"when depressed, press button".

they do, they are rejuvenated with a jolt of happiness.
to accept?

When

Hard

Think about it; would you have such a device installed?

America takes a lot of drugs and a lot of drink v/ith the same

point in mind.

Can you see it all now?

You, in the same job,

with the same old family situation, seeing the same old people,
the same old routine—yet with your nev; brain stimulator every

thing will take on a happy, meaningful, warmly social glow.

If you agree that "the good life is the good mood", you also can't
fail to see these stimulation techniques might be the royal road
to** both.

There is one more thing about the location of the emotion

centers.

They are in the center of everything, psychologically
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speaking.

They are part of the most fundamental and basic

systems in the brain—ones thatAstood the test of evolutionary
tine the longest.

They are right at the very place where

sensory information first reaches the brain, so they are in a
perfect spot to evaluate this incoming information.

In addition,

the emotion centers are right beside those brain centers that
arouse and excite us to action.

Indeed the emotion centers are

located at the point in the brain where all functions of the

brain are coordinated and orchestrated.

Anatomically then, the

emotion centers occupy a place in the brain that is as central
as their role in human behavior.

These exciting brain discoveries prove that emotion is

as physical a part of our being as our heart or our hand.

It

also shows that our survival machine provides a pretty accurate
analogy to human psychology, for emotion in man is just as tan

gible as the emotion boxes we installed in our machine; and
just as necessary.
Happiness Is More Than Just Another Emotion
-

-
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We have come to appreciate how fundamental emotion is

in human psychology; with that in mind we need to turn our atten
tion back to happiness.

The question for us is:

where does

happiness fit into this general picture of emotions?

There are

two basic ways to look at this.

Looking at it one way, happiness is simply one of many
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positive emotions.. In this view, happiness is a separate and
distinct experience, different from joy, or contentment, or
euphoria.

If we check the dictionary this is true—hundreds of

words describing pleasant emotional experiences are defined and
each is distinct and slightly different from any other.

Further

more, research in semantics proves people are indeed able to

distinguish betv/een these many terms in reliable ways (14,105).

(Happiness, for example, gets an intensity rating of 7.1 on an
11-point scale Qust below^joy,' rated 8.1, and above pleasure'

rated 5.7] Q-05) } This, however, is the narrow view of happi
ness, for research in happiness, and this present book, have
chosen a much broader definition of happiness.

The broader way to look at happiness assumes that there
are only a few basic emotions but thev are given many, many names.

In this view, happiness is one of the very few basic emotions,
vet it is called many things depending on the situation the person
finds himself in.

For example, the basic mood of happiness is

called "love" when felt in the presence of our mate, it is called

"pride" when felt in situations of achievement, it is called
"contentment" when felt in a relaxed state, it is called "euphoria"
when felt in an excited state, but in each case the basic feeling

is happy—only the situations are different.
the one we have adopted in this book.

This broad view is

We've defined happiness

as a positive emotion of well-being and contentment.

We said
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that many terms are included under the heading of happiness.

Emotions like joy, ecstacy, contentment, satisfaction, feli

city, pleasure, mirth, merryment, peak-experiences, and many
more are essentially the same thing as happiness.

Each of these

experiences are just different manifestations of the basic
emotion "happiness".

In recent years some of the most sophisticated statis
tical research in psychology has been dedicated to a better
M§§$\

understanding of the emotions and their interrelationship (132,
133,7,31,98,15,51,52,200).

This research has studied hundreds

of emotions in the lives of real people and attempted to deter

mine, through factor analysis and other techniques, the basic

psychological components of our emotions.

The picture that has

emerged from these various studies all seem to support the
broad definition of happiness v/e have presented.

Each of these

studies concluded that there are only a few basic emotions,

though hundreds of emotional terms were analyzed.
/•^

The original

studies are quite complex but they all seem to point to a fairly

simple picture of human emotions.

In fact, the picture that

emerges from this modern statistical research tends to reconfirm
a very old view of emotions that dates back to the early theo

ries of Wundt, Titchner, and later, Schlosberg and Osgood.
These earlier psychologists developed and modified a three• dimensional theory of emotions, and this old three-dimensional

theory still adequately describes the basic nature of emotions
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as found in these Contemporary studies.

Furthermore, the

theory is nicely compatable with the theoretical views of the
top modern emotion theorists Arnold (848) and Plutchik (849) .

What has emerged is a rather unified theory of emotion
that has been developed relatively unchanged over the years.
However, it has not been recognized as such; even the researchr*ily
ers involved have not, as yet,4seen the relationship between
their independent efforts.

The theory as it has evolved sees human emotion as a product

of three independent dimensions.

Any emotion v/e can name is a

specific combination of these three dimensions.
The most important dimension is the evaluative dimension,

a dimension of goodness or badness, pleasantness or unpleasant
ness.

This is essentially the happiness dimension.

All emotions

can be meaningfully placed on a continuum from the happiest and
most pleasant to the unhappiest and most unpleasant.

Ecstasy

v/ould be near the high point of this dimension, fear or depres
sion would be at the low point.
The second dimension is the activation dimension, one

that ranges from the most relaxed, serene emotions to the most

aroused and excited emotions.

Along this dimension too, most

every emotion can be meaningfully placed.

At the highly aroused

end of the continuum would be emotions like manic ecstasy and
rage; at the relaxed end would be contentment and boredom.

U/i

The theory suggests a third dimension is necessary to

complete the picture, and the exact naming of this factor has
been the most elusive of the three.

The most recent work suggests

it might best be called the curiosity dimension.

It is a

continuum of emotion ranging from interest, curiosity, concen
tration, and attention at one end to disinterest, ignorance,
and avoidance at the other.

With these three basic ingredients,

r

produced.

any emotion can be

For example, a happy, excited, interested emotion

might be love.

An unhappy, relaxed, disinterested emotion

night be boredom.
Indeed if we were to imagine a three dimensional graph

with a happiness/unhappiness axis, a active/passive axis, and
an interest/disinterest axis, there would be a particular point
in the graph where every emotion we could name would be meaning
fully located (14).

Of these three dimensions, the happiness dimension is by

^

far the most important.

In most studies, this dimension accounted

for most of the variance

(50-95%)

in the human emotions studied.

2

Of course, the names given to these three dimensions change
from researcher to researcher.
For example Nowlis, Greenland
Borgotta consistently find these three dimensions, calling them

social affection (the happiness/unhappiness dimension), surgency
(t^ie active/passive dimention), and concentration (the interest/

disinterest dimensionX

Cattell also recognizes two dimensions of

positive emotion: surgency (related to our active/passive dimension)

and parima (our happiness/unhappiness dimensions).

Arnold recog

nizes the dimensions of attraction/repulsion (a combination of
our happiness/unhappiness and interest/disinterest dimensions)

and an action/disaction (like our active/passive dimension).
Plutchik theorizes two dimensions also, a good/bad dimension (like
our happiness/unhappiness) and an active/passive dimension.

no

Indeed in some studies, the happiness/unhappiness dimension

accounted for so much of the variance, no other factor was found.

The second factor, the active/passive dimension, accounted for
much less of the variance, 25% or less, and the third dimension,

interest/disinterest, accounted for even less.

Of course, these

are not the only dimensions that have been discovered, but they

are the only ones that continue to reappear with any consistency—
other dimensions, when they do appear, account for so little

of a person's emotional variance that their significance is ,'dUWL
unimportant.

This theory, and especially the research behind it,

suggests that there are only a very few basic emotions.

It

further suggests that happiness is one of the main ones.
What this means is that we have many names for a single

basic emotion.

Yet this is appropriate, for happiness is a

complex experience and it manifests itself in many ways.

The

research has found, for example, that on a functional, psycholo-
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gical level feelings like elation, fullness of life, receptivity
toward the world, fluency of thought, satisfaction, love, social

receptivity, pleasure, joy, lightheartedness, affection, kind
ness, warmheartedness, contentment, serenity, pride and cheer
fulness, all fluctuate together in a unitary fashion (132,15,31,
98i.

If you're feeling any one of these emotions, you1re likely
to be feeling the others also.

One researcher calls this the good
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nxxod/bad mood phenomenon"—when you're in a happy mood, many or all of these similar

feelings are likely to be present—when you1 re in a unhappy mood, none of these

feelings are likely to be present (132).

Thus, all these kinds of experiences have

the same underlying foundation-they are all manifestations of happiness.

Data from physiological psychology has also strongly supported the idea that all
positive emotions, indeed all emotions—positive and negative—are essentially the
same.

To date physiologists have met with constant frustration when they attempt to

distinguish between people's emotions.

a

There seems to be hardly any difference at

all between the various emotions werfeel.

Anger, fear, Lfsxstasy*—they all show highly

similar physiological reactions in the body.

The body's bio-chemical changes do show

if a person is emotionally aroused or not, but beyond that they tell virtually nothing

about the kind of emotion a person is feeling (831, 133).

All emotions are quite

similar physiologically, and to complicate matters, some emotions show very little

physical arousal (121).

This physiological similarity of emotion has had its most dramatic demonstration

in the famous work of Schachter (840, 841, etc).

In.numerous experiments, individuals

were injected with a shot of adrenalin to induce emotional arousal.

However, such shots

did not produce the same emotions in very individual. Actually, the emotion the
individuals felt—whether giddyness, anxiety, or depression—was determined by the
situation Schachter arranged for them.

Thus, the same shot of adrenalin caused some

people to feel happy and others to feel unhappy; proving, among other things, that on

a biological level, all emotions are very similar.
are referring to a very broad concept.

Thus when we speak of happiness, we

We are saying that there is a common element

that rurtg through all emotional experiences we consider positive.

This ccranon element

is a pleasant feeling, and that pleasant feeling is named happiness. Of oourse, ye
could call it sonethiiig else, but "happiness" is the name that is appropriate.

It is

the name the dictionary gives and it is also the name psychologists have generally used.
But more importantly, it is the name used by the common man (55, 50, 130, 21).
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Learning Our Emotions

If emotions are basically so simple, how come adults
have such elaborate and multifaceted emotional repertoires?
And why are people so different?

They learn it all.

Like

language skills, cognitive skills, and motor skills, the

emotions develop from simplicity to complexity through a

lifetime of learning (832, 22).

At birth the human infant

displays none of the emotional variety adults do.

Excitement

and quiescence are the only emotions that appear, the others
develop one by one.

By the age of three months, a general

emotion of delight, or happiness, and a general emotion of

distress, or unhappiness is evident.

By the end of the first

year observers can distinguish between fear, anger, delight,

and elation.

By the second year affection and jealousy can

be differentiated (832, 22).

3y the time adulthood is reached

the emotional repertoiry is most complex and differentiated.

Children are learning all the time, and it is important
/ff\

to realize that adult emotional patterns are highly determined

by learning.

Psychologists have ample evidence of the strong

role learning plays in emotional lives of people.

First off,

the actual amount of feeling or emotion one has in life is
determined by learning.

Studies show that children who receive

no love, cuddling, or stimulation, become "emotional zombies/*
incapable of feeling real adult emotions (812, 813).

Indeed

it appears that the ability to feel happiness and the desire

for it are also determined by such early emotional learning

(195)•

Thus early childhood experiences are incredibly important
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since a person's entire lifetime happiness may be to a large
extent determined' by early learning.
But even more than this, emotional training determines

the kinds of emotions felt, the appropriate situations for
various kinds of emotional expression, and the kinds of ges

tures and facial expressions with which to display emotion.
These kinds of differences vary markedly from culture to cul

ture.

Say that you and a Chinese are together."

The Chinese

first claps his hands, then his eyes open wide, this is fol
lowed by the Chinese sticking out his tongue, and finally he
scratches his ears and cheeks.

What does it all mean?

Ap

parently, this Chinese was first worried or disappointed;
this was followed with anger; the tongue bit was a reaction
of surprise; and whatever you did must have worked, for you

left him in obvious happiness (833).

The explanation is easy,

when we see that he has learned his reactions to various emo

tional situations just like you've learned the emotional be
haviors you display.
Even within the same culture, great variety exists be
tween the classes and subcultures.

Sex differences in emo

tional expression are certainly apparent.

Obviously even

family and individual differences are widespread.
of emotional behavior is endless.

The variety

People's reactions to the

very same event are often varied and even opposite.

One per-

son may laugh and another cry at the same "mushy" 'scene in
a movie.
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In fact, even the experienced qualities of the same
emotion in the same culture may be different for different

people!. In other words, different people learn different

ways of experiencing the same emotion.

Like we saw in Chap

ter 2, the feeling of happiness is essentially the same for
most people; still each individual experiences happiness in

a way that is somewhat unique, and this is a consequence of

differential learning about happiness.

So although everyone

is born with the same basic emotional components, the strength
to which these components are developed and the manners and

situations in which they are expressed are largely determined
by learning.

Thus by the time an individual reaches adult

hood, his own emotional patterns are as individual as his
own personality.

Yet we should not emphasize these individual differences
too much for great similarity of emotional behavior exists in

any given culture, and this also is a function of learning.
For example, psychologists find there is uncanny agreement
between people concerning the nature of happiness and the sit

uations that produce it (130, 55, 27). One study, for example
found incredible agreement between individuals (correlations

of .97 and above) concerning how happy or unhappy certain com

mon situations would make them feel (58).

This kind of agree

ment can only be the result of common cultural teachings about
emotions.

Sinee_ happiness is so dependent on learning, there is the
very real possibility of educating for happiness.

And it is

more than a hope, for.it seems well established that happier
people seem to know more about happiness.

They are better

able to define happiness (130)f they give more reasons for

happiness {55) $ they have an awarernesjs) of happiness, as import

ant (201f 132), they value happiness more (201, 132), and they
render longer lists of "things that make you happy" (220).

If

such education is productive, then this book, and others, can
perform a service, and I will have fulfilled my hope for it
£$^\

and for you.

The Cause of Emotion:

Inside or Outside?

As time goes by our moods often change.
of emotion constantly monitor our existence.

emotion a monitor of?

The ups and downs
But what is our

Is it a monitor of outside situations

and experiences we undergo (or recall)?

Or is it merely a

monitor of inside physiological changes?
The first answer that comes to mind is that outside cir
cumstances are the causes of our emotions.

^k

It should be abun-

.dantly clear after reading the previous chapters of this book
that happiness is caused by things that happen in the outside
world.

Income, social activity, meaningful work, the achieve

ment of goals, and so onf appear time after time as the causes

of happiness.

Thus it seems obvious that happiness is a pro

duct of the situation we're xivine m.

Howe/eT uiere is an «uL"CernatiVe view,

swine psychologists

think that happiness is caused primarily by changing internal
conditions of the body.

Happiness, according to this view, is

something that is triggered by certain optimal physiological
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and metabolic conditions that occur inside us independent of outside cir
cumstances.

The view suggests that when people feel happy, because of these

internal conditions, the natural tendency is to "blame" the happiness on
whatever outside circumstances are occuring.

Thus we pin our happiness on

outside events, but is really caused by independent physiological factors.

The adrenalin experiments we mentioned earlier support this idea:

When

aroused physiolocically, people tend to respond by feeling the emotion
that seems most appropriate to the situation,
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For the most part, however, very few psychologists buy the idea that
happiness is caused solely by internal metabolic cycles.

Of the hundred,

or so studies on happiness, only a few of the earliest ones took the internal

point of view (16, 17, 67, 68).

The remainder of the studies take a decidedly

enviornmental point of via-;—and, as we have seen in earlier chapters, this
view has enormous substantiation.

These two views are not, however, mutually exculsive.

Certainly both

processes, internal and external, can have an effect on happiness.

For one

thing, it is obvious that the physical state of an individual is going to
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effect how happy he might feel. An individual's ill health or physical
discomfort cannot help but effect his feelings about the situation hefs in.
.But on the other hand, there is ample evidence that outside circumstances and

events have direct effects on the physiological state of the person.

Our

bodies continuously react tothe information our senses receive from the out

side—indeed our whole physiology is designed to do just that: react.

Thus, outside circumstances affect our bodyfs physiology and our body's
physiological condition, in turn, affects our view of outside circumstances.

Furthermore, both these processes appear to operate somewhat irdependently of

each other. Classic work on moods by Cattell indicates there are two types
of happiness:

one caused by outside, enviornmental factors and another one

m

caused by changing physiological conditions inside the body (31). Thus at
times we feel happy because of a pleasant event in the outside world, and at

times our happiness flows from optimal physiological conditions. Psychologists
find, when we relate this research to our three-dimensional theory, that it is
the active/passive dimension (the dimension of bodily arousal) that relates more

to changing inner conditions of the body than to outside events; the happiness/
unhappiness dimension,on the other hand, is controlled more by the events and
situations in the outside world (31, 98).

Happiness Cycles

When we think about the body's physiology, we often think in terms of

body-rhythms and cycles.

Because of this, psychologists have studied the

possibility that such body rhythms are reflected in happiness. Many studies have
focused on examining ,fhappiness cycles": the ups and downs of emotions over time.
For some reason people always seem attracted to the idea of regular mood

cycles.

Recent public interest in "bio-rhythms" is the latest example of this

fascination.

It is appealing to think that emotion rises and falls from happiness

to unhappiness in a regular, predictable pattern.

O

In fact, however, there are no

such patterns, at least as far as happiness is concerned. The data has been
examined from many viewpoints, but no reliable patterns appear either for groups

taken as a whole;or for single individuals over long -periods of time.
the earliest research did seem to show some happiness cycles.

Sane of

One study suggested

that happiness, for most people, followed typical patterns for hours of the day,
days of the week, and seasons of the year (29) and another noticed a happiness
' cycle- of three months in most subjects (60); hcwever, since that time studies

in this area have failed to reproduce these kinds of results (118, 67, 38, 39,
131, 132).

Actually ttfien all results are taken together, two things emerge.

First, as far as large groups of people are concerned, there don't seem to be any

happiness cycles that affect the group as a whole.

Secondly, even on an dndivid-

nv

ual level, happiness cycles also fail to appear.

For most people irregularity

of happiness cycles seems to be the rule (132).

An individual's emotional

ups and downs seem as unique as his fingerprints and as varied as his heartbeat.
Such patterns are so random that no scheme can be applied to them.
Moodiness and Happiness

Although there are no regular patterns to happiness, people differ dramatically

in their daily emotionality.

Research shows that some people experience great

variation in their mood during an average day.

These are the "moody" people^

those whose emotions change radically up and down during the day (132).

On the

ether hand are the "stable" people, those individuals whose daily mood remains
fairly steady and unchanging through-out the day (132).

Although such moodiness

or stableness fAllows no regular cycle or repeating pattern, we can generally
say that people tend to remain typically moody or typically stable mist all the
time.

More than daily ups and downs, people also change msods from day to day.
Some individuals are up one day and dewn the next, while others change very

little over long periods of time (132).
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It also appears that such "moodiness"

or "stableness" is a basic part of the personality, since those individuals
who are moody or stable within a single day generally are the same ones who are
moody or stable over time (132).!

There is also another basic way people's emotions differ;

the amount of

emotions they experience. Some people experience high anounts of emotion?
everyday is packed with many stong feelings? others, however, experience very
little emotion} stong feelings occur rather infrequently (201, 147, 21, 202).

lA good deal of research has been done on moodiness and stableness. Many
personality qualities are related to this dimension of emotionality if the
reader is interested (132).
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Tnis aspect of emotion, by the way, appears independent of the moddiness/stableness
dimension, and even more importantly, neither of these variables has any effect
on a person's overall happiness.

Stable or moody, lots of emotional experiences

or few—most studies show everyone has the same chance for overall happiness

(21, 132, 201, 202, 38, 39, 68). Sane studies suggest thatj if there is a
happiness difference; it probably favors the stable person (44, 112, 201).
HaDDiness is a Favorable Balance of Emotion

Psychologists who study happiness find most people can easily determine; 1 ;
yffiw,

if they are happy or not, and 2 , the degree of happiness they feel.
exactly, do people do when they judge their current happiness?
arrive at a conclusion regarding hew happy they are?

But what,

How do they

Fortunately we can be

quiet precise about this aspect of happiness since it has been extensively studied.
Basically people figure out their happiness by simply balancing up the

happy experiences they've been through compared to the unhappy experiences they've
been through.

One thing obvious to philosophers since Aristotle, to modern

psychological theorists, and to virtually everyone else, is that emotions are

either positive or negative.
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Emotions can be easily categorized as either

happy or unhappy, and in fact, people do this all the time. So when^you ask
somebody how they are, they think of their recent emotional experiences, both

the happy ones and the unhappy ones.

If a person's good experiences ^iitb^1^r?e>

his bad ones, he'll consider himself happy (21, 201, 202, 147).

This is called

the "balance theory" of happiness (21, 147, 201) and it means that the balance

isjthe thing that counts.

It means, for example, that one can have a lot of

negative feelings in his life, but if his positive feelings @13£g|i^ those
negative ones, he'll still be a happy person (21, 147, 201, 202).

It also means

that the type of person who experiences little ©notion from day to day can be
just about as happy as the type of person who experiences a great deal of ->

emotion from day to day (21, 147, 201) just as long as the positive outbalance^

the negative. Having a "positive balance of emotion", however, is just the start.
Actually the more your'happy feelings outbalance your unhappy feelings the
Appier vou arG <21,147, 201, 202).1 The more the merrier, in other words! The
rare happy experiences you have, the more happy moods you have, the nore time
you spend feeling happy, the happier you tend to be (201).

Thus, thouph the

balance effect is important, the absolute amount of happy feelings one experiences

is even more important (201). Time is perhaps the most critical factor in this
regard; the more time spent in happy moods the happier the person is (201).

Obviously, the more time you spend feeling happy the less time you have potentially
available in which to feel unhappy.

Research on the "balance theory" has come up with an exciting new way to

look at happiness by breaking it down into its two basic components: positive

and negative feelings. Work in this area has uncovered several basic things about
the ways these two components interact to bring about happiness (21, 147). The

most important thing is that these two components are realtively independent of
each other (21, 147, 7, 201). The events that affect positive feelings don't

necessarily affect negative feelings, and events that affect negative feelings
don't necessarily affect positive feelings. For example, the reduction or

elimination of negative feelings does not necessarily increase positive ones!
Conversely, an increase in positive feelings does not necessarily lead to a
reduction of negative ones. Thus, in many cases these two areas of feelings
reamin unaffected by each other.

This independence is largely because the causes of positive feelings are
often different than the causes of negative feelings. Some factors affect only

negative feelings, raising them or lowering them. Other factors affect only positive
iThis can be either aratio balance or an absolute difference balance (201).
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feelings, raising or lowering them.

And some factors operate

on both positive 'and negative feelings!

As we go through

life, every experience we undergo tends to affect our happi
ness, but the "balance theory" shows us that some eixperiences

affect our happiness by working on our positive feelings while
others affect it by working on our negative feelings.

Inter

estingly, the relative influence of positive and negative
feelings is about equal—both have an approximately equal

(50/50) effect on happiness (21, 14?, 201, 202).

£i/cKole<jii1j 4tentatively identified which things affect
positive feelings, which things affect negative feelings,
and which affect both (21, 1^7).

These are the kinds of factors that affect only negative

feelingsi

worrying, interpersonal tensions, anxiety, and

physical ailments.

When these things are absent, negative

feelings decrease—but there is no related increase in posi
tive feelings.

Other factors effect only positive feelings:

activity and novel experience are examples.

social

A rise in social

activity, for instance, increases positive feelings but it
has no effect on reducing negative ones.
In the important areas of life, however, both areas of

feelings are affected.

Take marriage—marital companionship

defects positive feelings, while marital tensions affect

negative feelings, according to the research; and amazing
as it may seem, marital tensions have a greater negative af
fect on a person*s happiness than good companionship has a

positive effect.

So watch those family squabbles!

\*a

Occupation and income also affect both areas of feelings.
Take the unemployed person for example.

The immediate effect

of being laid off is a great reduction of positive feelings
and satisfactions while negative feelings appear unaffected.
But as time goes by, negative feelings show a steady rise
the longer unemployment continues.

For those who are employed things like "satisfaction

with the job.!7 and "adequacy in the job" tend to" reduce nega^

tive feelings much more than they increase positive feelings.
This is generally true of all workers, but when we turn to

positive feelings on the job and compare people in high status

jobs with low status ones we find some interesting distinctions.
For low status workers, income is the only thing that affects

positive feelings generated on the job.

For high status workers

on the other hand, income is much less important to positive

feelings than things like job status.and opportunity -for ad
vancement.

It appears as if only those in high status jobs

get much positive satisfaction from their jobs, lower status
/tfs^

workers receive little to feel positive about except their

income.

The best workers at the bottom can do is avoid neg

ative feelings, while workers at the top have many things
about their jobs that raise their positive feelings index.
These outside factors aren't the only things that show

such relationships.

Personal values, various qualities of

mental health, and various qualities of self-actualization

also differt

some tend to affect only positive feelings, others

affect only negative feelings, and others affect both (201,202).

\ <r^.

The research also indicates an important general con
clusion.

If we look at all the factors combined, it seems

that negative feelings relate much more to a person's pri
vate, personal life, while positive feelings relate more

to those things the greater society can provide (1*4-7).
Personal things, like one's own worries and anxieties, one's

marriage, one's feelings of personal adequacy on the job,

and one's social tensions affect mostly negative feelings.

/*.

But things that are more dependent on the outside society,
like income, employment, job status, job advancement, and

social participation, relate more to positive feelings.

If

this remarkable finding is true, it means that people are
very dependent on their society for the positive things in
life, while only the negative things in life are within the
person's own sphere of influence.

Again, the research find

ings in happiness place a strong responsibility on societyat-large for the happiness of its members.

The "balance theory" leaves youwith a twofold strategy

for happiness:

either yau can work to eliminate the sources

of negative feelings in ycm* life

or y^u,can work to increase

the sources of positive feelings (or yOu,can use some combin
ation of both).

Itfs just like in psychotherapyi

some ther

apists work solely to eliminate the negative aspects of per
sonality, others work solely to build the healthy, positive
aspects of the personality.

the samei

In either case the effect is

better mental health; it's simply a matter of

choice.

VSM

A Lifetime of Happiness

In our socie'ty, happiness changes in a typical way
throughout a human lifetime and the story of those changes

is one of the most interesting in the psychology of happiness.

The happiness of an average person will follow a rather uni
versal pattern as he continues through life.

Many studies

have focused on the factor of age in relation to happiness,

and from those studies a typical pattern of lifetime happiness

^n

in America has emerged time and time again (21, 55, 3^, 122,
75, 911 88, 130, 73i 103, 1^0, 1^7).
picture goes like this.

For most people, the

Childhood appears to be a relatively

happy period in most lives, but following it comes adolescence
which r»W among the least happy periods in life.

In adole

scence the person's main task involves movement away from the

family to the outside world, and family tensions and conflict

that go with this process appear extremely high (10,- 127).
Early adolescence seems especially unhappy for most individuals
(127, 10).

The college years are also probably less happy than other

periods (108) but within the college years several interesting
things happen.

First, the evidence indicates that happiness

generally increases over the four years of college (401, 4-00).

At the start of college, females are typically happier than

males, yet by the time the senior year(foils)around this re
lationship has reversed (400t 401).

This occurs because

male happiness increases significantly over the four years,

while female happiness stays at about the same level, possibly
even dropping somewhat (400, 401).

\c- <

Young adulthood,, from ages 20 to 30, is a very happy

period in most pe'ople's lives, especially the latter part
of that period.

This age bracket ranks third from the top

for most individuals, but it is interesting to note that

the period is most often the happiest time in life for
women who usually are happiest during the years of youthful

appearance (130, 88, 1^7).
The period from 30-40 is the happiest period of life
for the majority of people, especially men.

V/e can be even

more precise, however, and select the period from 30-35 as

the happiest of all, and the period from 35-40 running a
close second.

It.is these years of early family and adult

social responsibilities that seem to bring the most happi

ness in life, but after that, happiness seems to go ,on
the decrease.

The ages from 40-50 shows a lower level of happiness
than any period from 20-40, and beyond 50 is considered the

most unhappy time in life.
V

This is a sad picture that is

drawn here, for as the typical individual grows into his

last years of life, instead of joy and reward, unhappiness
appears to be the typical manner in which most people end

their lives.

Many things combine to create this old age

unhappiness.

Illness, of course, is the major reason the

old are unhappier (157), but income too has its effects.

For young people, income is not all that important to hap-.
piness, but for the aged, income is a major factor affecting

a person's happiness, (21) the old poor being the unhappiest

of all groups.

Interestingly, however, the aged tend to

worry less than other age groups, thus eliminating one source

of unhappiness for them; unhappiness in old age is more a

problem of apathy than of. insecurity or anxiety (l-U-7).

And

it is comforting to know that a good marriage in old age

can minimize the typical unhappiness of this period (108).
For most people then, life has its ups and downs.

Indeed for most, it's just one big up to age 3"°-35 (with a
temporary drop during adolescence) and then one big down
from that point on.

However, the amazing thing is that this

pattern seems typically Western.

In a world-wide study which

looked closely at the happiness of many world cultures, the

picture appeared quite the opposite of the one we've described.
•The happiest periods of life for most peoples of the world

are the years under 20 and the years over 50!(27).

In much

of the world, old age is the happiest period; a time.for

respect, importance, and purpose.

It appears, therefore

that these age patterns reflect only cultural variables of

status and participation rather than any inherent aspect of

aging, per se, and this in turn gives hope that the sadness
of old age in our culture can be corrected.

There is one more thing about age and happiness that is

instructive here.

When asked about the happiest time in life,

sl definite difference occurs between the answers of the happy

and the unhappy.

Unhappy people are far more likely to say

that childhood, or perhaps the school or college years, were
the happiest years of their lives; but the happy, on the other

hand, most typically say "right new" (113, 130).

Again we see the kind of

important distinctions'between the happy and the unhappy—the happy are most
content with the here-and-now, the unhappy having to recall the there-and-then.

Hew t-uch Happiness Is There Anyway?

In America most people are happy!

This finding has been the consistent

result of nearly a hundred studies on happiness and related topics—not one

report shows more unhappy than happy people.

Apparently our national pursuit

of happiness has been a great successI
The chart on the following page shows some of the many available results
over many years of happiness research.
relatively stable phenomenon.

Amazingly, happiness in our society is a

At least during the past twenty to thirty years

happiness levels have remained about the same, and possibly have even gotten

better.2 The chart also show how large a majority of Americans are happy: however,
more often than not, being in the happy zone means "I am not consciously unhappy
cr dissatisfied" rather than "I am euphoric and elated" (130).

Only the most

happy people experience a general mood that approaches continuous elation.

The

average for most Americans has been described as "feeling pretty good, f0.K."

f*

(132) or "mildly happy, feeling fairly good and somewhat cheerful." (201, 202).
On an 11-point scale (like the one you took on page

) the average for hundreds

of people Ifve studied around the country is 7 ("mildly happy: feeling fairly
good and somewhat cheerful").

The vast majority of people taking this scale

(around 80%) fall between 5 and 9 on the scale. The same basic level of personal

happiness also shews itself on Chart 1 vtfiere the large majority of people studied
*fall in the "pretty happy"/"fairly happy" column.

Another way of looking at happiness is the amount of time people spend in

happy moods. When we look at the numbers of specific moods people can recall, we

2current economic conditions, however, have recently reduced our national
happiness levels (

).
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Avowed Happiness in National Opinion Polls*

Country &
Sample

Ratings in %

Date

Very
Happy

Pretty or
Fairly

Not too

Happy

Happy

Canada1

1946
1946
1946
1946
1946

32
38
8
39
46

1947
1948
1948
1952

38
37
43
47

Spring, 1957

35

Winter, 1963
December, 1963
June, 1965

36
32
30

Great Britain
France

United States
ii

ii

Netherlands
United States

55
56
44
50
45
57
-54
44
43

N«*K

i'.f

ilili
13
6

40
9
8
8
6
8

Nationwide:

Probability3
.
Probabi1i ty-Catholi cD
Quota0
Quotae

Special samples:

f

Four Illinois towns

March, 1962
June, 1963

Unemployed men^
Urban renewal area-Negron
Detroit suburb-3

Detroit inner city

ChicagoJ

Washington suburban countyJ
Ten metropolitan areas'3
a

54
55
51
53

24
22
18

January, 1964

January-February, 1963
June-July, 1963

36
38

October-November, 1963

• 35

January-February,
January-February,
October-November,
January-February,
October-November,
January-February,
October-November,
January-February,

1964
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963

32
17
20
31
29
35
33
33

October-November, 1963

30

Gurin et al. (1960)

b NORC unpublished data, Study 476
c NORC unpublished data, Study SRS
e NORC unpublished data, Study SRS

11
9
16

17

2,460
2,062
1,501
1,469
2,006

47

17
34
35

57
58
59
63
56
57
50

7
4
6
5
27
23
19

59
57
61
59
62

11
8

542
480
427
448
447
350
252
177

59
44

6
8
8

390
614

1,277
1,001
270
208

Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965), in economically
depressed areas
160
857

Unpublished data from NORC study of plant
shutdown in Sioux City, Iowa; see Bradburn (1964),
Unpublished data from NORC study of urban re
newal area in St. Louis; see Treiman (1964).

* The percentage breakdown for "life Satisfaction"
Satisfaction" ratings on similar three-

alternative question in national samples is almost the same as for "happiness"
ratings above; see Converse & Robinson (1965) ahd Survey Research Center (1968).
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find that Americans generally experience more happy moods than unhappy ones

(132, 67, 201, 202); aiirost twice as many on the average (201). Americans

also have nore positive feelings than negative ones (21, 147, 201, 202).
VJhen we turn to the amount of time people typically spend feeling happy we
find another indication of the "happy society:"

the average

person spends

close to 60% of his day in happy moods, less than 20% in unhappy moods, and
another 20% in "neutral" states (201, 202, 222).

(rest people fall within 15

to 20 percentage points above or below these averages.) VTny donft you turn
back to your answers on page

to see how your percentage estimates compare

to the hundreds of people I've studied with this instrument.
Thus we find that the large majority of people in our country are happy

people—not euphorically happy, but pretty happy.

In one sense this is most

when we consider the numerous socials critics who speak of the negative forces

of alienation, anxiety, and modern tensions in our society.

Reading such

observations one would expect that happiness is on the wane in the modern
world, but such seems not the case.

Our findings here do not contradict such

insightful critics of our society, for those views are valid as far as they go,
but the point seems to be that people are able to maintain their happiness
0m®£\

in spite of the many negative consequences of modern life.
That most people here are happy should be no real surprise however,

tost Americans expect to be happy.

According to one national opinion study,

Americans feel happiness is their basic human nature (130).

Itfs no surprise to

psychologists either, since the seeking of happiness (through the (aviodance.

*

Q<n
\H

of negative conditions and the seeking of positive ones) is
the most fundamental biological imperative—a successful

species should naturally enjoy happiness.

More than survival

of the fittest, "happiness for the fittest," seems the basic
reward nature provides higher animals.

highly>jsuccessful.

And Americans are

When we look at the basic ingredients

of happiness, (marriage, income, etc.) we find Americans

have them all.

After all, most Americans are married (85#

/*s

as a matter of fact £~ll*27), most Americans have incomes
higher than the levels necessary for happiness, most Americans
have their basic material needs met, and most Americans are

characteristically optimistic in their approach to life (130),
so naturally we would expect that most Americans would be

happy.

One researcher has concluded that in American society

there are more positive experiences than negative experiences

available (1^7). In such a society, most people can't go
wrong.
\

Even the recent studies of the brain show that hap-

piness should be the rule; exploration so far reveals that

35% of the brain gives rise to happy feelings when stimulated

while only 5% generates unhappy feelings (35). Biologically
speaking, our brain is designed with a much greater potential
for pleasure than pain.

Then is happiness then the natural state of Man? Sadly
the answer is no.. Actually America is an exception, not the

rule. When we look at happiness throughout the world it ap
pears as if half the people are basically happy and half the

\ql

world's peoples are unhappy^).Once again, the key factor
seems to be economic; when we arrange the world's peoples,
country by country, from the happiest and most satisfied to

the unhappiest and most dissatisfied we find the order is

almost identical to their ranking according to economic and

material wealth (27)•

The poorer nations have relatively

unhappy populations, the richer nations of the industrialized

West have relatively happy populations.
the very top of the list?

It's the United States of America—

the happiest nation of them all!

both pride and sadness.

And guess who's at

A fact that at once invokes

On a national level, just like it is

for any individual, happiness is success at the basics.

It

is obvious that the task for those concerned with a truly
happy world is providing enough to satisfy the basic needs
of life for —-^-r-

\c\i
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